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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the results of research initiated in May of 1998 to
address the need for a communication strategy for Canada's Oceans Act and its
three prograrns. The Oceans Act, which was passed in January of 1997, is a new
and progressive piece of environmental legislation. It is different from Canadian
legislation of the past because of the principles it is based on, and its dependence
on participatoiy processes. The Act is based on three principles: sustainable
development; the precautionary approach (to err on the side of caution); and
integrated management. There are three programs under the Act

- Integrated

Management, Marine Protected Areas, and Marine Environmental Health. These
programs are being developed, in collaboration with oceans stakeholders, to
manage oceans activities and uses, as well as, to protect the interests of oceans
stakeholders. Wit h stakeholder participation being a fairly new concept,
communication with oceans stakeholders is a necessity.

The development of a strategy to communicate the Act and its

three

programs to the Canadian Arctic coastal cornmunities of Fisheries and Oceans
Canada's Central and Arctic Region is the overall goal of this research. To
efiectively communicate the Act and its three prognuns, there are three
objectives: 1) to identify and document Arctic Ocean activities and resource uses

in the Central and Arctic Region, developing a catalogue of uses for the area; 2) to
identiQ resource users and stakeholder groups that are afFected by ocean activities

and compile stakeholder contact information into a database for future reference;
and 3) to develop a communication strategy for the Oceans Act and its programs
for the coastal communities of Fisheties and Oceans Canada's Central and Arctic
Region.
The research was carried out through literature reviews, unstructured
interviews, Intemet searches, and community visits. The demographics of these
communities, their social and economic characteristics, as well as values,
perceptions and cultures in relationship to the ocean were researched. Each
stakeholder group is different in terms of information needs; thus certain

iii

communication channels are more effective than others. To illustrate, economic
and social conditions in the North include high unemployment, dependence on
subsistence harvesting, lower levels of forma1 education in cornparison to the rest
of Canada, and high numbers of young people. These characteristics are important
and will inevitably affect the method of communication chosen and the way the
message is relayed.

This research found that in the North, there are already well established
ways of communicating that need to be acknowledged and incorporated in trying

to communicate with stakeholder groups. An analysis of which fonns of
communication (audio, visual, print, stnictured andlor unstructured) have the
greatest success rate, is a necessary pan of this research. Some of the existing
communication bodies include the Inuvialuit Communications Society, the Inuit
Broadcasting Corporation, the Native Communication Society, Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, Television Nonhem Canada, Nonhem News SeMces,
and Nunatsiaq News. All of these bodies have well-established programs and are
willing to work in pannership with Fisheries and Oceans Canada to communicate
the key messages of the Act and its programs.
A number of potential communication tools are suggested to foster the

communication of the Act and its prograrns to the coastal communities of the
Canadian Arctic. They include: increasing direct contact with communities and
cornmunity members; working closely with local community liaison persons;
developing educational materials (audio, visual, and/or print) and strong links
with the identified northem communication bodies; developing an Oceans
Webpage; ensuring continued cooperation and collaboration between the different

Fisheries and Oceans Canada Regions through participation on the National
Oceans Conservation Program Marketing Working Group; developing a calendar

of events; establishing a Speakers' Bureau; developing an educational program
inventory; establishing partnerships with the Nonhem school system; developing
a portable educational "ToolKit";

and utiliring "edutainment"

as a

communication tool. The suggested communication tools are based on the

findings of the research and can be applied directly to the northem stakeholder
groups of Fisheries and Clceans Canada's Central and Arctic Region.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.0

BACKGROUND
In January of 1997 the Government of Canada passed the Ocecms Act,

giving Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)the lead role in developing and
implementing the Oceuns Act and Oceans Act initiatives. With this new
responsibility, the DFO created the Oceans Sector. This Sector is dedicated to
further development of Oceans Act Initiatives and implements the O c e m Act.

There is an Oceans Sector within each of DFO's five regions. The Oceans Act
was developed to address the need for an integrated approach toward the
management of potentially cornpetitive ocean activities. It is intended to fgster a
new method of management and to take the "urgent action required to rewncile
competing ocean interests. [The Act should] chart our future course toward
healthy, safe and prosperous oceans" as well as encourage the s h e d stewardship
that will be required to accornplish this goal (Govemment of Canada, 1997b). In
an atternpt to achieve this, the Government of Canada is in the process of
developing a national Ocean's Management Strategy (OMS)in collaboration with
stakeholders who have vested interests in ocean activities. The strategy is targeted

for implementation in the year 2000.
The OMS will be built on three principles: sustainable development,

integrated management, and the precautionary principle. The Strategy will have
four immediate goals (Government of Canada, 1997b). First, to replace the
current, fiagmented approach to oceans management with a collaborative,
integrated approach. Second, to expand working partnerships among oceans
stakeholders and to increase their responsibility and accountability. Third, to
optimize the economic potential of our oceans while ensuring their conservation
and sustainability. Fourth, to position Canada as a world leader in oceans
management. These goals are progressive and are needed to address changes and
the increase in cornpetitive use of our ocean resources, yet they are somewhat
different fiom previous governmental approaches to ocuuis management. Before

these goals can be realized strong communication of their importance and what
exactly they will mean to stakeholders of the Central and Araic Region is naded.
The Centrai and Arctic Region is an area that is vast in size and rich in
social cultures, renewable and nonrenewable resources and economic oppominity.
For these reasons, t his Region is typified by a large number of stakeholders and
user groups. To bener understand whom these stakeholders and user groups are,
the Govemment o f Canada has developed a list. According to the Govemment of

Canada, oceans stakeholders consist of:
indigenous p u p s of the Inuvialuit Settiement Region, and the Nunavut Land
Ctaims Settiement;

coastal communities;
resource industries primarily dominated by oil and gas exploration and
estraction, sea-bai mining, sand and grave1 extraction, shipbuilding, ddense
production, aquaculture, boating, shipping and transportation, and marine
navigation;
different levels of government including the territorial govemment, the federal
govemment and their associated departments, and municipal govefnments;
the tourism and recreation industry; and
interest groups, neither govemmental nor commercial that have expertise and
provide infonned advice on mattcrs such as economic, environmental and social

issues, science and technology, community living, jobs and growth, public
education, and the Arctic (Govemment of Canada, 1997b).

M e r reading through the list of potential stakeholders in the Central and Arctic
Region, it is clear rhat each group will have different information needs and the

Oceans Act and Oceans Act initiatives will have dEerent meanings for each of
the different groups. During the early stages of implementing the Act, developing
strategies to communicate with each of the identified stakeholders, to raise
awareness of the Act, will be a priority for the DFO.
Communication will be needed not only to understand the current mindset
of stakeholders and help stakeholders realizdanticipate what the Oceans Act will

mean to them as compared with previous fiagmented legislation, but also to foster
the intenalization of the importance of ocems and theu resources. The desired
mindset emanating fiom the Ocecar Act is one of systematic and integrated

thinking. This change in attitude will not happen ovemight but over time and with
greater sharing of information and oppominities for stakeholder contribution.
Funhermore, for Oceans Act initiatives to be successfil, there must be a
willingness, on the part of the stakeholders, to intemalize and appreciate the need
for an integrated oceans management approach.

1.1

I

ISSUE STATEMENT

.

National Communications Plan..
[At this poing no finnul mechmism exists tu i&nh& the information requirernenfi of the
variolis torget rnrdiences...n more formal forger audience scanning mechanisni is required to
nscertafn the infirmation needs of target audiences. " flestbrook and Harris, f 999)

Canada's Oceans Act is new and progressive in nature. As with any new
development, communication needs to play a key role in order to raise awareness
of the issues. A communication framework needs to be developed to address how
the DFO can reach the identified stakeholders and communicate the Oceans Act

and its prograrns and what it will mean to them. For this reason, the DFO needs to
research stakeholder groups and find methods of communication that will be the
mon successful with the identified groups. What is needed is a communication
process for oceans management that will flow fiorn the Ocems Act to the multiple
stakeholders of the Region. A communication strategy is needed to provide
recommendations that will facilitate a better understanding of oceans
interdependencies and a stronger sense of stewardship among stakeholders.

1.2

RESEARCfi OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this research is to help with the communication of
Canada's Oceans Act and its programs. The specific objectives are:
1. To identify and document Arctic Ocean activities and resource uses in

the Central and Arctic Region, and to develop a catalogue of uses for
the area;

2. To identiQ resource users and stakeholder groups that are affecteci by

ocean activities and decisions made regarding the resources (e-g.

allocation rights). This will involve compiling the contact information
of user groups into a database for niture reference; and
3. To develop a communication strategy for the communication of

Canada's Oceans Act and its programs This strategy will be tailored to
meet the needs of Canadian Arctic coastal communities in the Central
and Arctic Region.

1.3 SCOPE

1.3.1

Geographicd Scope

The scope of this research will be the communities located along the Coast

of the Northwest Territories (NWT) and the temtory of Nunavut. These
communities are Iocated within the area over which the DFO, Central and Arctic
Region has jurisdiction and responsibility (Figure 1). When identifying ocean
uses,

the Canadian Arctic Ocean will be the body of water of major concem.

Although the waters of the Hudson Bay are within the jurisdiction of the DFO and
border the southem part of the Nunavut Territory, ocean activity occurring in this
body of water is outside the area of emphasis. The communication strategy

developed will be targeted to the communities within the Inuvialuit Senlement
Region @SR) as outlined in the Inuvialuit Final Agreement (IFA) 1984 and the

communities within the temtory of Nunavut, as outlined in the Nunawt Land
Claims Agreement (NLCA) 1993. The coastal communities of these two areas
engage in oceans related activities therefore making them one of DFO's primary
concerns when attempting to communicate the Oceans Act.

Figure 1: Fisheries and Oceans Canada Regional Areas of Jurisdiction and
Responsibility (Source: Fisheries and Oceans, 1998c)
1.3.2 User Scope

Identification of stakeholder groups will be based on the documented
Arctic Ocean uses occurring within the jurisdictional boundaries of the DFO,
Central and Arctic Region. Once Arctic Ocean resource uses have been identified
in the Central and Arctic Region, the identification of key ocean resource users
and stakeholder groups will follow.

1.4

DELIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCE

Because the Region over which the DFO has jurisdiction is so large
(Nunavut, NWT, Manitoba, Ontario, Saskatchewan and Alberta); there will be a

large number of stakeholders and user groups identified as having ocean related
interests. It would be impossible to develop a communicaîion strategy that would

encompass the unique information needs of each. In order for a communication
strategy to be effective, a great deal of research is needed to identiQ and
understand the stakeholder groups' culture, perceptions, values, and how they in
tum relate to the ocean. Furthemore, the Oceans Act and its programs will mean
different things to different groups. Therefore, the communication strategy
developed will need to be tailored to a specific stakeholder group in order for it to
be as effective as possible. In this case, the specific target audience will be the

coastal comrnunities of the Canadian Arctic.
The communication strategy will be further narrowed to deal only with
northem stakeholders that have an arctic marine relationship. This thesis limits its

scope to the Indigenous groups of the ISR and the NLCA. This excludes
stakeholders that engage solely in land-based activities in the North. These groups
include the Dene, Sahtu, Gwich'in, Yellowknife, and Deh Cho Abonginal bands
that are based inland and do not have oceans related activities. Furthermore, the
scope of this research excludes stakeholder groups that affect and are affected by
oceans activities outside of the Central and Arctic Region.

1.5

IMPORTANCE OF THE RESEARCH

"nie Canadian Arctic is not as pnsline as might be expected, giwn the low popdation and
lack of innitstria1 dwelopment. Contaminatiun h a reached if fiom distant sources, large&
through atmosphere. bat ako in animal l f i in ocean ocrrcnts, and in rivers. Increaring
human actïW@ in the Arctic ecozones wer the p t several decades hm brought lucal
environmental impacts from resowce abelopment, waste dispusal, milifary actMries,
torrrism. and construcrion. " (Government of Canada, 1P96a)

The Ocems Act is a legislative tool. If implemented successfblly, it has
the potential to offer management programs that with the participation of
stakeholders can act to manage the issues of rising concem surrounding the Arctic
Ocean. Although the Arctic is not Free from pollutants or development, it is still
an environment that has experienced less development than the two other oceans

that border Canada. This lack of industrial development to date provides an
opportunity for the DFO to work with stakeholders in early stages to develop a

strong management process for oceans activities, hopefully avoiding
environmental problems which have happened elsewhere as a result of wcak
oceans management. This management process can serve as a mode1 for
sustainable oceans management in other paits of Canada and around the world.
The situation in the Arctic provides an oppominity to develop a multi-stakeholder
framework that encourages and formalizes stakeholder participation before the
pressures of development cause conflict to rise until stakeholder positions become
rigid and inflexible.
The Act provides the opportunity for public involvement in managing
Canadian oceans, which is a promising new govemmental approach to managing
our natural resources. It is a progressive developrnent that has the potential to
significantly change ocean activities and resource decision-making. Stakeholders
are an integral component of this new paradigrn. They now have a vocal role but
before they can actuaily take their deserved part in the decision-making process
they have to be made aware of the new opporhmity to do so. Without effective
communication of the Act and its programs, stakeholders will not be informed or
active in oceans management. The govemment will be blamed for simply paying
lip service to the notion of public participation and community empowerment. It

is for this reason that the DFO, Central and Arctic Region is dedicated to

developing an effective way to communicate the Oceuns Act and what it will
mean to the stakeholders of its Region.

CHAPTER 2: METHODS

A number of methods and tools were used to achieve the objectives of this

research, which were as follows:
1. To identiS, and document Arctic Ocean activitia and mource uses in the
Central and Arctic Region, and to develop a catalogue of uses for the area;

2. To identie the stakeholders that are affccted by occan activities and kisions
made regarding the resources (e.g. allocation Wb).This will involve compiling
the contact information of user groups into a database for future reference; and
3. To develop a communication strategy for the communication of Canada's
Ocems Act. This strategy will be tailored to meet the needs of

Canadian Arctic

coastal communities in the Central and Arctic Region.

2.1

FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING O C M S ACT
COMMüNICATIONS STRATEGY
When developing the communications strategy for the northem

stakeholders of the Central and Arctic Region a fiamework was needed to provide
guidance through the research process, or a "step-by-step set of instructions for
conducting the investigation" (Locke, Spirduso, and Silverman, 1993). Figure 2
outlines the fiamework designed for developing the Ocemtr Act communication
strategy. This hmework c m in fact be utilized for al1 the identified target
audiences without losing its applicability. It encompasses consistent steps that can
be followed when trying to assess how successfÙ1 communication can be achieved
with an identitied stakeholder group.

2.1.1

Step 1: Identify Arctic Ocean Uses

When identifjhg and documenting ocean activities and resource uses in

the Arctic, primary and secondary data were utilized. An extensive literature
review of publications, joumals, agency reports, government reports and news
articles was completed to pmvide detailed information on the history of events, as
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Figure 2: Frammork for Dtveloping Ocecins Act Communication Strrtegy

well as, current issues that are afFecting the Araic environment. Searching the
Internet for govemment agencies' webpages (e.g. the Department of Indian
Affairs and Nonhern Development (DIAND), Environment Canada, Nanid
Resources Canada, and Parks Canadaocanadian Heritage) was useful. These sites
are constantly updated to pmvide information regarding naturd resource
development in Canada. Individuals with experience in the Central and Arctic
Resion were also a valuable resource. They were able verbally to fil1 in the gaps
that the literanire did not cover sufficiently. Through researching the histov of
the area, and resource uses, confiicts of interests became evident providing not
only a strong background of the Region but aiding in ocean stakeholder
identification as well.

2.1.2 Step 2: Identify the Stakeholden/Ocean Resource Usen

Once oceans activities and resource uses in the Arctic were documented it
was possible to identify who was actually utilizing these resources and under what
rights (e.g. land claims agreements). There are a number of organizations that

have developed techniques for identifying and distinguishing among potential
stakeholders in a given resource management situation (e.g. The World
Conservation Union-TUCN). These techniques were researched to provide
guidance for this portion of the research. Journal articles, newsletters, govemment
reports, local newspapers, and local telephone books were vaiuable information
sources when naming the key piayers in a given resource situation. The use of the
Internet and penonai communications were also valuable tools used to identiQ
key organizations, their mandates, and their individual role in oceans

management.
Once a preliminary list was developed it was necessary to solicit feedback

from individuals who could provide hrther information as to which potential
groups and individuals were missing. Contacting and consulting the actual groups
identified also provided fùrther information, ensuring that al1 the individwls,
organizations, departments, and bodies that will be aEected by the O c e m Act

and its programs were included in the list. This portion of the research was done
on the rnost part by telephone due to the physical limitations involved with the
size of this region. The list will not be static but dynamic, growing and changing
as new bodies are conceived andor existing bodies change shape or dissipate. The
list includes the major groups, individuals, organizations, etc. and was entered
into a database that can be used for future reference. This database was developed
to organize the collected oceans stakeholder information.

2.1.3

Step 3: Detemine the ValueslPerceptions/Culture o f the Croup
At this point in the research, once the Arctic Ocean uses and stakeholder

groups had been identified, defining a narrower scope was necessary. It was

expected that there would be a number of stakeholder groups identified and
although understanding each groups' values, perceptions and culture will be
important to communicate the Oceans Act and its programs, only one stakeholder
group was the focus of this research.
The target audience for this research was the identified northem

stakeholder groups, in particular Canadian Arctic coastal communities. Leaniing
as much as possible about their values, perceptions and cultures and their
relationship with the ocean was extremely important when attempting to
communicate with this group about environmental issues. There are a number of
ways 1 leamed more about this group. Reading northem newspapers, joumals and
govemment documents helped to construct a larger picture of how life is in the
North and what many of the major issues are. Using the Intemet to visit northern
webpages provided another source of information. Persona1 communications with
communications experts (both northem and local), scientists who do work in the
North and Arctic community members provided important information about this
target group, some of which could not be found in the literature. Personal
communications, which aided in the completion of this research, was done
through informa1 discussions rather than formal intenriews. Community visits
were arranged to provide an avenue to speak with northem communication

expefis and community mernbers. Once in the communities personal observation

played a major role in developing an understanding of the perceptions, values and
culture of this group.
2.1.4 Step 4: Analyze Existing Systems of Communication

Analyzing the existing systems of communication in the North involved
researching the communication bodies in the North, identifying their area of
expertise and what communication vehicles they used to disseminate information
to their target audiences (e.g. television, radio, newsprint, etc.). It was important
to identiQ the actual communication sources (e.g. CBC North Radio) and place
these sources into a table for firther market share analysis. Once research was
completed on the actual communication vehicles utilized in the North and the
communication sources that provide information through these vehicles, analysis
was done to assess which of these sources were in fact the most effective. Some
forms of communication were more effective in certain situations than others.
To research the existing systems of communication in the North a number
of different research methods were used. Personal communications with
community members, the DFO Communications Directorate and other individuals
who do work in the North were helpful in identiQing key communication bodies

and programming in the North. Reading northern newspapers and journals, as
well as, searching the Intemet were also strong sources for identifying key
communication bodies and often provided contact information for these bodies.

2. 1.5

Step 5: Determine the Priority for the Mode of Communication

To determine the fom of communication that was most successfil for

communicating with northem communities, some degree of both qualitative and
quantitative analysis was completed. There was a need to research and understand
Arctic community characteristics (education level, number of youths, language
spoken, cultural backgrounds, etc.). There was also a need to research community
populations, communication sources' market reach, and market share in relation

to these community populations (McCarthy, 1994). Through both market share

analysis of communication sources and personal communication with norihem
communication bodies and community members, a communication strategy was
developed that intemalized analytical results, ensunng the strategy recommended
communication channels and sources that have had the greatest degree of auccess
in the North.
To obtain the information needed to do both the qualitative and
quantitative analyses outlined above, a number of sources were used. Personal
communications and previously compiled statistical information were the main
sources used to complete this step in the research. Talking with northem
communication experts provided usefùl information and statistics that were oflen
not found in written documents. The main reason for the lack of documented
northem market research being that marketing situations change fiequently and
the area with which they are dealing is small in terms of population, therefore not
a great deal of market information has been gathered (Cathy Bolstad, perscomm.,
March 30, 1999; Wilson, 1994). However, govemments, in particular the
Govemment of the Northwest Territories (GNWT), have done a great deal of
work on cornmunity populations and community characteristics. The GNWT was
a major source for nonhem population information.

2.1.6

Step 6: Devise a Communication Strategy for the Oceans Act

Based on the research and information gathered in Steps 1 through 5 of

this fiamework (Figure 2), a communication strategy for northern stakeholders
was developed. The strategy was based on the information gathered throughout
the research process and findings were incorporated to ensure that the strategy
will be as successful as possible. A number of communication tools were
suggested. The recommendations were presented in the standard format for
govemment communication strategies.

2.1.7

Step 7: Feedback and Adjustment to Improve Effkctivenus of

Communication
There was a need to build feedback loops into the communication strategy.
This will ensure that the communication taking place is effective, or modified to
be as effective as possible when communicating with the target audience. Certain
feedback mechanisms for the suggested communication tools were researched and
included in the strategy. Feedback mechanism research involved talking with
communication experts, finding out what has worked for them when attempting to
monitor communications with Arctic communities, and reviewing other
communication strategies.

(PAME, 1996). The Arctic encompasses nearly a quarter of Canada's land area
and boasts a coastline longer than that of al1 ocean-fionting provinces combined
(Government of Canada, 1996a). The area is tenowned for its continuous
permafrost, and unique flora and fauna. This vast area is broken up into regions,
for the purposes of this research the Western Arctic, Central and Eastern Arctic
are the regions of concem.
There are a number of different species that inhabit Arctic waters. The fish
and shellfish species found in the Arctic include: Arctic cod, Arctic char,
Greenland halibut, redfish, round-nosed grenadier, greenland sharlc, shrimp,
scallops, and several species of clam (Beckmann, 1996). The Arctic is home to a
large number of seabirds, which include thick-billed rnurres, northern fulmars,
black legged kittiwakes, black guillemots, gulls, duck and loons. The Arctic also
supports a large marine mammal population of harp seals, hooded seals, ringed
seals, walrus, beluga, narwhal, bowhead whales, and polar bears (Beckmann,
1996). Due to the intense weather, this area tends to have less species diversity

than other regions of Canada because Arctic "organisms must be very robust, be
able to withstand the cold and the periodical lack of foodhutrients as well as
reproduction failure" (PAME,1996). The species have lower reproductive rates
and longer life spans than similar species in other regions (Beckmann, 1996). The
fragile nature of the Arctic ecosystem, as just described, illustrates how
sustainable development is crucial to ensure that species have time to replenish
stocks.
To date, the Arctic has experienced limited nonrenewable resource
development despite the high potential for such development in the North.
bbEconomicactivity in the North currently contributes less than 5% (or $950
million) to Canada's Gross Domestic Produa (GDP) with mining and gas
industries accounting for the majority of this, with hunting, trapping, and tourisrn
providing the balance" (Beckmann, 1996). This is in stark comrast to the total
contribution of the oceans sector to the Canadian economy. In 1996, "the total
value of output from the oceans sectot was $18.9 billion" (Government of
Canada, 1999). This will not be the case in the future. It is expected that access to

the Arctic will become more efficient as a resuh of new technology, as well as,
potential warming in the North. The Mackenzie basin, where thete are a large
nurnber of oil deposits and leases, has been termed a "hot spot". Around the
Mackenzie Basin "temperatures have risen by three t h e s the global average of
half a degree" (Grescoe, 1997). New technology and rising temperatures coupled
with the depletion of nonrenewable resource stocks elsewhere, indicates that
industry will be tuming to the resource pools of the Arctic. Overall, development
can be expected to increase rapidly in the next century making the tools of
sustainable development even more relevant in the North.
3.1.2

The People o f the Arctic
"Changes have occurred too quickly in the North. Many of the people

were living off the land as little as fifty years ago, and in some Inuit areas that
lifestyle still exists. These people have had to make a transition, which has taken
most cultures centuries to cornpiete, in just a few years. They have gone fkom
hunting and gathering societies to being wage-earning employees on oilrigs or
behind govemment desks. They have had to survive in a totally different
psychological and economical environment. They have had to deal with treaties,
re-establish themselves into native organizations on white man's terms, and
attempt to reclaim land benefits, which they felt were righffilly theirs. They have
been truly a people in transition" (Aquilina, 1981).
"The Canadian Arctic has one of the lowest population densities in the
world (about 85,000 residents), with the majority of the population living in

coastal communities" (Govemment of Canada, 1996a; Department of Indian
Affairs and Northem Development, 1991). Yet this area is one of the richest areas
in tradition and culture. The Inuit of the Arctic, although different in culture
among the different regions, have much in common. They have had to cope and
adjust to significant changes in their lifestyles due to the infiuence of the
'Tan'ngit', Inuvialuit for foreigners. "The white man made his way into these
regions, bringing with him his culture - world views, religions, languages, mords,
values, and social systems" (Aquilina, 1981). The history of this people's

evolution is spotted with impacts that have been caused by econornic cycles
historically based on the exploitation of renewable and nonrenewable resources.
Efforts to 'educate' the Inuit disnipted their traditional lifestyle and method of
teaching their youth, which is characteristic of verbal ~omrnunication,story
telling and hands on experience. The Canadian govemment also played a role in
challenging the Inuit culture. In their attempts to increase sovereignty and
govemment 'presence' in the Arctic the Inuit lost much of their flexibility as a
result of the push to change fiom a nomadic lifestyle to one of a sedentary
colonial nature.

The Inuit began to inhabit the Arctic as early as 6000 years ago (Inuit
Tapisirat of Canada, 1995). Their own culture had evolved; one based strongly on
their relationship with the land, depending on its resources for their subsistence.
The first sign of outside exposure started in 1576 when the first European
explorer, William Frobisher, entered the Arctic. From this point on the Inuit
Iifestyle would never be the same. There was a flux of outsiders that poured into
the Arctic in search of whales, furs, oil, and gas. This economic explosion of
course brought with it other outside infîuences. Of these influences missionaies
had the most severe impact. Once economic development in the North had begun
the Canadian govemment became concemed with the lack of Canadian cohesion.
The government began to leash the resources and increase their sovereignty
efforts to bring the Arctic cioser into the govemmental fold.

-

Commemiid Whnling Ern (1 719 1910)

With the increased value of whale products on the market the demand
grew and drove the commercial whaling industry to new heights. The Inuit were
now being exposed to large numbers of people fiom different areas of the world.
With exposure to foreigners came exposure to diseases that were not known to
them or their immune systems. The commercial whaling era not only depleted the
stocks of whales that Inuit s u ~ v awas
l dependant upon but the disease brought in

by outsiders almost wiped out the Inuit population in the North. 'Each whaling
season, boats would arrive bringing in diseases that the local population had little
ability to withstand. Apart fiom the massive depopulation caused by death, the
attendant chronic sickness and incapacity would have had a seriously disniptive
effect upon a society where gender roles and the division of labor are so clearly
differentiated." (Freeman, Wein, and Keith, 1992).
Influx of Missionaria und the Establisliment af Schools (Lute 1800's

- Early

1900's)

"By the early 1900's most of the (Arctic) regions had felt the impact of
missionary activities, a process which brought significant alterations to the Inuit
worldview." (Inuit Tapisirat of Canada, 1995). This outside influence and
pressure to conform to a different worldview and religion made it increasingiy
dificult for the Inuit to maintain their belief system and culture. Two major
impacts resulted from the missionary movement. First, children were ofien
removed fiom the home and contact with their elders. This resulted in the loss of
the Inuit passing tradition on to their youth. The children were no longer exposed
to farnily related activities such as cooking, hunting, sewing, etc. Second, the
missionary movement caused the weakening of the native language and probable
loss of some traditional cultural values and practices among the young people
(Freeman, Wein, and Keith, 1992).

-

Dewlopment of the Fur Trade (1905 l9JO's)
The development of the fur trading industry marked the emergence of an

economic relationship between the Inuit of the Arctic and the outside world in the
form of fur trading companies. Inuit comrnunities became dependant on the
economic benefits fiom the fur trade and when the fur trade began to decline due
to factors such as anti-trapping lobbying the Inuit felt the impact of losing an
income they had become so dependant upon. At this point, the Canadian
government began to move into the regions in an attempts to increase its presence

in the Arctic and "to meet its responsibility as a provider of govemment s e ~ c e s

and programs to the Inuit" (Inuit Tapisirat of Canada, 1995). The govemment
began providing assistance to the Inuit communities that were now suffeing
economic hardships.

-

Seiflement Living (1950 Onwarq

With the entrance of greater govemment involvement, the Inuit of the
North began to feel pressure to colonize. This change nom nomadic to sedentary
living changed the Inuit lifestyle forever. With settlement living came the
development of schools, medical facilities, govemment agency buildings, housing
programs, telecommunication links and

infrastructure. "The

Canadian

govemment's forced settlement and education policy took the Inuit off the land. It
would be the beginning of the end of their traditional lifestyle" (Lett, 1999a).
Nonrenewable Resource Indusîries
It was with the exploration and development of nonrenewable resources in

the late 1960's that the federal government finaily heard the voice of the huit
communities. The development and search for fossil fuels became intense in the
North and the Inuit were concemed about the impact this exploitation would have

on the renewable resources of the area upon which their subsistence depended.
The noise pollution generated frorn operations of this magnitude no doubt
affected the species which the Inuit hunted as well as their habitat (Steltzer,
1982). "Exploration activity added greatly to the sense of loss of control over
local concerns" (Freeman, Wein, and Keith, 1992). The federal governrnent
addressed these issues by creating a forum for public opinions and concerns to be
heard. This forum would come to be known as the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline
Tnquiry (MVPI). The MVPI allowed the Inuit of the area (the Inuvialuit) to voia
their concems. The govemment and the Inuit organizations have taken this
process furthet with the establishment of land claims. Land claims provide the
Inuit with greater control over their destiny and more responsibility in
management efforts. Under land claims agreements the govemment and the Inuit

now have a joint responsibility for managing resources and providing an
environmental impact assessrnent of proposeci projects in the Nonh.
Land Claims and Aboriginal Righîs

The stniggle to maintain a unique culture in the face of interaction and
change is a constant challenge for the Inuit of the Canadian Arctic. Over the
years, the challenge to maintain a cultural balance has not been easy, yet this
group of people have continued to fight to maintain theû worldviews and have

attempted to adapt these views to a modem day society where they often have to
interact in a political setting. With the development of land daims agreements in
Canada Inuit groups can now have some degree of stability and certainty when it
cornes to charting their own hture. There are two land claims that affect the shidy
area for this research. These include the I F 4 1984 (Figure 3) which affects the

Inuvialuit of the Western Arctic, more specifically the Inuvik Region and the area
encompassed under the NLCA, 1993 (Figure 3) which sets in motion the
development of the Nunavut Territory and Govenunent effective April of 1999
@unter, 1998; Department of Indian Aff'airs and Northem Development, 1993;
Jull, 1993; Depanment of Indian Anain and Northem Development, 1984). The

NLCA affects the Inuit of the Central and Eastern Arctic, more specifically, the
KeewatinlKivalliq, Kitikmeot, and B a h Regions.
In 1982, Aboriginal and Treaty rights became entrenched in Section 35 of
the Constitution and the Govemment of Canada developed a forma1 policy on
comprehensive land claims shortly after in 1983. Although negotiations in this
process take a great deal of time and effort there are now land claims throughout

the Arctic with Labrador being the only Inuit group yet to settle a claim (Inuit
Tapisirat of Canada, 1995). Each land claim is different and tailored to the needs
of the particular group initiating the claim, yet there are common principles that
can be found in ail land claims. These principles include:
conhning land ownership to specîfic areas and d i r m i n g additionai righîs to

other areas;
recognizing aboriginai hmesting nghts throughout theu traditionai tciritory;

Figure 3: Coastal Communities of the Canadiaa Arctic within the Inuvialuit
Settlement Region (as per Inuvialuit Final Agreement, 1984) and Nunavut
(as per Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, 1993) (Saurce: Dickusoa, I~C.O. .ad
McCullough, K.M., 1W3)

developing managcmcnt ngimes for sharing, with government, the mponsibiiity
within their territory for environmental and wildüfs morne management and
impact assessrnent for proposed projects;
estabiishing programs to suppoet our =CU
and economic deveiopmcnt; and
negotiating capital iransfen which provide fiitiâs to be managed by their own
institutions created for this purpose (Tnuit Tapisirat of Canada, 1995).

3.2

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

3.2.1

Sustainable Development: The Concept

Sustainable development is a paradigm that has evolved to address the
increasing need for conservation and preservation in the face of continued
development. "In the past, the Earth's seemingly unlirnited supply of natural
resources and its ability to assimilate waste were taken for granted. (As a result)
the finite resource base of Our world is being depleted and degraded at an
increasingly rapid rate.. .placing profound stress on the Earth's capacities" (Sitarz,
1994).

The concept of sustainable development encompasses not only
environmental sustainability but social and economic sustainability as well. Al1
three are integral components that play a role in the management planning process
when attempting to analyze whether a certain situation can be potentially
sustainable. Therefore, the overall goal of sustainable development is to balance
conservation and development to ensure resources are not exploited and lost
forever while considering the components of social, economic, and environmental
sustainability.
There are numerous definitions of sustainable development. Regardless of
the definition chosen the underlying concepts of each remain the same. According
to Our Cornmon Futwe, the report of the World Commission on Environment and

Development (the Brundtland Report) sustainable development:
satisfies the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
gentrations to meet thcir nceds;

a

initiatcs processes of change in which the exploitation of rrsources, diition of

investments, orientation of ieohnologicai development, and institutionai change
are made consistent with future, as well as prcscnt, necds;
a

enobles societies to meet human needs both by hcreasing productive potential

and by ensuring equitable potential and opportunities fot ail; and
O

dcfines economic growth in tcms of the limits of ngenaiition and natural
growth (The World Commission on Environment and Dcvciopment in National

Roundtable on the Environment and the Economy, 199%).

Basicaliy, sustainable deveiopment is a "general philosophy to guide progress
with regard to the environment, the economy, and the well-being of communities
and individuals" (Manitoba Environment, 1997).
Although sustainable development is crucial for long tenn sustainability
there are certain obstacles associated with this concept (Costanza and Patten,
1995). First the discussion around sustainable development is oAen misdirected

because it casts the problem as definitional, when in fact it is more one of
prediction of what will last and on achieving consensus on what we want to last.
We, as a collective society, have generally been determining what is valuable and

worth regenerating in economical tenns when perhaps a more diverse approach
which incorporates social and environmental concems is needed to maintain
fragile ecological balances. Second, sustainable development "fails to account for
the range of interrelated time and space scales over which the concept must
apply" (Costanza and Patten, 1995). Third, humans are attempting to answer
questions and make predictions on oflen-unpredictable natural systems, e.g.
weather and climate change, etc. Fourth, ingrained in sustainable development
must be the realization that al1 systems are of limited longevity, so sustainability
does not and can not mean "maintenance forever" regardless of the resources
economic worth (Coaanza and Patten, 1995). Fi& some environmental impacts
can only be seen and studied afler time delays. The danger here is irreversible
damage to the environment as a result of certain developments. Sixth, sustainable
development is o h used as a buuword and taking the concept lightly can lead
to empty promises. "There is a constant danger when using co-rnanagement or

partnenhip teminology and theory without a significant transfer of decisionmaking power" (Campbell, 1996).
Costanza and Patten's concems are valid and pose challenges in the
sustainable development field. Yet raised awareness surrounding these issues
when developing management pians, legislation, or protected areas snategies will
help to ensure that decision makers know these challenges exist and need to be
taken into consideration in the developrnent process. Sustainable development is a
fiundation that can be built upon and will become a more efficient tool as time
goes on. It has already made significant contributions to improving environmental
laws and regdations in attempts to balance conservation and development.
Goodland said it best when he stated, "the implications of implementing
environmental sustainability are immense: the sooner we start, the easier it will
become.. .for the longer we delay, the worse will be the eventual quality of life"

(Goodland, 1995).

3.2.2

Sustainable Development in the Arctic

-

am an outsiakr to the North but the High Arctic remainr inrielibiy imptinted in my mind
To be sure, the d m o t i c lan&capes of icy whites and blues and the surprise of alelicate,
dimintitive plants in a prairie-like hindra are subjects of well rcviewedphotographi. But even
as I think about the powerfirl silence o f a northem swrrise, another stark image imposes ifseIf
- garboge. nie sight of empw oil dmms littering the lanhcap so far North, in a place
seemingiy tintouched by human beings, is jarring - surely disrespectfil and certain& shortsighted. " (Dowdeswell. 1998)
-

-

-

Although many think the Arctic is a pristine, untouched wildemess this is
no longer the case. The Arctic is being influenced and affected by southem
development and pollution as well as increasing pressures for development in the
North. Despite this, the case in the North is distinctly different fiom other cases in
Canada. In the past, the geography, climate and remoteness of the Arctic have
kept developrnent relatively low in comparison to other regions. This limited
development provides the oppomnity to manage the resources sustainably at the
onset of development before environmental disasters and stakeholder codicts
become the nom, as is the case in other regions of Canada.

There is a high dependency on the Arctic Ocean by the people that inhabit
the area, the remaining population of Canada, and the world as a whole. "Almost
half of the world's population depend on the earth's oceans relying on: seefood as
their source of protein; drugs to treat illnesses that are extracted fiom marine
species; algin from kelp that is found in products like drinks, medicines, paper,
and paint to name a few. Oceans also play a crucial role in the global climate
system: regulating temperature, producing oxygen and absorbing much of the
carbon dioxide that is responsible for climate change" (Beckmann, 1996). 'The
oceans also puri@ our air and supply us with fiesh water. They absorb between a
third and a half of the carbon dioxide produced by the burning of fossil fiels and
play a vital role in the hydrological cycle
evaporation, and condensation

-

the cycle of rainfall, mnoe

- which replenishes the world's

fresh water"

(National Roundtable on the Environment and the Economy, 1998).
Today, there are certain threats that negatively affect the ability of oceans
to perfom their needed functions. These threats include: unsustainable harvesting

practices such as over-harvesting, pollution in the form of sewage and other landbased sources, accidental and intentional release of gas and oil, and long-range
transport of pollutants, habitat loss due to urban encroachment, aquaculture
practices, new fishing technologies that result in a greater loss of biodiversity, and
atmospheric change in the form of either climate change or ozone depletion
(Beckmann, 1996).
The Arctic is also an environment that is more vulnerable than most others
by the very adaptations species undergo to survive in this environment. These
adaptations include simple food chains, storage of energy as fat (if pollution
related contaminants are stored in organisms lower in the food chain it may result
in predators reaching toxic levels of contaminants), effective uptake of nutrition

by lower species, concentrations of animals in limited area for specific periods of
time (more dangerous to population in tenns of accidents such as oil spills),
Arctic animals live long lives yet reproduce at Iow rates, many Arctic species
need large, undisturbed temtones of home ranges to meet demands for food,
breeding and shelter (PAME,1996). Al1 of these characteristics were developed

by the species over time to increase chances of survival, yet these adaptations

result in increased threat by development in this ana of undisturbed vast open
spaces.
For these reasons sustainable development in the oceans sector is
becoming a major concern and priority. Oceans play an integral role in social,
economic, and environmental circles with threats to oceans Secting society, the
economy and the environment either directly or indirectly. Managing the
identified threats will require an integrated approach that considers al1
components of sustainability: social, economic, and environmental. Figure 4,
adapted from Alcsirah 's Ocean Policy: Caringfor the Commons, Socio-cultural
Considerotions in Oceans PoIicy Development and Implementation, illustrates

that oceans management needs to operate at the intersection of the relationships
between economics, society, and the natural environment if any management
effort is "to be successful in integrating the needs of stakeholders fkom al1 sectors
and ensure sustainable access to the ocean's resources" (Brown and Spink, 1997).
Figure 4 illustrates integrated management as encompassing societal, economic,
and environmental concerns as it should. However, 1would argue that sustainable
development, social equity and a supportive environment are not independent and
outside the realm of integrated management but rather a direct result of it.

Figure 4: Relationship betwccn Economic, Socio-Cultuml and Ecologicai
rcsources in Occans Management (Source: B r a and
~ Spink, 1997)

3.2.3

Tools of Sustainable Development

"One of the reasons Canada's pofiticai haclAers currently f i l to deal wirA marine issues
consistent& is the generd iack of appreciution in most of Canada of the impoflmce of
healthy marine ecosystems to the Jtnctioning of the coowt~'seconomy and emiironment.
Oniy with a new appreciation of the tnîe range of crucial roies o c e m p f q cm, t k r e be a
national will to conserve them. Governments and eïùicators across the cowttty m u t work to
foser rhis awareness and appreciation. " (Beckmann, 1996)

In order to tmly reap the benefits and intemalize the concept of sustainable
development, there are certain tools that can be utilized to reinforce sustainable
development's purpose and importance. These tools will also make it easier to
achieve the goals and objectives of sustainable development. Environmental
legislation is one tool that can pave the way to sustainable development and
provide a framework for action. In a democratic society such as ours with so
much of our culture ingrained in the role of our govenunent it is only natural to
tum to them to help us, as a country, address the environmental issues of today.

Granted, legislation will play an important role in sustainable development, yet
govemmental legislation is not the only answer. A change in attitude and mindset
at the individual level accompanied by certain levels of participation and
collaboration, will be the responsibility of everyone to work together to make the
concept of sustainable development a real and viable option.
For sustainable development to be successful it is important to be able to
"count on a well-informed public that will support the measures required for
sustainable development" (Leaming for a Sustainable Future (LSF), and The
World Conservation Union

- Commission

on Education and Communication

(IUCN-CEC), 1998). A knowledgeable public can result fkom environmental
education initiatives that lead to greater awareness as to the state of Our
environment and our role as part of the problems and solutions. The balance
between conservation and development is everybody's responsibility.

With

heightened awareness individuals, organizations, communities, etc. will be more
willing to undenake the necessary changes and participatory steps to make
sustainable development happen. Perspectives are different and constantly
changing. For this reason "resource management needs to become participatory in

new ways and input and even regdation fiom local peopk will becorne

increasingly significant" (Slocombe, 1992). Everyone must buy in to sustainable
development in order to make global changes.

3.3

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND STAKEHOLDER
INVOLVEMENT

"We miist have a rrire participation of al1 the sociew in the &cision making and more
partiail& in the nllocation ofresoitrces. And why so? Becouse ull of us are perfrtiy awam
rhnl there will never be niflcient resoicrcesfor evevthing that we wish, but if the popdation
participates in the decision making it will benefit those who need the most and it will express
their thought abortt the allocatton of resounes and it wiil give us certuinty t h that which is
k i n g done is I/ie legilmate aspiration of the people. '"Aristicks Marques, National Cound
/or Llrbnn Development, WCED Piibiic Hearing, Brmilia, 30 Oct 1985 in nie World
Commission on Envjronment and Deve fopment, 1987)

3.3.1

Models o f Public Participation

Public participation (also referred to as partnering, collaborative
management, joint management, CO-management,participatory management, sharedmanagement, multi-stakeholder management, or community-based management) is
just one term that depicts stakeholder involvement in management activities. "A

range of terms are often used in different sources and different situations" (Claridge
and Claridge, 1997). Basically, these terms are al1 the same for "citizen powet'.

Citizen power "is the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens,
presently excluded fiom the political and economic processes, to be deliberately
included in the hture. It is the strategy by which the have-nots join in determining
how the information is shared, goals and policies are set, taxes are allocated,

programs are operated, and benefits like contracts and patronage are parceled out"
(Arnstein, 1969).
Arnstein (1969) argues there are different stages of citizen participation,
which she illustrates on a ladder, with each rung reflecting varying degrees of
participation (Figure 5). The lower mngs such as manipulation or therapy are
basically informing communities of policies and decisions and are typically none the
participatory There is then the level of tokenism, which is basically lip s e ~ c to
idea of citizen participation, before there are actual degrees of citizen power. The

Figure 5: Arnstein's Ladder of Citizen Participation (Source: Arnstcin, 1969)
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Figure 6: IUCN's Participation in Conservation Initiatives Continuum
(Source: Bonini-Feyenknd and Buchan, 1W7)

higher Nngs of the participation ladder lead to grrater citizen control and a greater
degree of decision-making clout in the fonn of partnerships. The fundamental
underlying issue of citizen participation is that the 'nobodies' in several arenas an
trying to become 'somebodies' with enough power to make target institutions
responsive to their views, aspirations, and needs" (Amstein, 1969).
Similarly, IUCN has developed a schematic illustrating participation in
conservation initiatives on a continuum (Figure 6). WCN's illustration differs fiom
Anistein's because it incorporates three major factors that affect participation
arguing, unlike Arnstein, that different levels of participation are not necessarily a
bad thing because every resource management situation is unique. First, BomniFeyerabend (1996) States that legislation and policy most definitely affect the
position of participation on the continuum but not in al1 cases. The level of
participation generally is stronger and communities are more empowered (closer to
the right end of the continuum) when the participation is mandated by legislation and

legislative policy but not as a nile. "Control can be exercised in many ways, not al1
necessarily codified or specifically mandated" (Bomini-Feyerabend and Buchan,
1997). Second, every conservation situation is different. Therefore, the levels and

degrees of stakeholder participation will Vary according to the situation. According
to Borrini-Feyerabend and Buchan (1997), "there is no 'best' place in the
participation continuum. Different approaches should always be compared in terms

of beneftts, costs, and expected effectiveness" (Borrini-Feyerabend and Buchan,
1997). Third, conservation initiatives are not static; they will grow and change. As a

result, the position of participation on the continuum will grow and change to reflect
the static nature of the initiative.
Regardless of the mode1 chosen, the faa remains that there are serious
roadblocks that prevent the higher levels of participation and citizen empowerment
from ever being realized. There is "a critical difference between going through the
ernpty ritual of participation and having the real power needed to affect the outcome

of the process" (Arnstein, 1969; Priscoli, 1995). Unfominately, much of the citizen
participation today occurs at the Iower end of the continuums or ladders. Too often in
participation processes there is a lack of redistribution of power, after dl "it is

against the normal survival instincts of govemments to want to share power and
responsibility" (Campbell, 1996). This lack of tramference eventually leads to
mistration and doubt in the intent of the system and many "participatorsy'cal1 citizen
participation "a nasty game" (Wismer, 1996). Yet at the same tirne, the
4cpowerhalderscan daim that al1 sides were considered" (Anistein, 1969). Only once
these criticisms are realized and addressed can citizen participation be an effective
part of any resource management solution.

3.3.2

Identifying Stakeholden in Public Participation

"Stakeholders are those indivichruk or orgrnizutions who are interested in, cun signiJîcant&
influence. a d o r are influenced by or concerned about, ocean W . n e y are members of
communities that share an interest in ocean issues. ïhey may be categorized incfMahcally or
by association with groups organized around specijîc ocean poficy issues; as a public sector,
private sector. or non-pro@ sector: or as concerned individuaIsIs"('National Roundroble on
the Ernrironmenr and the Econorny, 1998)
"Stakeholders are the variotu institutions, social groups and indivihak who possess a
direct, signz$?crntand specific stake in (the issues at stuke). They are mare of their interests,
usunlly possess specific capacities (e.g. knowledge, skilIsJ andor comparative ahiantuge and
willing to invest spec~$cresources. " (Borrini-Feyerabend 1996')
''StukehoI&rs are those persons or bodtes respoltsl'ble for the management, conservation or
clevelopment activities that impact on oceans und their resources, as wefi as those persons or
bodies directiy benefitingjkom uceans. " (Fisheries und Oceans Cianada, 19970)

In order to have wccessfbl and valuable public participation the
stakeholders that are affected by the resource management situation need to be
identified. There are a number of competing uses for resources today and with
these different uses cornes a variety of individuals/organizations/communitiedetc.
who feel strongly that they deserve a portion of the allocated resource rights. "In
today's context of finite natural resources, the intensity of that conflict appears to

be rising exponentially, as more interests than ever before are competing for use
of and access to both renewable and nonrenewable resources" (Campbell, 1996).

When attempting to manage resources identifjting the issues and interests at stake,

as well as, the potential stakeholders of a resource situation is the logical fust
step.

IUCN has developed a list or "snapshot" of interests at stake that can be
applied to almost any resource management situation. Table 1 provides a guide of
what questions to ask in the early stages of identiwng resource issues and the
individuals affected by these issues. Once the issues of the resource management
situation have been noted the potential stakeholders aEected by the situation or
conservation initiative can be researched and identified. There are a number of
different social actors that can be potential stakeholders in conservation efforts.
Table 2 is a generic list of potential stakeholders. NCN developed this lia to aid
in the identification of who could potentially be afTected by resource management

(Bonini-Feyerabend, 1996). The list highlights the potentiai individuais and
groups that should be considered when seeking effective public participation and
identifying relevant stakeholder groups.

3.3.3 Effective Public Participation and its Related Benefits
"(Eflective Participation) is special rypes of relati011shipsfonnedamong a nwnber of actors to
work coIlaborulively ut al1 strrges towards the achiewment of a common goal, where there is
reciprocal respect, a shared understanding of the roles and responsibilities and flexibiiiîy to
respond and adapt to chunging circwnstances." m e r l , 1996)

Once the stakeholders are defined the wheels of participation can be set in to
motion. Public participation is needed and encouraged for many reasons, one of the
most important being the need to integrate a variety of concerns and opinions of

different stakeholders in order to ensure ihat the management of resources in today's
setting is fair and sustainable. Since the amval of the environmental movement in
the 1970's public concem for the environment and future generations grew. "The
demand for rneaningful public participation has been (further) heightened by public
doubi about the ability of govemment to effectively address complex issues
involving a variety of competing interests and requiring the collection and evaluation
of large quantities of information about values and technical matters" (Commission
on Resources and Environment, 1995). As a result, governments have a number of
pressures in the natural resources arena pushing for greater opportunities for the

public to be heard.

Table 1: IUCN's ''Snapshot o f Interets at Stakew in Rcsourct Management

A snapshot of the interests at stake
who are the peopic and groups acfuufïj or potentially aflected by
a d o r conccmed about the protected area? A n there historical
occupants (e.g.. indigenow inhabitants and transients) or settlers
who were ulready in the area before rhc protected siaïus was
decfared?Are there recent migrants? A n there non-resident users
of resourcesDabsentee Iandlordp? Are thcrc major secondary users
(kg.. buyers ofpr&cts. tourists)? Arc there government agencies
respomibie &r wrious resources? Are there local cluthorittes,
focal and nationaf politicium, interested NGOs. people's
associationsDresearch institutionsDstaff of relevclnt devefopment
and conservationprojectsDinterested businesses und initiatives
are there local institutions with experience and concern in natural
resource management (e.g.. forest user groupc. fishermen
associations, women 3 groups)?
how are the natuml resources in the PA being uscd ut present and
by whom? Who specificaily is h m h g an impuct on the ecoiogy of
the PA? Hus this changed over tirne? Are ihen gender, ageDclass
or economicdased@ors io appreciate?
who are the people or groaips most dependent on the naturai
resources at stake? 1s such dependence a matferof livelihood or
economic advuntage? Are these resources replaceable by other
resources not in the protected area which could filfil1 the same
finctions?
who possesses daims incftiding legafjurisdiction und cwtomuv
use ovet the natural rcsourccs at stake? Are sevcral government
sectors and ministy departments involvod? A n there nationai
and/or international bodies invofved because of specific l m s or
trcaties?
who are lhe people or groups most howledgcabtc about, und
capubie of deallng with the naturai resources ut stake? Prior to
the decluration of PA status, who wus mmging the resources?
Wilh what results?
are the stakcholders und the stakeholders' interests in the
resources geographicalfy und seasonul& stable (e.g.. are there
seasonol migration ptter)? Are t h ongoing events or t r e d
with potentiaf to introducr new stahholden (e.g.. dmlopment
initiafivcsDl<md reforms, migrution population growth or decline
in a specific ~rea)?

-

-

-

-

Table 2: NCN's List of Social Actoton Potentially Stakeholden in Resoune
Management (Source: Bomni-Feymbcnd, 1996)
Social actors putenUu/ty sîakehuld.rr
in PA management
indiviabah (c.g,, owncrt of n l w n t lcutd holdings in the PA);
/4milks and howcholds (kg.. long-terrn locuf resiaknu);
iraditional groups (e.g.. urtcnded fcrmilfw 6 c h , with
cuitumf r w t r in rhr PA rerritory);
commwiily-b~edgroups (eg., se&infrnti o ~ i z a t i o wof
rcsourcc-wcn, nerghûorhood assoctOCtati~,
gender or agebused associutionr, etc.):
local traditional authontirs fe.g.. a vilhge cowtcil of rlrlrn* a
rmditfo~wlchefl:
local polirrcui aurhorities prtsc?i&ed by mionai bus (8.g..
clvcrrd reprrsentariv~sat vilkrge or dfstric! lm&);
non-gowntmcnraf bdics fhut link e
mlcommwities (e.g., a cowicil of vifloge r e p m e n ~ a~ ,
district lml ~~sociution
offlshemen s&etiw);
police, pdYdaf
local gowrnoncc s t ~ c m r c s(&inistmtton,
ptem);
agencies with kgal jurisdfction owr rhr PA ut $ta& (kg,, a
State Park Agency wifh or withut foccf o f l m or an hKjO sri
in charge by the gowmment);
Iocul gowmmrntal agcncfes ortd seNices (kg., etkatton
health,finstry d a g r h l l u m euemion):
relawnr non-govrnimentaf organircttotw (e.g.. envimnmrnt or
deulopmenr &dfcured) at local, n a t i ~ l l d
~ l infenwtioml
Imwls:
polincal p r r y srruchrrrs (at wriow Icwls):
miigtous b&
(ut wriow lm&);
national inrem! organiwn'onr (tg., workcrs' WOIU) ah0
calied pcoplc3 assocfations;
national service organrzatio~(c.g.. the Uont club);
cuftud and wluntug~associations of inarlous &mir (ag.,a
club /or rire s d y of unque n u t i ~ ~
hdsc11pls,
~l
an
oJsoc;ation of toutists);
businesses und commtrcial enterprisus (rocof, mdornf ad
intcnwrionai. j h m local c o o p m t i w ro t n t r m n ~ l l ~ l
corpomnons);
uniwrsities and mcarch orgonizaîîotw
1-1 brmk and crcdft imtttufions;
gowrnment aurhorities ar dfstrict and mgtoml [mi;
national governmcnts;
supra-narionaf orgonitcltiom with bindfng powers ou mtiomf
cowltrtctt (c-g,, the Europcan [/nion)
fircrgn aid agcnc;cs:
staffand consrritants o/rrirwrnt prajccts und p10gr01tu:
i n r m u t i o d oqanizations (e-g.. WICEE FAO. UNE?);
inrrrnational unions (tg.. IUCN)).

-

In order for public participation to be muningfbl there are a number of key
components required to ensure that participation is actually reaching its maximum
potential. Based on the work of Scherl(1996), Beckmann (1996). and Claridge and
Claridge (1997) successfûl participation is based on:
open, timely and adequate information;

mavimum involvcment of actors;
legitimacy/repmentativeneuof stakeholden a d pcimiers;
fieedom from fear of injury becaw of participation;
money and other means of facilitating the full participation of those with limited
resources, e.g. equal opportunities;
mdependent facilitation and ncognizing the importance of recordhg agreements;
voluntary participation and clear tasks;

balanced representation;
transparency / accountability inlof decision making;
right to dissent or withdraw;
listening, delegating authority, and clanfyuig nsponsibility;
supporting cultural and bureaucratic environment;
participatins stakeholders that have adequate skills and knowledge to allow them to
play their assigned role in the management process;
ability to modify rules of arrangement; and
a conflict rcsolution mechanism.
these cornponents of participation are present, the true benefits

associated with public participation can be realized. Some of the major benefits of
participation, according to Scherl (1996), Roda1 and Mulder (ND) and Claridge
and Claridge (1997) include:
stronger responsiveness to a resource management situation;
increased seKeficacy;
improved effectiveness;
risk sharing;
mobilize greater amounts, and a wider variety of skills and resources than can be
achieved by acting alone;
address problems in a more integrated, muItidisciplinary and comprehemivc

mannet;

it can diminate unncccssacy duplication of cost a d &or&, which is erpecirlly
important where there arc shortaga of f i c i a i rcsourccs or nlevuir skiils;
it can help traditional adversaries, or organizations which have had Little cause to

interact in the put, to broaden their perspectives and to respect eafh

O'-

needs and capabilitits;

facilitate the dialogue, creativity and mutuai ûust needed to work thtough
diverse and apparently conflicting interests, towards cornmon goals;
facilitate the flow of information;
more effective and more sustainable resource use;
improved local and regional economies;
Iower rates of infnngement of laws;
higher standard of living/quality of Me for local people;
empowered local people; and
a greater seme of community and community cohesion.

3.3.4

Public Participation in the North

There is no doubt that northem communities have a strong nght to be part of
the natural resource management process. The development and exploitation of

resources in the North directly affect the indigenous communities and their lifestyles.
Large-scale resource development projects usually take place in small, remote
abonginal communities and "in temtories where traditional hunting, trapping,
fishing, and gathering activities still play a role in the subsistence lifestyles practiced
by aboriginal groups" (Campbell, 1996). Furthemore, these subsistence practices are

not expected to fade in the near future "despite predictions of the demise of the
traditional economy of hunting, fishing, and trapping. This seaor of the northem
economy has persisted, for economic as well as cultural reasons" (Myers, 1996).
To date, although indigenous groups have a large knowiedge base and could
offer a different perspective to the resource management process, there remains
considerable fhstration on the part of indigenous groups over their lack of input in
resource management (Campbell, 1996). This situation is changing slowly. With new
forms of legislation and land daims agreements such as the IF4 1984 and the

NLCA, 1993, Inuit groups are gaining more autonomy and participation rights in the

natuial resources field. Co-management boards have been established to shore the
management responsibility between the federal govemment and the Tndigenous
groups. The Nunavut Wildlife Management Board and the Inuvialuit Game Council
are two strong examples of govemment, Inuit and Inuvialuit working together to
rnake decisions regarding renewable resources.
Borrini-Feyerabend (1996) cited the situation in northem Canada as a
positive one. Within their analysis they suggest that the boards, established by
legislation, have forrnalized the right of aboriginal stakeholden to participate in
management which has seriously improved the CO-managementsituation in the
Nonh. IUCN suggests that on the continuum illustrated in Figure 6, this Canadian
example of collaborative management could be "placed in the center right, which
is sharing authority and responsibility in a formal way (e.g. via seats in a

management body)" (Bomni-Feyerabend, 1996).
With the passing of Canada's O c e m Act, there are nrong possibilities to
further improve public participation in the North. Although the Act is young and

the DFO is at the information dissemination stage, once the progams under the
Act are better established implementation of the Act could bnng public
participation in the Nonh to new levels. Currently, DFO is on the fourth rung of

Amstein's Ladder of Citizen Participation (Figure 5 ) and in the center left of

IUCN's Participation in Conservation Initiatives Contimum (Figure 6)* The DFO
is in the process of consulting stakeholden to seek consensus, negotiate and
secure agreements to implement Oceans Act programs, e.g. Marine Protected
Areas. Although Arnstein (1969) and Borrini-Feyerabend and Buchan (1997)
consider consultation middle to lower end participation, there are ways that
northem cornmunities can create opportunities for stronger participation through
the negotiating process. Nonhem communities can guarantee citizen control and
the sharing of authority and responsibility by making any agreements with the
Goverriment of Canada contingent upon these factors.
It is obvious that mistakes have been made in the past and stakeholder

groups that have every right to be included in the resource management process
have been excluded or have had their worldviews manipulated and pressured in

order to resemble some of their southem counterparts. Fundamentally "if
sustainable, appropriate development is to be achieved by nonhem native
communities, we must not repeat the mistake of imposing values and assumptions
fiom southem Canada" (Myers, 1996). Instead, communication between affected
stakeholder groups has to occur to ensure that al1 groups have the opportunity to
share t heir values and suggestions for effective resource management leading to
sustainable resource decisions that can be accepted by al1 pariies involved.

3.4

CANADA'S O C W S ACT

" n e objective of the Oceans Act is to establish a fiamework /Ur oceans resource
management and marine environmentuf protection in Canada by: defning the oceuns areo
that Canada proposes to manage and protect; establishing guiding principies and awigning
the authoriry to negotiate partnerships /or the abelopnent of an oceans management
mategv and consolidating and definhg some oceans progrms tu improve the efecriveness
of Canada 's conservation and protection initiatives. " (Goverrunent of Canada. 1997a)
'Tan& 's new Oceans Act is on important mo&f, not on& to meet our own neek, but aho
as an example that may be udopted by othrrs. n>is Act takes sustainable &wiopment as a
starting point. It buildr recognition of integrated management, and 0 t h important matfers
/or coastai management in a fahion newr before seen in Canadian law. It a h sets in place
a conniltutionprocess /or defining key objecti%es/or wtainuble ocem use. " (Xmson, 1998)

Canada's Oceans Act was enacted in January of 1997. "The Act contirms
Canada's rights and responsibilities regarding its three oceans" (Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, 1998a). The Act was developed to address Canada's economic,
social and environmental oceans objectives, leading to integrated management of
the many oceans activities affecting Canada's oceans. The O c e m Act is a
breakthrough in resource management for a number of distinct rasons. This Act
is a piece of environmental legislation strongly rooted upon the principles of
sustainable development, the precautionary principle and integrated management.
It is the fim oceans management legislation of its kind to address oceans issues
by incorporating public participation as a required component of integrated
management. In the past, Canada has had fragmented legislation and jurisdiction
when dealing with the protection and conservation of Our oceans. The onus for
protedon was on various pieces of legislation that had some fonn of a marine

component and could monitor oceans activities indirectly yet never had full
jurisdiction over oceans. Thus, the Oceanr Act is the Arst piece of legislation in
Canada that deals directly with the preservation and conservation of our oceans.
Under the Act, a single govemmental body has been delegated to develop
and direct the process of integrated management. "Canada's DFO is the
(govemment agency chosen to take the) lead for the management, conservation
and protection of Canada's oceans resources" (Fisheries and Oceans, 1998a). The
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans is given the responsibility to act as the
coordinator and the facilitator for the development and implementation of the

OMS as well as Oceans Act initiatives.
There are three parts to Canada's O c e m Act; each directing Canada in
relation to its rights and responsibilities concerning its three oceans. The three
parts are:
1. Recognizing Canada's Ocean Jurisdiction;

2. Oceans Management Stratcgy; and
3. Consolidation of Federal Responsibilities for Canada's Oceans.

3.4.1

Part 1- Recognhing Canada's Ocean Jurisdiction

Part I of the Act defines the marine areas that are under Canadian
jurisdiction for oceans management. Like al1 countries, Canada has jurisdiction
over its Territorial Sea, which extends 12 nautical miles fkom the lower
watermark along the Coast. Two zones have been declared under the O c e m Act,
which include 1) the Contiguous Zone (CZ) and 2) the Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ). The CZ extends 12 nautical miles fkom the outer edge of the Territorial
Sea. Within this zone Canada has the right to take action against offences that
occur on Canadian Territory in relation to customs, sanitary, fiscal and
immigration laws. The E U reaches 200 nauticai miles along side Canada and
according to the Act, Canada has the right to explore, exploit and conserve a11
1iving and non-living natural resources within this established zone. Canada also

has the right to protect the marine environment, regulate scientific research and

control the erection of offshore structures in the EU (Fisheries and Oceans,

1996). These zones are depicted pictorially in Figure 7. Also, Table 3 outlines the

various zones and the jurisdictions of the comsponding zones in a tabular format

for easy understanding and reference.
Table 3: Zones, Dtfinitions, Rights and Responsibilities of Fiiheries and
Oceans Canada under the Oceans Act (Fisherits and ûcecins, 1996)

1

ZONE
Territorial Sce (TS)
Contiguous Zone (CZ)

1 Exclusive Economic Zane

Continental Shelf (CS)

3.4.2

DEFINTION
The TS exîends 12 nautical
miles fiom the baseline
The CZ extends L2 nautical
miles fiom the outer tdge of
tiie TS

exercised within this zone
Canada's rights and
rrspoasibifi&s in this zone
allow us to prevtnt and take
action with respect to the
commission of offences on
Canadianterritory relating
to customs, sanitary, fiscal
and immigration Gws
The EEZ extends 200 nautical Canada may exercise rights
miles fiom Canada's badine and nsponsibilities with
respect to the exploration
and e:iploitation of living
and non-living resources of
waters, subsoil and seabed
in the EEZ; right to coaduct
maine scientinc rtscarch;
right to take mcasures to
protcct the marine
environment
The CS includes the seabed
Canada may exercist rights
and responsibilities with
and subsoil fiom the outer
respect to the exploitation of
edge of the temtorial sea to
mineral, and othcr nonthe outer edge of the
Continental Margin, or to 200 living tesources and of
living resources (sedentary
nauticai miles whichever is
species)
greater

Part II - Oceans Management Strategy (OMS)
Part II of the Oceuns Act dictates the need for coordination and

development of a national oceans strategy for stronger coilaborative oceans
management. The Act declares that the "Minister in collaboration with other
ministers, boards and agencies of the Govemment of Canada, with provincial and
territorial govemments and with aeeaed aboriginal organizations, coastal

communities and other persons and bodies, including those bodies established

Maritime Zones
Area of Application of Canada's Oceans Strategy
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under land daims agreements, shall lead and facilitate the development and
implementation of a national strategy for the management of estuarine, coasd
and marine ecosystems in waters that form part of Canada in which Canada has
sovereign rights under international law" (Government of Canada, 1996b).
Currently, a national OMS for Canada's oceans is proceeding through the
development stages with consultations taking place throughout Canada. The
expected date for completion of the strategy is the year 2000 at which point the
strategy will be the guide for future oceans management in Canada. Figure 8 is a

depiction of the role the OMS plays in the Ocems Act and the initiatives flowing
fiom the Act.
CANADA OCEAlVS ACT

A

OCEANS POLICY

I
OCEANS MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

MARLNE ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

*I

MARINE PROTECTED
AREAS

MTEGRATED MANAGEMENT

Figure 8: Depiction of Oceans Act Initiatives flowing from Legislition (Source:
Mathias, J. and Fast H,1997)
Oceans Management Strategy

Under the Act, the OMS will be based on the pinciples of sustainable
development, integrated management, and the precautionary principle (which is to
err on the side of caution). Within the OMS Discussion Paper developed by the
Government of Canada (1997) entitled, Toward Canada 's Ocems Strategy,
sustainable developrnent is defined as development that meets the neeâs of the
present without compromising the ability of hture generations to meet their own
needs. It is the utilization of resources, investment, technological development

and institutional change in a manner that considers fiiture as well as aiment needs.
Integrated management is defined as the method of management that will be
adopted under the Act to work towards sustainable development in the oceans
sector. The Govemment of Canada defines integrated management as a
"continuous, transparent decision-making process developed by stakeholders to
integrate planning and implementation of activities and policies affecting
Canada's oceans" (Govemment of Canada, 199%).
With these three underlying principles as a guide there are four goals that
the OMS is expected to achieve in oceans management (Govemment of Canada,
1997b). First, the OMS is expected to replace the current, fiagmented approach to

oceans management with a collaborative, integrated approach. Second, the
developrnent of the OMS is hoped to expand working partnerships among ocean
stakeholders and increase their responsibility and accountability. Third, the goal
of the OMS is to optimize the economic potential of our oceans while ensuring

their conservation and sustainability. Fourth, the OMS fiamework is to position
Canada as a world leader in oceans management. To assist the Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans in achieving these outlined goals the Minister has been
granted the authority to (Fisheries and Oceans, 1996):
coordinate the activities of means stakeholders to develop the OMS;
develop tools to coordinate with stakeholders the development of opecitic plans
to implement the strategy;

establish, if necessaty, regional bodies to assist with the implementation of the
plans;
establish and enforce marine protectcd areas; and
develop marine environmental health indicaton and guidelines to monitor the
marine environment.

Under the authority granted to the DFO, O c e m Act initiatives are being
developed by the DFO to help the Minister achieve the outlined goals of the
national OMS. These initiatives include developing the components for an
Integrated Management

ftamework, deveioping Marine Protected Areas

(MPAs), and establishing Marine Environmental Health

(MEH)standards for

Canadian oceans. The three initiatives are highly interco~ectedwith MPAs and

MEH working under the umbrella of IM. Efforts in coordination, consensus and
collaboration are components of IM and will be requùed when trying to establish
MPAs in coastak comrnunities or to agree upon what will be the indiaton for

MEH in a particular area. IM will provide a more cohesive framework than what
cumntly exists in oceans management by bringing together the stakeholders of
the region and engaging in reciprocal communication to listen and voice concerns

with regards to oceans management. IM will also foster stronger working
partnerships because involving the stakeholders will create a greater sense of trust
and cornmitment, increasing their feeling of responsibility.
Integmted Management

iM as defined in the draft discussion paper by the DFO, Towwds a
Canadan Framework for Integrated CoustaI Zone Management, is "an ongoing

planning process in which al1 the stakeholden and regdators reach general
agreement on the best mix of conservation, sustainable resource use, and
economic development. (At the same time it is) a legal and institutional
framework necessary to ensure that development and management plans for
coastal zones are integrated with environmental and social goals" (Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, 1997a). There are four principles underlying IM. According to
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (1997a) these principles are:
1. AI stakeholders in the wealth of Canada's coastal resources, but particulaily the
coastal communities themselves, will be enabled to become fully involved in the
planning and decision making process;
2. Management of the coast and its resources will, at al1 times, be consistent with
the related objectives of sustainable development and inter-generationai equity,

wherein the needs of this generation are met without jeopardizing or threatening

the ability of future generations to enjoy the same or improved benefits;
3. An integrateâ, ecosystem-based approach will be adopteû to plan al1 human

activities that may impact on the coast or its resources; and
4.

A lack of knowledge of po:enhaI impacts will be cause to temper with

precaution any decisions taken in regard to activities e c t i n g the coasts or their
resources.

With these underlying principles in mind thm are thne major goals to be
accomplished by the establishment of an IM fiamework. First, consenration of
oceans based on an ecosystem approach, for the purpose of maintaining biological
diversity and productivity in the marine environment. Second, sustainable
development and use of living marine resources. Third, economic diversification
based on oceans resources and the generation of wealth for the benefit of al1
Canadians, and in particular for coastal communities.
Marine Rotected Areas &îl?As)

In the govemment publication entitled M d n e Protected Area Program,

DFO defines a MPA under the Ocems Act as "an area of the sea that fonns pari
of the intemal waters of Canada, the temtorial sea of Canada (12 nautical miles)

or the exclusive economic zone of Canada (to 200 nautical miles); and that has
been designated for special protection under the Ocecms Act for one or more
reasons" (Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 1998b). The reasons for protection listed
in Section 35 (1) of the O c e m Act are (Govemment of Canada, 1996b):
the conservation and protection of commercial and non-commercial fishery
resources, including marine mammals, and their habitats;

the conservation and protection of endangered or threatened marine species, and

their habitats;
the consewation and protection of unique habitats;
the conservation and protection of marine areas of bigh biodiversity or biological
productivity;and
the conservation and protection of any other marine resource or habitat as is

necessaiy to fullil1 the mandate of the Minister (of Fisherics and Oceans).

The goal is to have MPAs established collaboratively with oceans stakeholders
especially with coastal communities to ensure that their interests and needs are
also met in the MPA development process.
Morine Environmental Health (ME..

The MEH component of the Oceans Act and its implications are uniike the

MPA and IM component in the sense that it has not yet been well defined and

program development for this area is still in the early stages of planning.
Govemment draft discussion papen on both

IM and MPAs have been released

and discussed yet a paper of this nature has not yet been released regarding the

MEH component of the

Ocems Ac?.

MEH is referred to as the "standards

designed to conserve and protect the integrity and quality of ocean ecosystems
and to guide decisions affecting oceans" (Fisheries and Oceans, 1998a). "It is the
condition of a particular marine environment (shoreline, estuary, bay, harbour,
nearshore and offshore waters, open ocean) measured in relation to each of its

intended uses and functions" (Wells and Rolston, 1991). When attempting to
measure any form of environmental quality through parameters such as biological
diversity it is a highly scientific exercise and extremely cornplex. For this reason
the MEH component will be very technical and scientific in nature when further

development occurs in this area.
3.4.3

Part tïC

- Consolidation of Federal

Responsibilities for Canada's

Oceans
With the passing of the Oceans Act one important goal was to establish a
legislative framework to coordinate and support Canada's new oceans
management regime. The purpose of consolidation is to provide ease of
coordination and clariw responsibilities and jurisdictions. Under this new regime

most federal oceans responsibilities will be consolidated to the DFO, the
govemment agency that is taking the lead in Ocems Act implementation. The
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans now has new oceans-related powers, duties, and
functions which include Coast guard services, marine sciences, and hydrographie
services (Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 1996). Table 4 illuarates the focus of
services and activities under the three new areas of responsibility for the Minister
of Fisheries and Oceans.

Table 4: Seivica and Responsiblitits of the Minister o f Fisheries as speeified
under the Oceans Act SOU^: FirheiSes and O-r
Ciiirda, 19%)
MINISTER'S NEW SERVICES
UNDER PART m OFTHE
OCEANS ACT
Coaa Guard Services

supporthg the provision of sa&, economicaî and
efficient marine transportation system in dation
to navigation;
the marine component of the feral search and
-e
program;
pteasurecraftsafety;
pollution pmntion rcsponsc; and
support to 0 t h departmcnts, boards, and
agencies of the Gavement of Canada

- .- -- -

Hydragraphic Services

surveying and charting the navigable waters of

Canada;

Marine Sciences

g a t h e ~ gpublishing,
,
distributhg and selling of
hydrographic &ta and marine navigation
information documents;
setting standards and establisIiing guidelines for
use by hydrographcrs and abers in collccting
data and prtparing charts; and
providing hydrographicadvice, services and
support to othcr persons andor bodies.
collecting data and canying out investigations
for the purpose of understanding occans and
their living resources ecosystcms;
conducting hydrographicand oceanographic
surveys of Canadian and othcr waters;
conducting marine scicntific surveys rclating to
fishenes resomes and their supporthg habitat
and ecosystems;
conducting research rclated to hydrography,
oceanogmphy and 0th- marine scicaces; and
participating in ocean technology dcvclopment,
and conducting studics to obtain traditional
ecologicai knowlcdgc.

ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN NATURAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

3.5

"A communication gap has kept environmentul, population, and rdewlopment (~ssistancegroups
apart Jar too long, preventing us fiont being mare O u r common interest a d reulizing our
combined power. Fortunate&, the gap is closing. We know now that whar unites us is vastly more
important than what divides us. We recognize that povery, environmental degradation and
population growth are inextricabl'y reluted and that none of these f u n h e n t a l problems con be
mccessfuully addressed in isolation. CVe will mcceed or fail together. Aniving ut a commoniy
accepted dejrilion of 'sustuinable development' remains u challenge jbr al1 the uctors in the
development process." (iMaking Common Cause' US. - Based Depctrhnent Environment,
Population NGOs, WCED Public Heoring, Ottawa, 26-27hfity 1986 in The World Commisrion on
Environmenf and Developrnent, 1987)

Communication is playing an increasingly important role in the
management of human activities affecting our natural environment. As natural
resources become scarce or threatened as a result of increasing consumptive
behaviors and the growing global economy, there is a iieed to communicate with
people to gather and provide information. What natural resource managers,
including oceans managers, are now beginning to realize is that although natural
resource managers "need to know many things about the natural world, [they] do
not manage the environment per se. What [they] do is manage human
involvernent in that environment" (Lien, 1988). The role of communication
becomes clear. Managing human activity involves effectively communicating
with resource users and stakeholder groups that have oceans related interests.
Communicating environmental issues and the Iegislative tools that can help
manage development, e.g. the Oceans Act, is an important first aep in reaching
sought after, long-tenn sustainability.
Before discussing the importance of communicating for environmental
literacy and the government's role in environmental communication it is
important to understand what exactly effective communication is and how it can
be achieved. Communication serves many different fiinctions for individuals,

groups, organizations and even cultures as a whole. It is defined as the
"transference and understanding of meaning. It is the transmitting of meaning
fiom one person to another where information and ideas are conveyed" (Rabbins,
1993; Gninig, et.al., 1992). Communication may foster certain levels of controf,

motivation, emotional expression, and information. Each of these functions is of
equal importance with no one function superior to another (Rabbins, 1993).

3.5.1

Thcory o f Communication

The Communicatitm PPocess
Communication occun as a pmcess or flow. The process is required
because of one individual's desire to cornmunicate a message to another
individual. Effective communication of the message occurs ody when there are
no bamers to this process. The communication process is comprised of seven
components: the communication source or sender, encoding, the message, the
communication channel, decoding, the receiver and feedback. Figure 9 is a
depiction of these components within a communications fiarnework.

Rcceivcr

Source
C

Fdback

Figure 9: The Communication Process (Source: Robbios, 1993)

The first stage of the communication process is the sender or the source

encoding the message that will be sent through the channel and evenhially
decoded by the receiver. Encoding the message will be dependent on what
communication channel the source or sender is planning to use whether it is
audio, visual or print. For example, if the source is developing a written document
or brochure, encoding will involve writing the brochure in a language and reading
level the receiver is cornfortable with. How well the message is encoded is
dependant upon how well the receiving group has been researched and the skills
either verbal andor written, attitudes, knowledge, and social-culturai roots of the
source. Obviously, the greater the communication skills, the more positive the
attitude, the greater the knowledge base regarding the topic you are trying to
communicate the more successful your communicating efforts will be.

The actual message is what you as a ~ommunicatorme trying to
communicate. It is the physical product that is being encoded and sent &ou@ the
communication channel. For exarnple, it could be a Wfitten document, a verbal
announcement, or a gesture. Whichever the form, the message is sent through a
channel, which is the medium through which the message travels. The channel
could be a radio broadcast, a television broadcast, an information package,
telephone conversation, a conference, or face to face verbal discussion with the
receiver. With the variety of different channels there is undoubtedly some
channels that are more effective than others. This would be a reflection of the
communication channel's 'richness', which translates to the channel's ability to
carry the message successfully and effeaively. For example, according to
Robbins (1993), face to face talking has the highest channel 'richness' whereas
fliers, bulletins and general repons have the lowest channel 'richness'. This point
illustrates that although general information packages are a good method of
communication because they are easy to distribute and reasonable in cost, they
may not be the answer for every communication situation. In the long run, when
establishing and maintaining relationships are the primary goal for
communication, a more persona1 approach with a faster feedback loop and greater
communication accuracy may be the most efficient route.
The final steps in the communication process are the decoding of the
message by the receiver and the feedback of the message to ensure that the
communication was in fact effective and understood. Robbins (1993) argues that
decoding of the message is similar to the coding of the message in the sense that
decoding once again is dependent on the skills, attitudes, knowledge base and
social-cultural roots and beliefs of the receiver. The feedback loop is critical
because it will notify the sender or communication source as to whether or not the
message was sent, received and understood successfully. If the communication
was successful "feedback helps the communicator to keep communicating in
tems and under conditions that favor acceptance" (Harrison et.aL, 1988). Ifit was

not, the message might have to be adjusted and resent in a way that will translate

easier by the receiver or using an alternative channel may be the only option to
ensure communication success.
Bam'ers tu Effective Cornmunicoiion

By examining the communication process it becomes obvious that there

are many ways in which communicating a message can go wrong. Distortion of a
message could occur at any stage of the communication process. By being aware

of these potential barriers when developing a communication atrategy it is
possible to avoid them and increase the chances of effective communication.
Barriers to effective communication include differences in frame of reference,
emotions, language, physical distance, hierarchy, information overload,
distractions, prejudice, and faulty communication skills (Garnett, 1992).
Differences in fiame of reference relate once again to the sendedreceiver
and hidher skills, attitudes, knowledge base and social-cultural roots and beliefs.
The information to be communicated is filtered through the sender's fiames of
reference. On the other end the information or message to be received is filtered
through the receiver's fiames of reference. Both these phenomenon often cause
distonion or barriers in effective communication. These different hunes of
reference such as filtering, selective attention, selective perception, selective
retention, emotions, and language can be the leading sources for bamers of
effective communication.
Filtering occurs when the sender or communication source alters the
information to make it seem more favorable to the targeted audience. This causes
problems and distons the actual message. Selective attention, perception, and
retention al1 have to do with the receivers choice regarding the relationship of the
information to them, such as its importance to them or how it affects them. "The
receivers in the communication process selectively see and hear based on their
needs, motivations, experience, background, and other personal characteristics"
(Robbins, 1993). Furthermore, individuais tend to "ignore or avoid messages they
perceive as unimportant, dissonant, or negative" (Gamett, 1992). What the
receiver listens to, understands, and retains is dependant on their perceived

perceptions of its importance. For these reams, it becomes important to tailor the
information provided to ensure it is relevant to the needs of the individual or
group that is the target of the communication.
Emotions and language are also issues that can cause distortion and act as

a barrier when attempting to communicate a message. How a receiver feels at the
time of decoding often will have an effect on what the receiver interprets fiom the
message. Robbins (1993) suggests that it is the extreme emotions, either jubilation
or depression, which have the greatest impact on message interpretation. Aside
from emotions, the language of a message can cause problems as well.
"Language, whether a Foreign language or technical or bureaucratie jargon, cm
create communications barriers" (Gamett, 1992). When developing a message or
communication strategy special attention needs to be taken to ensure that every
effort is being made to avoid this potential barrier in communication. Jargon and
highly technical terms are obviously inappropriate when attempting to
cornmunicate with varying levels of education and backgrounds.
Physical distance and information overload can also be challenges when
trying to cornmunicate. In the Arctic, vast areas with little to no communication
are especially challenging. The cost of travel can be extremely high making it

dificult to always comrnunicate face to face causing the communicator to depend
on a form of communication that has a lower channel 'richness'. It is also
important to keep conscious the factor of possible information overload. Although
there is always a great deal of information that cornmunicators feel is important
and requires discussion, the information needs to be presented in a manner that is
concise, interesting and easy to undentand to avoid the barrier of information
overload.
ûvercuming Bartiers to Effective Communic~*on

There are ways for a communicator to increase their capacity for effective
communication. With a little effort one can become a stronger communicator by
working on improving their communication skills and consciously making an
effort to avoid the barriers to communication. The two skills that can significantly

counteract i neffective communication are the developrnent of effective, active (vs.
passive) listening skills and developing effective feedback skills, both negative
and positive. "Active listening requires you to get inside the speaker so that you
can understand the communication from his or her point of view" mobbins,
1993). There are four requirements of active listening, which include:
1. listening with intensity;

2, listening with empathy;

3. fistening with acceptance; and
4. listening with a willingness to take responsibilityfor completeness,

These skills are not easily attained but are required to ensure that you as the
receiver understand what the sender of the message is saying. These skiils require
you to abandon your persona1 biases and judgements. Asking questions and
paraphrasing are good techniques that will aid the listener in understanding and
interpreting the message corredly.
Feedback skills are the second necessity to overcome the barriers to
effective communication. Both negative and positive feedback are equally
important, yet negative feedback is often withheld in order to avoid conflict or
hard feelings. This type of information retention can hann the communication
process and set the process back in ternis of development and relationship
building. Robbins (1993) suggests negative feedback is most likely to be taken
poorly unless it is backed by hard numbers and facts or it is coming fiom a high
status, respected source. There are certain ways to ensure that negative feedback
is taken more positively. Keeping the feedback focused specifically on behavior,
keeping the feedback impersonal, and timing the negative feedback well are t

h

ways to frame negative feedback in a more positive light.

3.5.2

Communicnting for Environmentai Litency

Increasing environmental liferacycan be achiewd through environmental erhrcation, which
is defined as "aIearning process fhafincremespeople 's kmwiedge cind mureness about the
envimnment and msociafedchaIIenges. dowlopr the necessuty skiUs and expertise tu aaWess
rhese challenges. and fisfers attitudes, motiiwtions, and commitments to make infinned
deci'ons and take respom'ble ation." &merara,
1998)

"Environmental communication refen to the delivery of information on
environmental subjects. Tt is similar to and distinctly different h m any other type
of communication"

(Harrison,

et.&

1988).

Although

environmentai

communication follows the same communication process, there are distinct
differences in this form of communication. Environmental communication is
distinctive in its complexity, technical dimensions, persona1 impact and elements
of risk. When trying to communicate issues of environmental concern the level of
complexity is almost dways higher than communicating non-environmental
issues. The communicator in this case is communicating information that deals
with science, economics, law, business management, and human behavior, with
their many trade-offs and interactions (Harrison et.al., 1988).
There is a definite technical dimension when dealing with the environment
which can lead to a large gap between what the given "public" knows in
cornparison to what the communicator knows (e.g. natural resources manager).
The communicator has to be conscious of this gap when communicating
environmental issues. Aside fiom the technicat nature of environmental
communication there are also persona1 impacts associated with the environment
and environmental issues. "Like few other forms of communication,

environmental communication engages people in deeply persona1 ways because it
otten involves the air that we breathe, the water that we di&

the food that we

eat, and the products that corne in contact with them" parrison et.al., 1988). For
these reasons there is a level of caution that must be taken when communicating
environmental issues and their respective eKects on the lives of the dependant
individuals.
However sensitive this area of environmental communication is, it is still
an extremely important cause. With oceans covering more than 70 percent of the
Earth's surface, constituting more than 90 percent of al1 habitable space on earth,
and providing the lifeblood of our planet, one would assume that Canadians are
concemed for and aware of the importance of Our oceans (Grove, 1998). This
however is not the case. Studies have been done to estimate what Canadians know
about the ocean, including bath prairie and coastal populations. According to Lien

(1992) Canadian children received a "C", and "although they receive passing
marks, most fail to understand very basic things about the ocean, such as where

energy cornes fiom, what constitutes a food web, etc.". Sirnilar findings o c m d
from a sample of Canadian and Newfoundlander adults. These findings indicate
that efforts need to be made to raise awareness and improve Canadians'
understanding of oceans, their functions, our dependence on them, and the need

for their conservation and protection. Canadians need to know that "more than
1,600 marine scientists and biologists fiom around the world have issued an
unprecedented warning that the sea is in trouble due to overexploitation of
species, physical alterations of ecosystems, pollution, alien species fiom distant
waters dismpting local food webs, and global atmospheric change" (Grove,
1998).

Environmental education programs can lead to action. They have the
potential to heighten environmental literacy, develop an eco-ethic, and provide
individuals with important information that will enable them to respond to
environmental issues in a knowledgeable way. Greater environmental literacy can
empower the Canadian public to make more environmentally sound decisions and
demand the same type of decision-making from their govemment. Learning for a
Sustainable Future and the World Conservation Union (1998) suggest that
education and communication for sustainable development can:
1. foster changes in terms of values, behaviors and lifestyla;

2. spread knowledge, values and skills that promote changes ~quiredin the fields

of consumption, the management of natural resources and indmtnai and cnergy
production; and

3.

develop a well-infonned public that wiiî support ihe mcasurcs rquired for
sustainable development.

3.5.3

The Role of Government in Communicating for Environmentaï
Literacy

me Govemment of Canada &fines communications m a management Bction which
ensures that the public receiws infirmation about gowmnient policies, programs, and
services and that the concerns and interests of the public are t& into account in the
firmtdation and impIementafion ofgovemnrent policies and prograwa.." ( T r e m Board
~
of
Canada. f99f)

Govemments have the opportunity, through programming, implementation
of legislation, and environmental education initiatives, to play a strong role in

communicating for environmental literacy. Because Canada is a democratic
country with strong roots in govemment, the general public often tums to
environmental legislative policy as the tool to control development and protect
and conserve Our natural resources. In the face of continued development
environmental legislation will be used more and more. Yet,legislation will not be
utilized in isolation as it has been in the past. Public involvement and participation
in the management of activities affecting natural resources will be an integral

component in future resource management.
Increased pressures for public participation in decision-making will
require the govemment to be a stronger mmmunicator in environmental issues.
The govemment recognizes and advocates that good communication and strong
programs are fundamental to achieving governmental objectives. "The
responsibility to provide information is inseparable from the nature of
representative government" (Treasury Board of Canada, 1991). However, the
Govemment of Canada faces new roles that are uncharacteristic of its past. As
highl ighted in the Northwest Territories Protected Area Strotegy, govemmental
duties now range from "information providers, cornmunicaton and decision
facilitators, consensus builders, negotiators, instigators, funders, legislators,
administrators, (to) CO-managers" (Govemment of the Narthwest Temtories,
ND). The Oceans Act demands that the DFO penonn al1 of these duties.

According to a recent poli, the public perceptions of Canadian coastal and
oceans management policy/practices are not favorable (Coffen-Smout, 1997).
Canadians feel the government could be doing a better job at protecting their

oceans interests. The implementation of Canada's Oceans Act is an opportunity
for the DFO to assume its new role as a partner, co-manager, communicator, and
information provider and change the public perceptions of Canadian coastal and
oceans management policy and practice.

CHAPTER 4: OCEAN A C m S , RESOURCE USES, AND
RESOURCE USERS IN THE CENTRAL AND ARCTIC REGION
4.0

INTRODUCTION
There are key questions that coastal planners (the Oceans Sector) will

need to answer when dealing with oceans management (Clark, 1996). Two of the
major questions are (1) what are the coastal resource uses, and (2) who are the
users of the coastal areas and resources (Clark, 1996). This chapter attempts to
answer these two questions. When attempting any type of communication, proper
identification of the target audience is a necessary first step. To identiQ the
resource users or stakeholders of the Central and Arctic Region (the ultimate
target audience), one must first identi& the ocean uses. This chapter will outline
current and potential ocean resource use in the Arctic, as well as, identify the
stakeholders who are benefiting from the use of these resources. Figure 10 is a
guideline that explains how this research was approached and undertaken. This
chapter will also explain how the researched stakeholder information was
organized in a database for future use in communication. Through identiQing the
ocean uses and key resource users, the target audiences for communicating the
key messages of the Oceans Act and Oceans Act initiatives will become clear.

4.1

ARCTIC OCEAN USES

"Economic dewlopmenf th01accompanies growth contnbufes to the increasihg pressures on
marine ecosystems, as do ofshore exploration for fossil fiels and the exfraction of sand
gruvel, and minerais. Marine ecosysfems.both nearshore and ofhore. are currentb wdPr a
varieîy o/pressures, which vary in scale and intensiiy-" (Govemtnenf of Canada, 19960)
"Hisforicah), natirral resotirce tue in the Arctic h m been limited to jishing, htmting mining
and reindeer herding. More recenf b , oil, gas and hydmelectricpower haw been heIope4
and. along with them, in/rstmcture us pipelines, ma& and electric transmission lines.
Shipping activiries are expected to increuse along with the tourism in the Arctic." ( P M ,
1996)

Although the Arctic Ocean has historically been less developed than the
other Canadian oceans, because of rernoteness and expenses associated with
development, it is still an area that is rich in resources and will not remain void of

Research rcsource uses in the
geographical scope of study are8
(consulting literrture, Internet,
and experts)

From identified resource uses
identiw potential stakeholden and

Restarch how erch sector

functions (consulting literature,
Internet, and experts):
are therc goveniing bodies that play
a lead role in these sectors?
is the sector comprised of
unorganized

organize the information

From the governing bodies
researched, identifLtheir subbodiedindividuals that should be
included

Devdop a comprehensive ocems
stakeholder database of idtntifitd
groupslorganizationslind~duaIs:
Use cornputerdatabase application
such as MicrosoA AcctssdB

Feedback
Moditication and hprovcment of
the database

,

Figure 10: Identifying Arctk Oceao Resource Use and Oceans
Stakeholders

development i ndefinitely (Govemment of Canada, l996a; Lanken and Vincent,
1999; Environment Canada, 1994). As resources become scarce in other regions,

development will reach distant locations to satisfy the demand pressures that are
placed on the industrial natural resource sector. For the purposes of this research,
ocean uses can mean both direct uses of resources such as oil extraction and/or
indirect uses such as the value of oceans for the absorption of excess carbon
dioxide, and the regdation of climate.
Currently, ocean resource uses in the Arctic can broadly be divided into
oppomnities for industrial uses revolving around offshore oil and gas exploration
and development, mining, transportation and shipping, the tourism industry,
commercial fisheries and historical uses such as subsistence hamesting by the
indigenous groups of the area (Brouwer, et.al., 1988; PAME, 1996; Lanken and
Vincent, 1999; Wells and Rolston, 1991; Government of Canada, 1999). Table 5
summarizes Arctic Ocean uses, present and funire, as well as the potential conflict
that cari anse From these uses.
4.1.1

Offshore Oil and Gas Exploration and Development

"Geologically, lands extending nonh of 60 corn the Aiberta-British
Columbia border to the Beaufort Sea are a continuation of the oil and gas-rich
Western Canada Sedimentary Basin, but, in cornparison are lightly explored"
(Department of Indian Affairs and Nonhem Development, 1998b). "The
circumpolar Arctic has some of the largest hydrocarbon reserves in the wodà"
with three decades of exploration producing 73 oil and gas discoveries in the
Canadian Arctic to date (Government of Canada, 1996a). The minerafs and
energy (including crude oil) sector accounted for 10.6% or 74.4 billion dollars of
Canada's GDP in 1996. These nurnbers illustrate that energy resources make
important contributions to Canada's economic power and well being indicating
that the North and its reserves will play a vital role in maintaining Canadian
standing in the production of these resources in the future.
Figure I l illustrates areas in the Arctic of both high potential for oil and
gas development and areas where development is already occumng. There is

Table S: Occan uses in the Canadian Arctic
Occans UsdIntcirrts
ptcjait and Futuse

Kabitaî
Global clUnatc system
Ecological rcgcnenition
Purimngagentforauandwata
Absorption of carbon dioxide
produccd by the bunu'ng of fossil
fi&.
Regulator of hydrological cycles
Science; climate change studies,
e-g. SHEBA-JOIS
Knowledgi: gatiiering thraugh data
collection;
Cemanagernent Bodies
Rcgulation of uses
CoostGuard
Arctic Smlift
Number of Canadian governrnent
agencies with oceûns related
activities, cg. DFO, Transport
Canada, H d t h Canada. etc.
Goverrunent agencies with marine
protection capabilities
Survival of traditionai lifcstylc
Identity and Culture
Subsistence harvesting of marine
m a m a l s und other marine species
Transportation
Jobs and income

Oi1 and= explor&& and
development
M i m l exploration aad
development
Manne Transport, Shipping
Fisheries
Raw materials for commercial
Products, eg- meclicines,
shampoos, etc.

Toucism, mol1 to large scale

Stress on the Arctic
enviromcn~cg. global
wanning, pouution, Arctic hazt
Loss of regcndve abilitics
Loss of habitat
Jurisdictions
Reguiations
urdustriai Dcvclopers potcntially
unhappy with ghater reguiations
and environmentai laws
hdigenous groups potmtiaiiy
unhappy with land c l a h
protection

Potmtiai dcmasc in marine
spccies stocks as a rcsult of
u a u t a h b l e developmm~
decreascd environmental
capacity, increased stms on
Arctic cnvironmeni, etc.
effccting huit banest quotas
Loss of marine habitat
Decrease in ability ta maincain
and continue traditional lifcstyle
Potcntial loss of cufture and
identity
Dccmsc in eff&ctivcness of
Traditional Ecological
Knowlcdgc
Rcsüictions on devtlopmeat due
to Land Claims, hdigenous
groups and communities
Restrictions on development
irnposcd by d i k e n t Ievcls of
Canadian goverment and levcis
of protection and regulation
Toucism effectcd by tevcls of
mnaining indusiry groups and
development
hdusîry Iimitcdbytheamount
of rcsowces available for
extraction and th& nistainable

,

Source: State of Uie Environment Dlrectomte, Environniant Canada.

Figure 11: Areas of High Hydrocarbon Potential, Active and Iaactive Mines,
Fornier DEW Line Sites and Major Mineril Deporib in the Canadian Arctic
(Source: Gmrnment of Canada, 19%a)

currently only one oil center located in the Arctic Islands, Bent Hom Oil on
Cameron Island, which is a strong producer, showing no indication of declining
production rates (Morrell, 1995). Although petroleum production is slow at this
point in time, some regions in the far North have previously seen a f l u v of
activity sunounding oil and gas development. The 1980's marked a particularly
active penod for oil and gas developrnent in the Beaufort Sea and with ''Native
land claims largely resolved in the Arctic, companies have shown renewed
interest, and a revival of activity is likely over the next few years" (Government
of Canada, 1996a).

It is estimated that nonhem Canada is the site of one quarter of Canada's
remaining discovered petroleum and one half of the country's estimated potential.
"The basins of northem Canada contain substantial reserves and a long inventory
of discovered resources both oil and gas, [representing] one of the last extensive
and under-expiored hunting grounds for conventional gas in the North American
continent" (Morrell, 1995). Since oil remains one of the world's major source of
energy, there is little doubt that the Arctic will be targeted for fùture development
beginning a resurgence of industrial activity in the North. There is an expeded
resurgence of oil and gas development with the signing of key land claim
agreements and potential decreases in supply. 'Piscoveries made within the next

few years can expea to contt-ibute to the supply to meet a building continental
demand for gas and an increasing share of domestic oil production" (Morrell,
1995). "Today, govemments, working in partnerships with northemers and

Aboriginal peoples, are refocusing on northem oil and gas exploration and
development as key components of the future economic well-being of northem
Canada" (Department of Indian Atrairs and Northem Development, 1998b).

4.1.2

Mining

Gold, base metals, tungsten, rare earth, polymettalic, iron, diamonds, and
uranium are the main minerai deposits in the North. Canada ranked first in the

world for zinc production and fourth for gold production with exports estimated at
1.5 bill ion and 3.5 billion respectively (Naturd Resaurces Canada, 1997).

Currently, the principal minerals extracted and processed in the Arctic are gold,
petroleum, lead and zinc. There are two major mining centers located on islands
in the Arctic Ocean. These include the Nanisivik Mine on B a n Island and the
Polaris Mine on Little Cornwallis Island (Figure 11). The Polaris Lead-zinc mine
"mills approximately one million tonnes of ore each year" (Naturai Resources
Canada, 1998). There is also potential for offshore minera1 development in fùture.
In fact, federal geological surveys, as well as the mineral industry indicate
significant mineral potential and Canada's territories are eager to work with the
federal govemment to develop a management regime for offshore Mneral
resources (Govemment of Canada, 1997b).

4.1.3

-

Transportaiion

"Ocems are used as global highways. [Ocean] once provided access for eariy explorers to
discover new lands. Today [theyl provide accessfor international trade " (Grove, 1998)

J

Transportation and shipping in the Arctic can be categorized by "shipping
of cargo and passengers, including tourism; shipping related to onshore and
offshore oil and gas activities and mining; fishingkatching of living resources;
research and other activities" (PAME, 1996). In the Canadian Arctic, shipping is
seasonal due to the extreme weather. "The recorded number of tanker voyages per
year in this area is 20, general cargo ships voyages is 19, bulk cargo is 22
voyages, there are 6 to 8 ice breakers operating in support of Arctic commercial
shipping and Sealift cargoes, and on average there are 6 passenger ships voyages
yeariy" (PAME,1996).
Because of the remoteness of Arctic communities, receiving grocenes,
construction materiais, furnitue, etc. requires yearly planning on the part of huit
families and transport companies. Much of these supplies are transported by ship
to the coastal communities once or twice a year, requinng families to place orders

months in advance of arrival. Aside fiom providing communities with goods,
there are other demands for transport. Transportation and shipping are expected to
increase along with the infiastructure needs to transport extracteci and processed
natural resources from the North. There are also proposed pipeline developments,

such as a pipeline connecting the Mackenzie Delta to southem markas, to address
the transportation needs from oil and gas development.

"Kayokingtoday is to make money, espcially with the tourists, If we have hem everyyear, it will
be goodfor the communify.'* (?ïossack;1999)

Nature based tounsm is on the rise in the Arctic. As people increasingly
search for outdoor adventure and unique experiences, more and more they tum to
the pristine state of the Arctic to avoid congestion (Du@,

1998). The Canadian

Arctic, or "the Last Frontief' as many refer to it, attracts visitors not only as a
result of the unique environment but its unique culture and traditions as well. The
Canadian Arctic boasts four national parks, and approximately eight territorial
parks, park reserves and histonc sites (New Parks North, 1997). Tounst
operations range fiom local tour operators taking tourists out kayaking,
snowmobiling, whale watching, hunting, etc. to a handful of large cruise ships
promising Arctic adventure in grand style.
The Canadian Arctic is receiving up to lOû,OOO tourists annually, with the

greatea concentration of tourists in the Western Arctic's Mackenzie Delta region
(Dingwall and Cessford, 1996 in Dressler, 1999). The lure to the Eastern Arctic is
sure to rise as well, with the creation of the new Nunawt Temtory, the people of
Nunawt are anxious to increase economic gain and welcome the money towisrn
can bring to their communities. The new Arctic Tenitory has the welcome mat
out with a fledging tourist industry that will try to promote Inuit cultures and
traditions in hopes to use the land and water that once sustained a semi-nomadic
society to sustain the modem Nunawt econorny (Crary, 1999; Lanken and
Vincent, 1999).

4.1.5

Historical Indigenous Use of the Land and S a

The majority of Arcric communities are located dong Canada's coastline.

The mere geographical location of these communities indicates the importance of

and high degree of dependency on the sea. As mentioned previously, the Inuit of
northem Canada historically have depended on ocean resources for th&
subsistence (Freeman, 1997). Although, the level of dependency, with the
introduction of settlement living, technology, grocery stores, muthem cultures,
etc., has decreased, subsistence harvesting still remains a part of their heritage,
culture, and traditions (Semeniuk, 1999; Hrynshyn, Crompton and Stoddm,
1998). In the Inuit culture there are socially and culturally important ways of

obtaining, distributing and consuming food (Freeman, Wein, and Keith, 1992).
The Inuit continue to have strong ties to the land and sea. Hunting, trapping, and

fishing continue to supplement the mixed cash-subsistence economy in the North
(Govemment of Canada, 1996a). Nonhem community memben rely on the sea
for other important functions as well. Inuit rely on the sea not only for food, but
also for transportation of goods, and income through ocean related jobs.

4.2

LDENTIFYTNG RESOURCE USERS/OCEAN STAKEHOLDERS

Mer identifying Arctic Ocean uses it is possible, through research, to now
identify the actual resource users and stakeholder groups associated with each of
the researched ocean usedinterests. The purpose of identifying these user groups
is to complete Step 1 of the communication arategy framework, which is to
establish the target audience for communicating the key messages of the O c e m
Act (Figure 2). Tables 1 and 2 were pdcularly usefiil in identifjing resource

userdoceans stakeholders.
Table 1, IUCN's "Snapshot of Interefis at Stake" in Resource
Mimagement, pprvided a list of questions researchers could ask when tIying to
identiQ resource userdocean stakeholders. These questions were asked prior to
beginning and referred to throughout oceans stakeholder research. Al1 the
questions listed in Table 1 were usefil and applicable for identifying oceans
stakeholders in the Arctic. Although Table 2, IUCN's List of Social Actors

PotentiaIly S~akeholdersin Resmrce Mmtzgement, is a generic list of potential
stakeholders it illustrates what actors should be included (e.g. northem traditional

groups, local northem govemments, northem universities and acadernic
institutions, etc.). Table 2 was used as a comparative Iist, which was consulted
once stakehoider research was completed to cross check and ensure important
stakeholder groups were not missed. Once the stakeholder information was
collected there was a need to organize the research. The contact information for
the identified resource users and stakeholder groups was entered into a database
and categorized for future reference.

4.2.1

Oceans Stakeholder Database

"Coastal management programs are information driven and, because information is derivedfiom
data, a database always will be required for coastaf management programs. The database is rr
y t e m for collection and storing of relevant data. " (Clark, 1996)

The computer application used to design the Oceans Stakeholder Database
was Microsoft Access@. If designed properly, Microsofi Accessa databases can
provide a reliable and efficient information system that meets user needs (Bey
1994). Clark (1 996)outlines some key conditions for database development. First,

the database should allow for continuous update and easy retrieval, second the

database should be readily acceptable and easily manipulated, and third,
combining data ftom different sources should be enabled. Microsoft Accessa
satisfies al1 of these conditions. The Oceans Stakeholder Database is a living
document allowing for continuous update. To date, there are over 900 stakeholder
and stakeholder groups entered into this database. The Oceans Stakeholder
Database has been attached as Appendix A.
The stakeholders are divided into four broad categoriedsecton within the
database. The sectors include govemment, indigenous, industry, and a general
sector, which includes: academic institutions, scientific institutions, and nongovemmental organizations (NGûs). The database is fùrthered organized into
subcategories. Within the government sector, the stakeholders are organized by
the federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal levels of govemment that have
oceans related interests. Within the Indigenous sector, the stakeholders are
organized by subcategories inciuding First Nations bands, community Hamlet

offices, Hunters and Trappers Associations/Organizations, huit Associations,
Land Claim Bodies, northern natural resource management boards, and comanagement boards. The industry sector organizes stakeholders into the
subcategories of construction, fisheries, mining, petroleum development, tourism
and transport. The final sector organizes the academic category into schools,
colleges, universities and research institutes that have an interest in the Arctic
Ocean and Iists the scientific Institutes and NGOs that have potential interests in
the Central and Arctic Region as well as Arctic Ocean activities. Table 6 is a
summary of these broad sectors that have been identified as stakeholder groupq in
relation to their ocean uses.

4.2.2

Government Stsikeholders

Bomni-Feyerabend (1996) States that the different levels of government
are important stakeholders in resource management (Table 2). There are various
levels of government that will play a roie in implementing the Act and will
therefore become target audiences for communication. This will not ody increase
their level of understanding surrounding the Act and its programs, but also
encourage partnerships in oceans management between DFO and other
govemment agencies.
Although in Canada the federal govemment has principle authority over
oceans and their resources, DFO will need the assistance of other agencies to
ensure the proper management of oceans activities and to address overlapping
jurisdictions in some cases (Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 199%). There are a
number of different government agencies that carry out ocean related activities
with respect to previously identified Arctic Ocean uses. The DFO (1997b)
highlights 22 federal govemment agencies with oceans related activities ranging
fkom the DFO to Health Canada to the Royal Mounted Police (Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, 1997b). When dealing with the Arctic Ocean, there are dso a
number of territorial government agencies and municipal offices such as Hamlet
OfEices that need to be consulted when attempting to manage ocean activities and
implement Oceans Act programs such as MPAs. Extensive research has been

Table 6: Identifying Oceanr Stakeholden
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done to identiS, these agencies and al1 findings have been entered into the Oceans
Stakeholder Database (Appendix A).

4.2.3 Indigenous Stakeholden

Implementing programs under the O c e m Act will involve close
collaboration with northem indigenous groups. Program success, e.g.
implementation of a MPA, will depend upon the acceptance of traditional groups
with cultural roots in the North especially because the group has some legal
jurisdiction over and customary use of the natural resources at stake (BomniFeyerabend, 1996).
As rnentioned earlier, the culture and traditions of the North are very

different from those of the South. There are well-established organizations, and
co-management boards in the Nonh that have decision-making responsibilities

that affect their community members (Roberts, 1995). Many decisions that affect
the community in ternis of natural resources are made only on the advice of elders
and respected leaders @yen and Roberts, 1995). For this reason, DFO will need
to work with the management boards, Inuit Associations, and Harnlet Offices in
the Nonh to gain acceptance for potential IM plans, MPAs andor MEH
programs. Figures 12 and 13 highlight the key decision-making bodies for
wildlife and environmental issues, in both the ISR and Nunavut. It would be
beneficial for the Oceans Sector to work closely with these groups on certain
program initiatives and announcements. The key appointing agencies, Hamlet
Offices, Hunters and Trappers Associations/Organizations, Inuit Associations,

Land Claim Bodies, northem natural resource management boards, comanagement boards and northem communication bodies have al1 been researched

and are entered in the Oceans Stakeholder Database (Appendix A).
4.2.4 lndustry Stakebolden

Industrial developers are important stakeholden to include in
communication plans and to collaborate with in oceans management because they
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Figure 13: The Territory of Nunavut's Environmental Management Regime
(Source: Nunavut Tunngavik Incorpontcd, 1998)
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inevitably will be affecteci by andior concemed about the Oceum Act pmgrams
(e.g. a MPA designated where there is high oil production potential or MEH
standards that may require them to alter there methods of waste disposal)
(Bomni-Feyerabend, 1996). As outlined previously, there are seven main types of
industrial activity occurring in the North, and which have an impact on the Arctic
Ocean. These activities include construction, fisheries, mining, petroleum
development, tourism and transport. Based on the identification of these key
industrial activities, research was done to pinpoint the organizations/individuals
associated with each.
Commercial Fisheries

There are a number of commercial and community fisheries in the Arctic.
These fisheries include, but are not limited to, northem shrimp, Arctic chan;
broad whitefish and Greenland halibut fisheries (Jack Mathias, pêrs.contmm,June
1, 1999; Mathias, Pike, and Fast, 1998). Arctic fisheries are small in cornparison

to the larger scale fisheries typified by both the East Coast past cod fishery and
West Coast salmon fisheries. However, the Nunavut Territory has expressed

interest in expanding their Greenland Halibut commercial fishery to increase the
economic development needed in the territory (Canadian Press, 1999).

The number of Arctic mines varies with market conditions. There are 8

mines operating in the Nonh and only two operate out of the Arctic Islands. They
include Polaris Mine, owned by Cominco Ltd. And Nanisivik Mine, owned by
Nanisivik Mines Ltd. (PAME,1996; Natural Resources Canada, 1998).
Oü and Ga DeveIopment

There are approximately 11 petroleum companies that have leases in the
Beaufort Sea, the Mackenzie Delta, the Eastern Arctic Offshore, and the Arctic
Islands. These companies include Arnoco, Chevron, Husky, Gulf. Imperia1 OiI,

The Inuvialuit Petroleum Corporation, Shell Canada, Panarctic Oil, Dome, Esso

and Suncor (Department of Indian Anairs and Northern Development, 1999;
Brouwer, et.af.,1988). However, there is cumntly only one active oil field, Bent
Hom Oil, which is owned and operated by Panarctic Oils Ltd.
Touri'sm

Tourism industry is growing in the North and over the past couple of years
the number of local and foreign tour operators has increased dramaticaily. The
two umbrella organizations that monitor and provide information about local tour

operators are Nunawt Tourism (Nunavut) and Arctic Tourism (NWT). Each
umbrella organization has offices scattered throughout the cornmunities of their
respected territory It should also be mentioned that there are four tourist cruise
ships that make their way through Arctic waters. The companies responsible for
arranging these cniises are Quark Expeditions TCS Expeditions, Marine
Expeditions, and Cross Marine Inc. An extensive list of community tour
operators, foreign tour companies, and mise ships can be found in the Oceans
Stakeholder Database (Appendix A).
Transport

M e r researching the transport industry it became clear that there are only
a handfùl of large shipping companies that operate in the North. The Northem
Transponation Company Limited (NTCL) is the major transport company. NTCL
is a member of the NorTerra group of companies. WorTerra Inc. is 100%

aboriginaily owned holding company, which is managed equally by two
"birthright corporations". They are the Inuvialuit Development Coorporation
representing the Inuvialuit of the Western Arctic and Nunasi Corporation
representing the Inuit of the Eastern Arctic" (Northem Transportation Company
Limited, 1999). "Birthright cooperations" were established under the existing
northem land daim agreements (Harper, 1999). NTCL has operating terminals
that serve the Western Arctic and al1 regions of the Eastern Arctic. They are
located in Hay River, NT, Iqaluit, Nunawt and Churchill, Manitoba (Chris Cote,

pers.cumm., June 22, 1999).

Arctic Sealifk is a major supplier to northern communities, bringing yearly
supplies that can not otheMnse be purchased in the North (e.g. building materials,
bulk cooking ingredients, fbmiture, etc.). Transport Canada and DFO's Coast
Guard Ofice coordinate Arctic Sealift. There is a handful of other shipping
companies that transport goods (e.g. the oil produced at Bent Hom Oil) al1 of
which are entered in the Oceans Stakeholder Database (Appendix A).

4.2.5

Acadernic Institutions, Seientific Institutions and NGOs Stakeholden

To date, there is little known about oceans, their fundons and their
delicate ecosystem. There is a continual quest for more knowledge about the
oceans fragile systems. Many academic institutions across Canada have
specialized programs to address this need for knowledge. Likewise, scientific
institutions are eager to learn more about our oceans in order to aid environmental
management decision-making. With greater knowledge about ocean systerns,
decisions can be more soundly based, helping to avoid environmental disasten.
There are also a significant number of NGOs, spaming from local to global, who
play the role of environmental watchdog having interest in Canada's oceans and
raising awareness about their global importance. Al1 of the established academic,
scientific institutions and NGûs with oceans related programs and interests can
play a rote in raising awareness of the OceansAct and its programs. There is great
potential for partnerships with these identified institutions. Research has been
done to identiQ academic and scientific institutions and NGOs with oceans
related interests. These organizations can be found in the Oceans Stakeholder
Database (Appendix A).

4.3

SUMMARY
By identifying Arctic Ocean uses and the stakeholder groups that benefit

fiom these uses, a clearer picture emerges with respect to the broad target
audience with whom the Oceans Sector will need to communicate and work.
m e r researching oceans stakeholder groups, it became obvious that the

information needs of and communication channels used to communicate with
these groups will be very different. Further research would need to be done on
each group to identify important characteristics such as thek socio-economic

status, relationship to and values of the ocean, and the culture of the individuals
that make up these stakeholder groups. Clearly, this is an enomous undertaking
and for the purposes and duration of this research not feasible. As a result, one
stakeholder group was researched and a communication strategy developed to
meet detennined needs. Extensive research on the stakeholder group could aid in

deterrnining the characteristics of this group, their information needs, as well as,
which communication channels would be most effective in delivering the
message. In fact, this research was undertaken to better comprehend the socioeconomic status, values and cultures of the northem indigenous stakeholders
inhabiting the coastal comrnunities of the Canadian Arctic. Chapter 5 is a
summary of my research findings.

CEIAPTER 5: COMMUNICATING IN CANADA'S NORTH

Chapter 4 identified Arctic Ocean uses and the stakeholder groups
associated with ocean uses. It is obvious that there are a number of groups and
individuals that need to be targeted when communicating the key messages of the
Oceans Act. However, each targeted group will have very different information

needs and the forms or channels of communications that are most successfûl with
these groups may Vary. Therefore, "awareness programs should be carefully
designed to meet specific objectives for each "target group" or audience and a
specific message or messages should be defined" (Clark, 1996). Northem
stakeholders are the target audience for this particular research. The next steps
(after identifying the user groups relationship with the oceans and before
developing a communication strategy) are to understand the target groups values,
perceptions and culture, analyze the existing systems of communication, both
stnictured and unstructured, and determine which forms of communication are
most effective for communicating with northem populations (Figure 2). To bener
understand Inuit culture and research existing systems of communication,
community visits were arranged. Tirne was spent in two Arctic communities and
the city of Yellowknife, NT. The two communities visited were Iqaluit, Nunavut
and Inuvik, NT.
The intent of the community visits was to meet with communication
experts who either work directly in the field of communications or their job, by its

nature, involves a great deal of communicating with the public, in particular
Arctic communities. Table 7 is a listing of al1 the individuals who were infomally
interviewed with regards to their experiences communicating with northem
communities. M e r meeting with individuals who fiequently work in the
communications field, it is possible to identiQ best praaices, in layman's tems what works and what does not. There are many factors that affect whether a
particular communication channel will be effective in reaching the northem
population. Population demographics and community characteristics are very

Table 7: Northem Communications/MarkctingInforma1 Interviews
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important and will play a major role in the communication of the Oceans Act and
its prograrns. Clark (1996) States that the socio-economic status of coastal
communities and information on social organization of coastal communities and
dependencies on coastal resources a n priority data items that coastal planners and
communicators need to be aware of and understand,
Some of the important demographic, cultural, social, and econornic
charactenstics, which should be considered in determining the approach taken for
communications, include:
The size of Canada's northem population;

The culture and economy;
the lm1 of youth versus adult versus elder population in communities;

the level of education that is typified in northern communities (e,g. literacy rate);
and
the language spoken.

These population characteristics directly affect how northem communities will

receive and understand Oceans Act key messages. They will also determine how
the source @FO) should encode the message and which communication channel

the source should be using to communicate (Figure 9). Table 8 surnmangzesthe

community populations, education and language charactenstics of the five regions
of the NWT and Nunavut. For the purposes of this communication strategy, the

target audiences are the Arctic coastal communities bolded in Table 8.

5.1

POPULATION DEMOGRAPHKS AND COMlMUNITY
CHARACTERISTICS

S. 1.1 Canada's Northern Population: A Snapshot

According to Statistics Canada's 1996 C e m s , the NWT and Nunavut
have a population totaling 64,402 (Statistics Canada, 1999). Of this population,

62% or 39,690 are Aboriginal. In the Arctic, the population is even smdler

reaching numben of approximately 30,539 with the majority of this population
living in coastal communities along the Arctic Ocean coastline, close to the

resources on which many of them are highly dependent (Figure 3) (Govemment
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Territories (Source: Statistim Canada, 19s; Covernment of the Nortbwcst ~ d t ~ r k r ,
Bureau of Statisîics, lW8r; Covernmcnt of the North- Tenitoriu, Buof Strtistim
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of Canada, 1996a; Government of Northwest Territones, 1999a; Statistics
Canada, 1999). Although the Canadian Arctic has one of the lowest population
densities in the wodd, the birthrate is growing and is currently double that of the
Canadian average (Govemment of Canada, 1996a; Lett, 1999b; Department of
Indian Affairs and Northem Development, 1997). The communities of the Eastern
Arctic tend to have a higher number of young people than the Western Arctic.
The average percent of youths in the Eastern Arctic communities is 56%, making
it the youngest population in Canada (Lanken and Vincent, 1999) (Table 8).

Whereas the average percent of youths in the communities of the Western Arctic
is lower at 44% (Table 8).

5.1.2

Northern Culture and Economy

"Young children wu(ch an episode of a popular American 7V drama while their grundnothor
chews on a caribou shn to make if sojer. " (DL4ND,
1990)
1

b

The Inuit of the North are living in a land of transition, trying to balance
their culture and tradition with the needed economic deveiopment that can
improve their standard of living and provide them with a sense of control over
their own future. There is a constant 'struggle to lure the younger generations into
learning traditional ways of hunting, fishing, and sewing" (Lett, 1999a). More and
more Inuit are having dificulty passing their culture and tradition ont0 their

youth. There are a nurnber of socio-economic factors such as "unemployment
(averaging 29%), substance abuse (35% of Nunawt residents have sniffed
solvents), suicide (six times the national average)" that are plaguing the Inuit
culture (Lanken and Vincent, 1999; Inwstigative Productions and Greenwald,
1990). Economic developrnent is seen as having the potential to improve socio-

econornic conditions in the Arctic.
The econornic structure in the North is unique fiom any other in Canada.

The structure is comprised of three components. First, early sovereignty initiatives
by the Govemment of Canada created a dependency of the North on the federal
govemment for transfer payments (86% of the budget of the NWT came fkom the
federal govemment in 1988-1989) (Government of Canada, 1996a). "The

dependence on social assistance can reach as high as four times the national
average in some communities" (Department of Indian Anain and Northem
Development, 1996). Second, the residents of northern communities also derive
wages and cash from employment in various sectors such as government, tourism
and resource development. Third, despite the two previous sources of income the
"local economies in the North are heavily based on "subsistence" hunting,
trapping, and fishing, for despite living in settlements for several decades, Inuit
retain strong ties to the land and sea" (Environment Canada, 1994 in Govemment
of Canada, 1996a). In light of these nonhem economic components, the North can
be typified as having a "mixed cash/subsistence economy where cash fiom

employment is often used to buy the tools needed for subsistence hunting and
fishing" (Government of Canada, 1996a).
"The unemployment rate in the NWT is approximately 12.9% in total"
(Statistics Canada, 1999). This average is almost double that of the national
average of 8.2% (as at August 1998) and the average Aboriginal unemployment is
much higher yet (Human Resources Development Canada, 1999; Royal
Conmission on Abonginal Peoples, 1996). "Although Aboriginal people's living
standard has improved in the past 50 yeass, they do not come close to those of
non-abonginal people" (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1996). For
example, far fewer Aboriginals go on to college and university and fewer
Aboriginal people have jobs. The unemployment rate is much higher in small
communities than in larger communities. For example, the population of Pond
Inlet is 1,154, an almost entirely Inuit population, has an unemployment rate of
26.3% (Statistics Canada, 1999). This latter case is more common and

representative of comrnunities in the Canadian Arctic.

5.1.3

Level of Education

"ne[Northernj educution system hm not succeeded in gradiating Inuit profissionais doctors, niîrsor. lawyers. uccotmtartts - and so non-Inuit, some of whom become conmitted to
making Nunawt their long-tenn home, hold almost al2 of these jobs." (Harpcr,1999)

The level of forma1 education in the North is very low in cornparison to
the rest of Canada. This is in part because northem Aboriginal culture is one of

oral tradition. In the put, Aboriginal peoples have taught their young at home, not
the things we have learned in a formal, structured setting such as Math, English,
History, but in a way quite foreign to southemers. Aboriginal youth were taken
out on the land with their elders and taught about hunting? fishing and trapping,
the very things they needed to know to suMve as Inuit people. At home they were
taught how to sew, make clothing, and prepare food (Investigative Productions
and Greenwald, 1990).
Table 8 includes a detailed breakdown of the level of forma1 education in
the coastal communities that are within the geographical scope of this research.

More generally, recent polls taken by both Statistics Canada (1999) and the
Government of the Northwest Temtories, Bureau of Statistics (1998a, 1998b,
1999a and 1999b), indicaie that:
48% of individuals 15 y e m of age or older in the NWT and Nunavut have no

degree, certiticate or diploma venus the national average of 37%;
14% of the population over 15 yean of age in the NWT and Nunavut have thei

secondary (high) school graduation certifcate in cornparison with the national
average of 23%; and
7% of the NWT and Nunavut population has completed a bachelor's degree, but
this is not that far behind the nationai average of 9%.

Although these statistics are for both the NWT and the Nunavut Temtory,
the larger southern city centers within these areas skew the statistics. Less than
half of the population of the NWT and Nunavut reside in remote coastal
cornmunities (Govemment of Canada, 1996a; Govemment of Northwest
Territories, 1999a; Statistics Canada, 1999). The populations in these
communities are small and a number of southemers go north to gain early career
experience in the fields of medicine, nursing, education. natural resource
management, etc. Transient community members are then included in the
statistics for education levels. This results in a misleading representation of
education levets within remote Arctic communities.

However, the importance placed on education is expecteâ to change in the
near future. Although education was formalized in the early 1900's with the
missionary movement, the value of university has only recently been re~gnized
for the self-empowering qualities it can provide to Inuit. The GNWT and the
Nunawt Govemment are beginning to develop programs to encourage their youth
to seek a post secondary education and take advantage of the v a t oppominities
they have to contnbute to their communities and new levels of government.

5.1.4

Language o f the North

Inuktiait, although there are diverse dialects, is the common language
shared by the Inuit (Government of Canada, 1996a; Lett, 1999b). However, the
Inuit language only rernains strong in certain regions of Canada's Arctic. In the
past, the Western Arctic has had more exposure to southeniers. There is also a
more diversified ethnic background in this region.

Many people in these

communities understand and can speak English as their first language, yet the
Eastern Arctic, having had less exposure, has far fewer comrnunities where

English is spoken and understood as a first language (Table 8). For example, in
Sachs Harbour, a small community of the Western Arctic, (Figure 3) the
population is 135 people, with the majority of residents of Aboriginal descent.
Eighty-one percent of this community speaks and understands English and only
22% speak their mother tongue. Conversely, in Pangnirtung, a large community in

the Eastem Arctic, (Figure 3) the population is 1243 with only 6% of the residents
speaking English and 93% speaking their mother tongue (Statistics Canada,
1999).
Ali of the population demographics and community characteristics

(cultural, social, and econornic) discussed are factors that will play a role in the
effectiveness of different communication channels. There are certain channels that
will be more effective at reaching this target audience than others. Furthemore,
the format in which the communication is delivered will have to acknowledge and

respect the northern culture, the state of the economy, the level of education, and
the language spoken. Demography is another aspect that cannot be ignord. The

statistics indicate that aimost half the population in Canada's Arctic is youth.
Keeping demographics in mind, communication will have to follow the channels
that reach the youth effectively. Stiles and Usher (1998) argue that it is essentiai
to research and "lem as much as possible about [your target audience] - theù
information needs, educational backgrounds, literacy levels, familiarity with
science and traditional knowledge, interests and attitudes" in order for any
communication to be meaningtul and successful.

5.2 COMMüNICATING IN THE NORTH
5.2.1

Northern Communication Bodies

"Oneof the areas where Inuit have taken adbantage of modern techology hm been in the jield
of electronic media: rad70 and television. Radio and tekvision, riper ail make use of two ageold devices among the Inuit: creariw use of the spoken word the oral tradition md O strong
visrial rradition. But more signijîcant~,Imnl access to these me&a hm meant that they have
some control over the ideas and images thatflood into the North. " ( D m , 1990)

There is a small group of nonhern communication bodies that dominate
the Eastern and Westem Arctic. They are comprised of:
CBC North (both radio and television);

the Inuvialuit Communication Society @CS)(both television and newspaper);
the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation (IBC) (television);
the Native Communication Society (NCS) (both radio and television);

Television Northern Canada (TVNC);
Northern News SeMce (newspaper),and
Nunatsiaq News (newspaper).

These communication bodies do a great deal of work within the community and

also work with a number of outside organizations to fbrther their communication
mandates. CBC North spans the entire Arctic, both Eastern and Western, whereas
the communication societies and newspapers are specific to either the Eastern or
Westem Arctic in order to serve the unique needs of their communities and
clients. These bodies have been developed to address the need for an abonginal
perspective reflective of the Arctic regions. "Over the past ten to meen years
Aboriginal groups had expressed concems that meinstream programming did not

adequately address their immediate cultural and social issues" (Wilson, 1994).
The majority of households in the North have both a radio and television, yct the
majority of programming that reaches these households consists of "distorted
pictures of non-native cultures often portraying a lifestyle and set of values that

are very different from those of both traditional and contemporary huit society"
(DIAND, 1990). With Aboriginal communication bodies, the people of the North
have greater autonomy, managing their own programming based on their own
cultures and traditions. When developing a communication strategy for northern
populations, knowing who these nonhem communication bodies are and how
they operate is important.
Ranio.

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) established

northern radio in 1958 (Department of Indian Anairs and Northem Development,
1990). CBC North has provided services and placed transmitters in communities

with a population of 500 or more people. The remaining communities in the
Arctic which have less than 500 people (13 communities in the scope of this
research as indicated in Table 8), received assistance from the GNWT who
provided transrnitters. There are currently radio transmitters in 32 of the Arctic
communities that are within the scope of this research, with only 3 communities
having no transrnitter. Recently, the GNWT stopped providing services in the
smaller communities, inaead they tumed the transmitters over to the communities
which now run community operated re-broadcasting (CORB) (Cathy Bolstad,

pemcomm., March 30, 1999). These communities have an agreement with CBC
North and the CORB plays much of CBC North's programrning through their
transmitter. There is also discussion taking place between CBC and the
communities where they have transmitters to provide communities with the
opportunity to air one-hour of local programming to cover anything that CBC
North programming may have missed (Cathy Bolstad, pers.comrn., March 3 9
1999). It is clear that CBC North is the major broadcaster in the North in texms of

radio and working with them on any communication projects that may develop
makes sense-

There are oppominities for the federal Govenunent of Canada to r-ve
aiitime on CBC North tu provide public service announcements (PSAs). "CBC
recognizes the importance for the well-being of the community of many social,
charitable, and artistic activities. Therefore, it makes available to qudifying
private and public organizations a limited amount of free tirne to assist them in
promoting their pubiic service aims and objectives" (Canadian Broadcast
Corporation, 1993). There are however guidelines associated with PSAs. Mer
examining CBC's guidelines on PSAs, it is safe to Say that delivering the
messages of oceans conservation, the need for IM plans, MPAs and the
importance of MEH fit well within the guidelines. Throughout this process it is
also important to consider and abide by DFO departmental guidelines with respect

to PSAs.
Funherrnore, when important initiatives are scheduled to take place in
relation to the O c e m Act and its programs, there may be an opportunity to
heighten awareness through seeking a reporter to cover the 'story'. There are a

number of community reporters and programming personnel with CBC North that

are constantly trying to fil1 their time dots. If an Oceans Sector representative can
contact these reporters and programming ofkers, there is potential to receive
greater exposure in conjunction with PSAs.
TeIevision.

In the North there is a network dedicated completely to

Abotiginal programming that is designed to address the concems and issues of
Abotiginal people. This network is Television N o r t h Canada (TVNC). It is
extremely popular across the North and should be considered an effective
communication channel. "TVNC consists of a group of Aboriginal Broadcast
Societies [that seek] to provide television programming of direct pertinence to
Aboriginal Peoples in the regions they serve" (Wilson, 1994). TVNC staited
broadcasting in January of 1992 to both Abonginal and non-Aboriginal
populations. The major focus of programming is directly related to the rising
northem community concerns. In recent years these concems have been over
Aboriginal culture, traditional activities, language and health (Wilson, 1994).

TVNC broadcasts in both English and Inuktitut and propmming consists of
children' s shows, accredited and general interest educationd prograxnming,
cultural and curent affairs, documentary feahires, phom-in and community
discussion programs, Northem legislative and political coverage, live and special
events, and activities of Indigenous Peoples of the Circurnpolar World (Wilson,
1994; Television Northem Canada, 1999).

There are a number of Aboriginal Broadcast Societies that are members of

TVNC. The IBC serving the Inuit of the Eastern Arctic, the ICS seMng the
Inuvialuit of the Westem Arctic, and the NCS out of Yellowknife, are al1
communicating bodies serving the target audience of this research. Each of these
communicating bodies develops prograrnming that is geared to their pazticular
target audience. It would be wise to develop a strong relationship with these
cornmunicating bodies because they are in control of their own prograrnming and
have time dots ailocated by T M .They can air any products that they feel relate
to the interests of their respective audience. Altematively, DFO could also
formally approach TVNC programming with a written proposa1 to air a particuiar
produa so long as it fit with TVNC's mandate for programming (e.g. Oceans
conservation videos) (Jennifer David, pers.comm., April 1 3, 1999).

Newspapers.

There are a handful of newspapen that dominate the

Canadian Nonh publishing either weekly or bi-weekly (Canadian Corporate
News, 1998). Northem News SeMces is a major newspaper provider in the North
producing five newspapers for the five different regions (Table 8) p a v e
Anderson, pers.comm., March 30, 1999). Northem News SeMces produces the

Imvik Drum, the Deh Cho D m , Kivaliq News, m e YelIowknifier and
NewdNorth. For the purposes of this research, the Northem News Services
newspapers that reach the coastal communities of the Western and Eastern Arctic
are the Imtvik D m m (serving the Inuvik Region), Kivalliq News ( s e ~ n gthe
KeewatinIKivalliq Region) and Newflorrth (sming the entire Arctic). In general,
Northem News Services dominates in the Western Amtic and Null.~1siuqNews
(produced out of Iqaluit, Nunawt) dominates in the Eastern Arctic. Northem

News Sewices produces newspapers in pfimarily English, wherw Nunatsiaq

News produes their newspaper in both English and Inuktitut. The primas, reason
that Nonhem News Sewices produces in English is due to the community
charactenstics of their target audience. As mentioned earlier, in the Western
Arctic English is usuaily the first language used in communicating, unlike the
Eastern Arctic where Inuktitut is the prirnary language.
52.2

Structured Forms of Communication

Research i ndicates that t here are well-de fined communication channels
existing in the Nonh. Table 9 is a compilation of existing stmctured forms of
communication, the channels of communication and the actual northem
communication sources which are the larger northem communication bodies. The
table also indicates the frequency of the channel's distribution and the market
share of the communication source in tems of listeners, viewership and
readership. The purpose for designing this table is to determine through
percentage of market share, based on established statistics and persona1
communications, which communication sources are the most effective to
communicate Canada' s Oceans Act and its initiatives to northem populations.
The table is divided into three main forms of communication 1) audio, 2)
visual and 3) print media. Audio includes radio exposure, visual, for the purposes
of this market study, is television and print media consists of newspapers, journais

and newsletters. Because the northem market is considered small in cornparison
to southem markets, many organirations do not have recent market studies done,
putting a limitation on the market share analysis that could be generated. Yet, by
using both the market share statistics that were available in combination with
personal communication with nonhem communicators and community memben,
it became obvious which of these three forrns of communication were most

preferred by and effective with the nonhem population.
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The pcrcentagcu for rcsdrrrliip wrre calcula(al b d oir mark& coverage &ta from Nunatsiaq News as ut Moch 1938. The p m t a g c s wcre calcuhted only for the
cornmuniticswiihin ihe sope of this research(highlightd conununilies in Tuble 8). The numlwr af pnpas distributai in the cornmunilies was multipliad by three,to repcsmt lhat
morc than one person would read a iiewspaper h t was delivered to a single household. This nwnhr was thaii divided by abc population of that community to givc a b r d w
of how many people in thc cotninuiiily were reached by this coi~iruiricaiioasource, These numbcrs are approximateestimates and should be interprelcdwiîh carc (Nunelsiog
News Circulation Rem,1998; Bill McConkey, perr.conini,, April 15, 1999).
'O This prcentage is Nunatriuq New' 1-1
&inbulion in ihs IhIÉrn Arciic (including al1 conununitics, unlike pevious ulculation whcre they includcd only cammuniüea w h e
25 papas or more WC <lelivered) multiplie4 by three. lhis numbcr ws than divided by ihe population of ihosc coinmunities(Nunatsiaq New Circulation Rcpors 1998; Bill
McConlrey, ptrr.conm, April 15,1999).
lhir psfcntage is an estimate of how many amihcmns r d this magazine. The tolal population of the communitia within the rope of ihis rrsruch dividcd the nimba of
msgszincs circulalad in the NWT gave a pamtcige of how many magazines went 10 ihese communitits. This is an approximate estimalc, kccping in minà chat a portionof ikac
circulaCionn u m h is hokls, (rave1 cc11lccqand nstaurants (Up Htre Circulalion Inforcnatiori, 1999; KarcnODHanlcy,pers.comm,, March IO, 1999).
Puccntigc is an cstimak of how many n o r h m m r a d ihis magazine. The total population of'the ammunitirs wiUùn îhc scopc o f ihis rerarrhdividcd the numba of
magazines cucuhbd in the NHFT mvc r paccnb* of how many inagazincs m t 40 thse communitics This i s an approximatc csîimaîc, k@ng in mind thnt r portion of t k s e
circulation numbari is hotcis, h v c l centas, iind ritsrawanls (Above and Byorid Circulation Information, 1999; Kim Kaiîouw, prn.camm., March 10,1999).
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Audio.

Table 9 illustrates that audio foms of communications have high

market coverage in the North. Almost every northem household owns both a radio
and a television and it is not uncommon for one or the other to be on at al1 times
either because someone is watching, listening or to have as background noise
(DIAND, 1990; Steven Lowe, perscomm., March 23, 1999). The radio is a

common communication channef used in the North. "Radio stations are the lifeiine
of smaller communities" (Lanken and Vincent, 1999). Comrnunity members listen
io the radio throughout the day to keep up to date on what is happening in their

community md it is not at al1 uncommon for local prograrnming to be intempted
for a brief news flash (Gary Weber, pers.comm., March 22, 1999). Radio
programming, whether produced by CBC Nonh or the CORB,is a communication
channel that reaches the target audience daily (Cathy Bolstad, pers. comm., March
30, 1999). The fact that these programs are reaching the target audience daily

makes it an attractive channel for the purpose of repetition. "In these busy times it
is easy to lose sight of the importance of repetition in a effective local advertising
campaign. Messages have to be repeated over and over to make an impression on
an audience that is bombarded daily with thousands of pieces of information"

(NewdNonh, 1999).
Visual.

Aboriginal

based

prograrnming

produced

by

northem

communication societies for northemers has a very large market share in the North
(Table 9) (Katherine Clarida-Fry, pers.comm., March 22, 1999; Debbie GordonRuben, pers.comm., March 26, 1999; Steven Lowe, pers.comm., March 23, 1999).
"Vimially al1 o f the potential Aboriginal television and radio audience listen to or
watch Aboriginal programming. Viewership can be as high as 80% in some areas"
(Wilson, 1994). There are specific programs that would act as strong agents for the

communication purposes of DFO (Table 9). These programs are produced by the
local communication societies (the [CS, the IBC, and the NCS), CBC Nonh, and
the GNWT to serve the interests and concerns of the Inuit of the Western and
Eastern Arctic.

Print-

As indicated in Table 9, print media is generally effective in larger

communities where population levels are higher than most other communities and
there is a larger nonhuit population. These communities would include primarily
Inuvik, NT and Iqaluit, Nunavut. For example, in both the Inuvik Region and the
Baffin Region, newspapers reach approximately 85% ( n e Imvik D m )and 50%

(Nzmtsiaq News) respectively (Table 9). This statistic is higher than the smaller
comrnunities in the KeewatinKivalliq Region (KivaIliq News reaches
approximately 40%) and the Kitikmeot Region (NewsOLorth reaches approximately
36%) (Table 9). These numbers suppon the findings that print media are more

effective in the larger Arctic communities. There is however a smaller newspaper
produced by the ICS wonh mentioning. Tusaayahat, although irregular and

dependent on available finding, when published reaches every Inuvialuit regardless

of residential location. This wide distribution makes it a valuable tool when trying
to communicate with the community members of the Western Arctic.
Joumals and newsletters in general are not effective communication
channels for reaching northem coastal community populations. On average the
two major joumals in the North, Up Here and Above and Beyond, reach
approximately 10% and 2% respectively (Table 9). One newsletter that does
however have strong potential to reach coastai community populations is the
newsletter produced by the DFO,Eastern Arctic Ofice which is distributed to 28
Hunters and Trappers Organizations in the Eastern Arctic.
Educcitio~nlSystem

Schools are a major environmental Iearning source, providing important
information to children (Lien, 1992). Therefore, the northern educational system
is considered another source of structured communication and should be treated
separately corn the audio, visual and print fonns of communication. As
previously mentioned, the youth population in the North is soaring with a
birthrate double that of the national average. These statistics indicate that this
sector of the population is large and should be addressed in any communication
strategy that is seeking to reach northern communities. Educational jurisdictions

.

in the North are divided into ten districts, which include the (Govemment of the
Northwest Temtories, 1999b):
Baflin Divisional Education Council;
BeaufortDelta Divisional Education Council;
Deh Cho Divisional Education Council;
Dogrib Divisional Education Council;
Keewatin Divisional Education Council;
Kitikmeot Divisional Education Council;
Sahtu Divisions1 Education Council;
South Slave Divisional Education Council;
Yellowknife Education District # 1; and

Yellowknife Education District #2.

For the purposes of this research only the Baffin Divisional Education Council,
the BeaufodDelta Divisional Education Council, the Keewatin Divisional
Education Council, and the Kitikmeot Divisional Education Council were
researched extensively. Table 10 is a comprehensive list of the schools that are
under the jurisdiction of these four education councils.
M e r researching two major northem cumculum documents: Pim'uqtawt
and I'r~qatigiit, it became obvious that these schools are well advanced in their

understanding of the environment and our human dependance on the environment
(Govemment of the Northwest Temtories, 1996; Baffin Divisional Board of
Education, 1989). This heightened awareness no doubt stems fkom their culture,
which has traditionally been tied to the land. The Divisional Educational Councils

have worked closely with teachers, elders and cornmunity memberq developing
cumculum documents that highlight Inuit values and beliefs and how they can be
incorporated into nonhem schools. The curriculum "expresses what is important
to Inuit: respect for yourself. family, other people and everything that belongs to
the environment" while at the same time seeks to develop "the skills [students]
need to succeed within contemporary Canadian society (Government of the
Northwest Temtories, 1996; Baffin Divisional Board of Education, 1989).
Children in the Nonh, under the developed cu~iculums,l e m about the
importance of the sea throughout their entire elementary and secondary academic

Table 10: Schools of the Inuvik, Bafiin, Keewatin and Kitikmeot Regjons
(Source: b r i c Lcvy,pasconun, Marrh 23,1999; Cathy Ciaavan,pazao~,Much 2S,
1999; the Kivrlliq Divisional Educatioa Council,persc~ar,SLptemkr 16,1998; tk
Kitiluncot Board of Education, ptcdmm, Scptembcr 16,19!lû)
Rcgion

School

Inuvik
Region

Delta
Divisiond
Education
Council

Baffin

Rcgion

Divisiond
Education
Council

AnMk School
Chief Julius School
Chicf Paul Niditchic
Inuaithuyak School
Manffilaluk School
Moose Ken School
Samuel Heame Secondary
School
Sir Ale.Yandcr Mackenzie
Helen Kalvak Schooi
Nanook School
lnuujaq School
lnuksuit School
Pitseolak School
Sam Pudlat School
Quluaq School
Umimmak School
Aniriqjuaq School
Ataguttaaluk High School
Ataguttaaiuk Elementuy
School
Inuksuk School
hamie School
Nakasuk School
Qaqqalik School
, Allurut School
Attagoyuk School
Alookic Schod
Tdcijualuk School
Utaajuk School
Q a m m i i k School
N@ak School
1 Levi Angmak Elcmentary 1
School
Qitiqliq Smndary School
hchel Amgnammaktiq
Elcmentary
lonah Amitnaaq
,

-

-

~ivlüq
Divisiond
Education
Council

Sakku School
Leo Ussak Elemcntary
School
Muni Ulujuk niMiaMk
School
Simon AIaittuq Ford
Seconâary School

Community

Tekphone

Pdatuk
Fort McPherson
Tsiigchîchic
Sachs Hacbour

867-580-320 1
867-952-213 i
867-953-321 1
86796904241
867-977-225 5
867-978-2536
867-777-7 175

Tuktoyakmk
Aktavik
hwik

Inwik
H O U
Apex

Arctic Bay
Broughton Island
Cape Dorset
Cape Dorset
Clyde River
Grise Fiord
Hall Beach
lgiooiik
Igloolik
Iqaiuit
Iqaluit
Iqaiuit

-

Ki&
Nanisivifc
Pangnhmg
Pangnirtunp:

Pond Inict
Pond Met
Resolutc Bay
Si~ikiluaq

867-777-7 180
867-396-3804
867-9794597
86733 94843
867-927-8938
867-897-8826
867-897-8332
867-924-63 13
867-980-992 1
867-928-8855
867-934-8600
867-934-8996
867-979-528 1
867-9794206
567-979-53 35
867-939-222 1
867-436-7350
867473-88 15
867473-8803
867-899-8864
867-899-8964
567-252-3888
867-266-88 16

ANiat

Baker Lake

867-857-2778
867-793-25 13

Baker Lake

867-793-2842

Coral Harbour
Rankirr Inlet

867-925-9923
067-643-28 14

Rankin hiet

86745-276 1

Rankin Met

867&5-276 1

Arviat

-

Kivalliq

Kivaiiiq

TusaMlc School

Region

Divisioaai

Inuglak School

Kitikmeot Kidkmcot
Board of
Region
Educatioa

.Kiilinüc Hi* School
Kullik School
H
a
i School
Jimmy Hikok School
Qiqraq School

guL(ulr

Netsilik &ho01
Kugaardjuq School

Rcpuk Ray
Whale Cove

Cambridge Bay
Cambridge Bay
Kuglukhtk
Ku@ukîuk
Gjoa Haven

Taloyoalr
Peily Bay

867442-9920
867-896-9300

867-983-2726
867-983-2720
867-9824406
867-982-UW) 1
867-360-74 14
867-56 16606
867-76942 11

I

career. Figures 14 and I 5 illustrate the basic foundations that tachers in the North

are expected to teach with. It is clear that the sea and huit dependance on the s
a
is taught throughout the schooling process. With such a strong environmental
education foundation in the Nonh, there are numerous possibilities that DFO
could punue within the Northem educational system in tenns of communicating
the importance of the Oceuns Act, its programs and the potential the Act has to
protect their way of life.
5.2.3

Unstructured Communication
The stnictured communication channels (radio, television, newspapers,

journals, newsletten, and the educational system) in the North have been well
addressed. It is also important to mention the 'unstructured' forms of
communication in the Nonh. Because of the nature of Arctic communities (e.g.
small populations of primarily an oral culture) unstnichired communication can
be very usefil in certain situations. There are a number of unstructured

communication channels in the Nonh that are statistically unmeasured in terms of
success in reaching the target market, yet there is a general consensus by many in
the Nonh that these channels are extremely effective in reaching the local
population. Face-to-face contact has been highly recommended by many
communication experts, especially if there is communication that will need to take
place with elders in the community (Patricia Fitzpatrick, persmmm., March 29,
1999; Zoe Raemer, pers.comm., March 29, 1999). A shortlist of the unstructund

communication channels could consist of:
posting notices and information on the local bulletin boa& at the port office, the
Northern Store (the large store that supplies grocenes, clothes, and numerous
other supplies), the Church, the College, etc.;

using VHF radios to cornmunicate with outpost camps during the summer

months;

verbal communication

with

community memben (in small communities of

sometimes 300 people, word and news ûavd fa); a d

placing advertisements on the local television station. Evay community bu a
channei that airs al1 the local advertistments fiom such things as upcoming
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Figure 14: ~oundrtionsfor Teaching Curriculum in the North (Saum: Baffin
Divisional Board of Education, 1989)
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Figure 15: Foundations for Teaching Curriculum in the North (km:
Goverurnent of the Northwwt Tcmtorics, 1996)

social evcnts, meetings, to who is rclling their snowmobilc. For cxuiiple, in Inuv*,

NT the station is dled Inuvik TV and it airs al1 the dvcrtiscments for the wmmuniiy
on channel4.

These types of communication would prove to be useful when there is a
scheduled event such as a community consultation that is to take place, the
announcement of a MPA,or the yearly celebration of Oceans Day.

There are definite conclusions that can be drawn aAer speaking with
northern communication experts. Primarily, there are certain communication
channels that will be more effective than others in tems of communicating what
the Oceans Act is and why Oceans Act Initiatives are important. In general, out of
the three structured forms of communication (audio, visual, and print) print has
been touted as the least effective when trying to communkate with Arctic coastal
communities (Zoe Raemer, pers.comm., March 29, 1999; Steven Lowe,

perscomm., March 23, 1999; Andy Swiderski, pers.comm., December 12, 1999).
Audio and visual forms of communication have more success because they appeal
to and stimulate ways of communicating traditional to Inuit. According to Zoe
Raemer, Director of Communications for the DIAND, the order of prionty for a
communications strategy targeting the North should be face-to-face contact first

(if possible), appealing to the visual or audio sense second, and developing
written materials last (Zoe Raemer, pers.comm., March 29, 1999). Working with
the northem educational system is a must. The gmeral nonhem population
demographics and community characteristics that have been researched illustrate
the abundance and importance of the youth sector in the North, indicating the
nonhem educational system should play a large role in communicating the
Oceans Act and its importance.

PLATES
1. The community o f Iqaluit, Nunawt.

2. A stop sign in Iqaluit, Nunawt displaying both Inuktitut and English.
3. The Nunawt Arctic College, Nunatta Campus (Arctic College Headquarters),

Iqaluit, Nunavut.
4. Children's school work on display at the Baffin Divisional Education Council,

Iqaluit, Nunavut.

(Photographs: Andrea Lamboo)

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS: A COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
6.0

INTRODUCTION
There were three major objectives of this research. They included (1)

identifjing and documenting ocean activities and resource uses in the Central and
Arctic Region, developing a catalogue of uses for the area, (2) identifjhg the
resource users and stakeholder groups that are Sected by ocean activities and
decisions made regarding the resources (e.g. allocation rights), developing a
database for future reference, and (3) developing a communication strategy for the
communication of Canada's Oceans Act, and its prognuns to meet the information
needs of the Arctic coastal communities of the Central and Arctic Region The
strategy was to be designed for the northem stakeholders of the Central and Arctic
Region. Objectives 1 and 2 have been addressed in Chapter 4. This chapter
addresses objective 3. Within the strategy, a number of potential communication
tools are outlined to aid in communicating the Act and its programs. This strategy
is based on extensive research and findings, highlighted in Chapter S.
The Oceans Act is a national piece of environmental legislation. The DFO
is the lead agency delegated to implement the Act. DFO national headquarters is
working collectively with its five regions (Figure 1) to implement the Act through
program development. Naturally, DFO headquarters has deveioped a national
communications plan for the Oceans Sector. DFO, Central and Arctic Region has
also developed a strategic communications plan for the new Sector. The
communication strategy outlined in this chapter fits into the larger fiamework,
complementing the goals and objectives that have been identified in both the
national and regional communication plans. Throughout the duration of this
research, participation in the National Program Marketing Working Group (which
consisted of representatives fiom each of the DFO's five Regions) provided close
contact with national and regional efforts that have been taking place with regards
to the Oceuns Act and O c e m Act initiatives. Whether communicating at the
regional or national level, although the form of communication and channel
utilized will be different based on stakeholder information needs in the Regions,

the message itself should not change only the way the message is communicated.
Therefore, it became important when developing the strategy to research what
was happening at the national level and understand where the DFO,Central and

Arctic fit in as a Region.
6.0.1 National and Regional Communication Plans

..

Naiîonal CommunicationsPlon.
"nie pwpose offthe nutiona~communicutions plan is to proviak the O c e m Directorate
within Fisheries and Oceans Canada with a plan to "bridge" the information nee& of its
stakehofders and target audiences and to provide a cooràïnated approach to the
Directorate's cornmirnications planning. [At this poind no jônnal mechanism a s t s to
ident~/j,the infirmation reqriirements of the various target audiences...a more formal target
midience scanning mechanism is required to ascertaih the infirmation needr of target
midiences. " (Westbrook and Harris, 1999)

..

D FO's Central and Arctic Region's Stratqic Comm~1nic(1?(*0ns
Ran.
"The [Central and Arctic Region k j strategic communications plan is very broad in its
approach because if is necessury to look at the 'big picîure: It is recomrnended t h
inriivirhrd conimunications plundstrategies be prepared to address speci#c needr. " (Smith,
19991

The national and regional communication plans are broad and identiQ

nationaVregional communication objectives, target audiences and key messages.
These plans provide a strong, consistent foundation that can be built on when
developing future plans or strategies. There are a number of stakeholder groups
identified as target audiences in these plans, each with very direrent population
demographics, economic systems, traditions, cultures. values and beliefs. How
respect for the oceans fit with their value system and how their activities,
business, and lifestyle relate to oceans becomes very important when trying to
communicate with these groups. These diReremes illustrate the need for tailored
approaches to communication when communicating the Ocems Act and its three
programs. The communication strategy outlined below is tailored to the
information nceds of the nonhem stakeholders of the Central and Arctic Region.
According to the framework for developing an Ocems Act communication
strategy, as outlined in the methods section (Figure 2). developing the actual
strategy is completing steps five, six, and seven. The strategy focuses on tailoring
the message to a particular stakeholder group (coastaf communities), outlining

communication avenues to relate the message (based on rtsearch that detcmined
the most appropriate methods of communication for that particular group), and
addresses the importance of feedbackloops to ensure the communication methods
chosen have been successful. This is only one strategy. Further strategies should
be developed that target the remaining stakeholder gmups which have been
identified as having oceans related activities. Even though information needs will
be different, the same fkamework cm be applied to al1 stakeholder groups. It can

provide a working plan of how to develop a tailored communication strategy. The
strategy outlined below is presented in the generally accepted format for
communication strategies, which has been provided by the DFO Communications
Directorate.

6.1

A COMMüNTCATIONS STRATEGY FOR TBE ARCTIC
COASTAL COh4MUMTES OF THE CENTRAL AND ARCTIC
REGION

6.1.1

Issue
The development of a communications strategy to cornmunicate the key

-

messages of Canada's Oceans Act and its three programs MPAs, MEH and IM

-

to the Arctic coastal communities of the Central and Arctic Region. The strategy
will highlight the communication channels that have been researched to be the

most effective when communicating with northem communities. It will also
outline potential communication tools that can utilize successful charnels to
communicate key messages.

6.1.2

Background

In January of 1997 the Government of Canada passed through legislation
Canada's Oceans Act. Under the Act, the DFO was appointed the "lead federal
department for the management, conservation and protection of Canada's oceans
nsources7', where DFO would be responsible for hplementing the Oceans Act
and developing Oceans Act initiatives. The Act is intended to foster a new method

of participatory management, changing the direction of current oceans
management.
The Act was developed to address the need for an integrated appmach to
managing potentially competitive ocean activities. One of the immediate goals of
the Govemment of Canada, with regards to the Act, is to expand working
partnerships among oceans stakeholden and increase their responsibility and
accountability by raising awareness sunounding the importance and dependance
on world oceans. The need to inform stakeholders and user groups of their
growing role in oceans management is forefiont.
The stakeholders of the Central and Arctic Region are diverse with

different cultural, ecological, and economic backgrounds. These differences need
to be valued and respected if the Oceans Act and integrated ocean management
are going to be well received and supported. With these key points in Mnd,
developing a communication strategy to communicate the Oceam Act becomes a
priority for the DFO.The DFO needs to find effective ways to communicate the
Act and relay the message in a fonn that is interesting, important, and relevant to

the targeted stakehoIder(s).

6.1.3

Cornmunications Objectives
To effectively communicate Canada's Oceans Act and DFO's leading
role under the Act to the DFO's clients;
To raise awareness and understanding surrounding oceans issues,
emphasizing the importance of and our dependance upon ocean
resources and oceans functions;

To raise awareness as to the need to protea and consente oceans
resources for future generations; and
To promote and encourage participation in the oceans activities
management process.

6.1.4

The Communications Process

Communicating the Ocems Act and its programs, as with any other
communication, follows the process outlined in Figure 9. It is now possible to
revisit Figure 9, The Communication Process, and link the DFO,the Ocermr Act
and its programs to this general schematic. To communicate the Oceans Act and
its programs the DFO (the source) will encode the key messages of the Act based
on the communication channels that have been researched and identified as
having the greatest levei of success with the target audience (receiver). Basically,
this means communicating the Act based on the findings documented in Chapter
5. Chapter 5 highlighted important population demographics and community

characteristics, as well as, the most heavily used communication channels in the
North. Utilizing the findings in Chapter 5 can ensure that these important
population demographics and community characteristics are considered and built
into the communication process so that northem communities (receivers) cm
decode key messages to the best of their abilities, based on language, education,
etc.
Mass distribution of general Oceans Act information has been
disseminated and the Oceans Sector is now looking towards building the
relationships needed to foster lasting partnerships and potentially change
behaviors. Over tirne, through relationship building, heightened general
awareness can be achieved regarding the importance of, dependance on, and need
for protecting Canada's oceans. Heightened general awareness can foster changes
in Canadians' attitudes and behaviors towards Our oceans envuonment. Building
partnerships and changing behaviors cm be direct results of effective
communication. "Communication [should bel an ongoing process, and not sirnply

as [a one-stop] conveying of information. Effective communication is a two-way,
interactive, on-going process" (Stiles and Usher, 1998).

6.1.5

Target Audience

The Canadian public is made up of a variety of oceans stakeh01der grwps,
each group having different communications needs. As noted earlier in Chapter 1,

the Govemment of Canada has developed a list of these stakeholden. This list has
been funher refined in both the national and regional communication plans.

According to these plans, the broad groups that will be targeted for Oceuns Act
communication in the Central and Arctic region include (Westbrook and Harris,
1999; Smith, 1999):
Residents of the Canadian Arctic (coastd communitics, land claim boards, local
goveniments, municipal associations, school children&outh, and community
leadedelders);
Intemal DFO agencies;
IntemationaVFedera~emtorial/RovinciaYipalgovmiment agencies with
oceans related activities;

Special interest groups;
Marine Industry (mining, oil and gas exploration, tourism operators, shipping

and transport, fisheries);
Academic Community;

Scientific Community;
Youth;
Environmcntal NGOs with occans rclated interest.;
Environmcntal Action Groups; and
General publicllanadians.

The broad target audience for the communication of Canada's Oceans Act is
large. The target audience for this research, are the residents of Canada's North, in
panicular those who inhabit the coastline of the Arctic Ocean. Many
representatives of special interest groups, the academic community, and youth are

part of these communities. The narrow scope of this research in no way implies
that the remaining target audiences are any less important or that the
communication suggestions outlined in this strategy are not applicable to them.
The narrower scope is simply to keep the size of the research manageable and
specific to the target audiences' demographics, community characteristics and
information needs for greater applicability and communication success.

6.1.6

Whcre
The primary areas of interest are the coastline communities of the

Canadian Arctic (Figure 3). In particular, it is the communities that are covered
under both the IF4 1984 and the NLCA, 1993 (Figure 3). These areas cover vast
tracts of land and are sub-divided into four major regions known as the Inuvik
Region, Kitikmeot Region, KeewatinKivalliq Region, and BafEn Region. Each
Region has their own distinct culture and is represented by their own Inuit
Associations and educational jurisdictions.

"ln order to address the many interrefatedsocial, economic. und ecological problems thut
a radical change Ni its attiîudes, value and
behavior. An integroted vision of the bosic ethical principles und practicuf guideIines thut
should govem the conchict of people a d nations in their relation with each other and the
Errrth is urgent&neesded " (Rockefeller, 1996)

/ace the world today. humuni& mtut undergo

1

The pnmary message is Canada's Oceans Act and its three programs - IM,
MPAs and MEH.However, it is not enough to simply cornrnunicate the Act and

its three prograrns. The message must be strong "since it will likely be in

cornpetition with several thousand other messages reaching the same individuals
every day, no matter how remote the community" (Stiles and Usher, 1998). Stiles
and Usher (1998) have a few suggestions for crafhg effective messages. They
recommend creating positive messages, appealing to the target group's needs psychological, social, economic, emphasizing how a desired behavior or action
will benefit the target group, personalizing the message as rnuch as possible, and
making each message brief, appealing understandable, mernorable, convincing,
relevant and technically correct.
Basically, the Oceans Sector will need to communicate what exactly the

mean to Arctic Ocean stakeholders and
more specifically residents of Northem communities. The key messages

Ocems Act and its three programs will

communicated should be based on three important questions, 1) how does the
ocean affect us, 2) how do we affect the ocean, and 3) how can Canada's Ocems

Act and its three programs help to balance our dependance on and development of

oceans.
Sustainable development, the prccautionary pnnciple and integnted
management, as they relate to marine protection and conservation, are the
foundations of the Act. Accordingly, communication with stakeholders should
address the importance of these foundations in oceans management in layman
tems and how they relate to northern residents. Coastal residents tend to hold a
more utilitarian view of oceans than inland people do (Lien, 1992). Therefore,
cornmunicating how the Act relates to their ocean values is crucial.
For example, MEH is important for ocean resource sustainability, which is
directly related to the survival of Inuit cultures, and the traditional legacy of
dependance on sea life. MPAs ernploy the precautionary approach by setting aside
certain habitats crucial to marine species, avoiding unwanted conditions such as
overfishing, habitat degradation by development, and can ultimately protect the
culture and tradition of subsistence harvesting in the Arctic. MPAs are also
flexible by design and can accommodate development at certain times of the year,
if that is what residents believe would be most beneficial. IM can then provide the
cohesive management plan that will take into consideration these important issues
and stakeholder viewpoints to ensure that a coastd area is managed in a manner
that is widely accepted by al1 individuals involved with and afTected by the area.

How these programs will be implemented and ultimately affect the people with
Arctic Ocean interests are very important to communicate.
The ultimate goal of communicating the Oceanr Ac? and its prograrns is to
raise the level of awareness through conservation education initiatives and
provide individuals with a greater understanding enabling them to respond to
environmental issues in a knowledgeable way. The tools outlined below can be
used for this exact purpose. They are tailond to incorporate the demographics,
community characteristics and information needs of northern stakeholders.

6,1,8

Potential Communication Tools

There are a number of communication tw1s that could be used to
communicate the key messages of the Act and its three prograrns. Because the
recommended communication tools are based on extensive research in and about
the North, the probability that information will reach northemers in a way that is
meaningfil to them is higher. Many of the recommended communication twls
will take time and effort to develop but will be beneficial in the long-tem
communication efforts of the Oceans Sector. Furthemore, there are many
opportunities for cross utilization. For example, if developed using plain
language, communication tools can be used in a number of different venues.
Tools that were originally developed for radio or television use can also be
utilized in classrooms, visitor centers, on community tours, at conferences, and so
on to increase exposure and cost effectiveness in developing these products.

The recommendations iisted are in order of priority based on personal

observations from community visits, unstnictured interviews with northem
communicators, literature reviews, and researched effectiveness of northern
communication channels. Immediate community needs, and the cost, tirne and
effort involved in developing and implementing the suggested communication
tools also played a large role in prioritizing the suggestions.
Ideally, the first step for the DFO is to develop stronger links and
partnerships with northem communities. Public relations or educational efforts
should begin as early in management planning processes as possible (Lewis,
1996). In my opinion, the prograrns under the Act will only be as strong as the

partnerships built behind them. This involves direct contact initially, to let the
communities know who the Oceans Sector is, what their mandate and goals are,
and how the DFO can work together with local communities to manage the ocean
resources in the North. The Oceans Sector, working closely with other DFO
sectors, needs to be more visible in the North. This can be accomplished by
scheduling regular community visits or by placingîhiring community liaisons who
acnially live and work in northem comrnunities. Through regular community
visits or the work of the community liaison, strong ties can be built between the

DFO and community members, northem communication bodies, and northem
SChoots.

With stronger ties developed between the DFO and northem groups there
will be greater opportunity to reach communities using the educational materials
the Oceans Sector will develop (e.g. oceans conservation videos, written articles,
educational "ToolKits",

"edutainment"

productions). Furthemore, with

partnerships, the DFO will have a greater understanding of the specific needs,
audiences, and circumstances in communities. It is argued that understanding
these specifics is crucial in effective educatiodpublic relations programs (Lewis,
1996).
A number of the following recommendations are already being developed,

yet it is important to mention them here for the sake of consistency. It is also
imponant to note that these suggestions are part of a general strategy, whether or
not they are feasible will depend on the Oceans Sector's funding, time restraints,
etc., variables that are uncenain at this point. Further work plans should be
developed when implementing these suggestions to provide specific dates,
tirnelines, budgets, etc. The recommendations include:
Direct Contact;

Working with Community Liaisons;
Developing Educational Materials; audio, visual and print and Strong Linb to
Northern Communication Bodies;
Developing an Oceans Webpage;
E d n g continued participation in the National Oceans Conservation Program
Marketing Working Group;
Developing a Calendar of Events;
Establishing a Speakers' Bureau;
Developing an Educationai Program Inventoty;
Establishing Partnerships with Northern school systerns;
Developing a Portable Educational '~Too1Kit'~;
and
Utilizing "Edutainment" as a communicationtao[.
1. Direct Contact

Histoncally, culture and traditions of the North have

been primarily based on oral and visual communication. Direct contact is often

the most effective communication when working with community members. Once
in the community, direct contact is also manageable due to the nature of the size
of Arctic communities. Community tours and ''virtual symposiums" are two
options that could be used to facilitate direct contact with Arctic community
members. Community tours are extremely useful to seek exposure in the
community and they allow community members to associate a face with a
narndorganization. There have been some community tours done by the Oceans
Sector to raise awareness surrounding the Act, primarily in the Western Arctic.
More direct contact is always usefil. Virtual symposiums can also be used to get
important memben of the community together providing a forum for direct
contact. Virtual symposia take advantage of telecornmunication technology such
as videoconferencing, teleconferencing, live broadcast, and Intemet applications.

They are cost effective, saving large amounts of money and time that would
otherwise need to be spent on travelling, and are extremely participatory
(Kat herine Clarida-Fry, pers. comm., March 22, 1999).

Vinual symposia have been very successful in the North connecting
northemers and bridging the distance between communities in the North. The
Inuit Communications Systems Limited (owner of the IBC) has been a pioneer of
northern virtual symposiums organizing them for clients such as the GNWT,
Environment Canada, and the Nunavut Implementation Committee. They have
,

covered many important issues in the North spanning from National Aboriginal
Career Symposiums (1997) to the Pnce of Progress

- Global Pollution in the

Arctic (1997) to the Future of Work in Nunavut (1997) to Self Esteem for Young
Women (1995) (Katherine Clarida-Fry, pers.cumm., March 22, 1999).

There are of coune both strengths and weaknesses associated with direct
contact as a method of communication.
S~englhs
Direct contact provider the opportunity to nlay the message one on one with
community members, addressing their concerns and questions f n t hand

avoiding the potential for "noise" to alter the oriaal message;
Provides for two-way communication;

Cleat and consistent message;

Uses a method of communication

e m p h a s k Liuit tnditiod f o m of
communication, an oral and M s h ~k t ~fstoxy
~ ~ telling;

Face to face communication is the most cffcctivc form of communication (Zw
Raemer, peis.comm., March 29. 1999; Andy Swidcrski, pers.conn., Decembcr
12, i998; Patricia Fitzpatnck,pers.comm*, March 29,1999);
Addresses the n o n h a population dcmographic issues oflow Litcracy;
Establisha contact within cornmunit', bd& consistency, devolop partnerships
with community Inuit Associations; and
Provides irnmediate feedback.

Weahesses
Extremely expensive and time consuming to travel throughout the North;
Resentations are usually in English, which may show a Iack of respect for
traditional language;
High dependance on stmng communicator who knows the way of lifc in the
No&, who is crosstulturally sensitive and respecdul, and wbo has nrearched
how to present successfully in the North. For example, it is nccessary to makc
presentations relevant, communicate in a marner that caters to audiences'
particular leamuis style, translate materials into the aboriginal dialect as a oign
of respect, keep it simple, clear and concise using plain language, avoid tables,
use analogies when speaking of measurtment terms, makt appmpnate use of
humor, always remembaing l a s is best (Saesand Usher, 1998);
Logistical considerations such as stmng fmdhg and manpowa for direct contact
projects, timing, and translaton are not always available; and
Lack of planning with other govenunent agencies worlcing in the ana can rcsult
in overlap, confusion, and unnecessary disjointedncss.
2. Working with Comnurniq Liuiso~ts,
"Community leaders - ihose who are influentid in shaping attitudes cnd ocrions in the
community - are the people you need most to engage in an eflective public dations or
p u r potenliai comn>unicaîion partners,
environmental communication program. ?hcy
without witom you con noi suçceed " (HarrLson, et-aL, 1988)
--

-

The Oceans Sector may wish to work closely with community liaisons
when engaging in direct contact. The Oceans Sector can communicate with

liaisons, illustrating the key messages of the Act and what they hope to
accomplish (e.g. a MPA in the Region, MEH community monitoring prograrns,

etc.). The community liaisons need to be somme who is crdible on the
community's tens, who is an information gatherer and a spokesperson (Lien,
1988). The key individual also needs to be the person who spreads the message,

in foms, educates, and maintains contact (Lien, 1988). Fastering consistent

interaction between the liaison and community members is a strong step toward
removing distrust in the planning and irnplementation of Ocemcs Act prograns.
3. DDewping Edrtcorional Materiak and Strorrg Links to Northern
Communiccrrion Bodies,

As summarized in Chapter 5, there are a handful of

large communicators in the Nonh, and the fonnal communication channels
inciude radio, television, and print media. In the early stages of the program, it
would be wise to develop relationships with these large northern communicaton
who have communicating capabilities in the North to ensure that they are familiar
with the program and will cover stories as they develop, e.g. the announcement of
a MPA in the Arctic. "Working with existing communication societies to co-

communicate, increases reliability, decreases costs, and increases buy-in" (Zoe
Raemer, perscomm., March 29, 1999). In fact, the Oceans Seaor is currently
doing much of the work needed to build the relationships between the Sector and
the northem communication groups. Currently, there are newspaper articles being
developed for the northem newspapers, storytelling audiotapes are being
developed for the northem radio stations, and two videos (one nearing
completion) have been developed for potential airing on TVNC.
Seeking publicity to cover good news stories is another reason why strong
links to northem communication bodies is cnicial. However, it is important to be
careful, remembering that the North is a highly political area and "the media is
extremely influential and often what media says becomes faa. [Therefore] you
will need a good spokesperson, who is well prepared and well trained to deal with
nonhern media effective1y" (Zoe Raemer, pers. comm., Mar& 29, 1999).
However, if journalists are dealt with carehlly, they can be mon helpfiil for

environmental education work (Clark, 1996).

4. Drvclopîng an Oceutas Web Page
L

"Peter Ernerk wczr on the phone M m Iqoliit, deding in fofrr andfiguns about N-t,
when ha stopped and said "Why don 'tlj w t send an e-mail?" And then k stoppd ugdn and
said. "You know. sometimes Ihi ammed F o ~ pars
y
ago I was living in an iglw. Now 2 Ik
sendinn e-mnils. 'Xanken and Vincent. 1999)

The Intemet has become a very important information source and
communication tool in today's technological world. It has served to c o ~ e c t
communities and individuals, including those that are remote, al1 over the world.
Developing an Oceans Web Page would be beneficial for the Oceans Sector. The
website could be used as an educational tool as well as a valid source of

.information to be used by a variety of target audiences including nonhem
communities. In fact? there is an Oceans Web Page in progress that will be a
regional website focused on the Oceans Act and O c e m Act Initiatives specific to
the Region. Once completed this site should be linked to DFO's National Web
://www .oceansconservation.com and hnp://www.oceanscanada.mm),

that are provided and maintained by DFO Keadquarters in Ottawa. By linking the
Central and Arctic Region's Oceans Web Page to DFO headquarters pages, the
site will be close to the remaining four DFO regional sites, reducing confusion for
the end user, The site should include:

general information regarding the Central and Arctic Rcgion, the people and the
area;

what the Oceans Sector is;

what the nced for the Oceans Sector is;
who the main stakeholders of the region are;
what the Arctic Ocean conservation issues are;
regularly updated information regarding scientifk activities and community
monitoring prograrns;
real life case studies to illustrate the meaning/implicationsof the Oceans Act;
an interactive page targeted to the youth scctor of the population; and
important links to other agencia or groups that have e a n s rclated interats and
responsibilities.
There are a number of organizations that have done exciting and creative
things using the Intemet. For example, the Arctic Borderlands Ecological

Knowledge Co-operative, whose "purpose is to bring togcther traditional
knowledge and scientific knowledge to monitor change in the range of the
Porcupine caribou herd", has in collaboration with the Department of
Environment developed a website where comrnunity members can enter
- net) (Berkes,
information (the actual website can be located at htt~://www.taina.
et.al., 1999). This concept of community monitoring can be directly related to

Oceans Act programs and ocean resource issues. Fot example, marine mammal

migration patterns, climate change and country food contamination monitoring
can be done by community rnembers and directly related to stakeholder
participation in monitoring MEH.Findings fiorn community monitoring programs
can highiight areas that would be best served by MPAs and where there is a need
for IM plans.
Industry Canada has a strong initiative called SchooNet that seeks to
connect schools al1 over Canada to the uitemet and provides services (see
SchoolNet's webpage at http://www.schoolnet.ca)(Industry Canada, 1999).
Canada's SchoolNet was established in 1993, and is designed to "promote the
effective use of information technology amongst Canadians by helping Canadian
schoois and public libraries connect to the Intemet" (Industry Canada, 1999). As a

result of the Grass Roots Program, an initiative of Canada's SchoolNet, many
Canadian schools, including the North, are on-line. In fact, Leo Ussak School in
Rankin Inlet boasts an award winning home page (see their website at
h t t ~ : / / w w w . ~ i c . c mUsing
).
the Intemet to communicate with northem
classes could be used as a cost-effective way to reach this target audience
provided it is used in collaboration with other communication tools. The Intemet
could provide a forum for northem classes to cornmunicate with southern classes,
elders, scientists, and international schools of the circumpolar Arctic. The
possibilities are endless.
Although the Intemet is an excellent source to get information out to the
public, there are some pitfalls associated with using the Internet as a
communication tool that should be addressed when designing a webpage. Listed

below are some strengths and weaknesses associateci with using web pages to
communicate key messages.
Strengths
O

the Internet is global with the ability to comcct mnote cornmunities;
fairly inexpensive way to communicstc;

O

if used propcrly cm be a stroag tool used to communicate with younga

generation; and
can build feedback loop into web page to monitor how many people arc visiting

the site and the duration of their visit.

Weaknesses
O

the ptential to nmain static;

O

often poor marketing and exposure of sites leads to limitai visits to the site and
does not reach the targct audience intended;
dumping site for information overloading usen;

O

potential to be coahuing to wen if not designed propaly;
success is highly dependant on cornputer iiteracy of the target audience;

cornpetition with every othcr website in the world;

files are too large and require a lcngthy amount of timc to download; and
a

too many layers of idonnation result in inefficiency. It is argued that aaymoce
than three layers (or clicks) is too many and the end user could bc lost due to

lack of time or boredom (Graham Van Der Slaght, pers.comm., March 5, 1999;

Mark lowett, pers. comm., March 5,1999)
5. Ensuring Continued Parlcipatimonin National Oceans C o ~ ~ ~ m a t i o n
Program Marketing Groupe The National

Oceans Consewation Program

Marketing Working Group is an initiative that was developed to establish a
network of communications/marketing people in each of the DFO Region's
Oceans Sectors. The mandate of the group is to cost-share on projects, share ideas
and best practices of how to communicate key messages with clients. It is also to
ensure there is a certain level of consistency in program development and
implementation at both the national and regional levels. DFO headquartas dso
has the potential to provide programmarketing twls aich as posters, boobnarks,

videos, etc. to aid in communicating the O c e mAct and its programs.

6 Developing a CaIendkw of h e n h

Developing a calendar of events

that lists dates, places, potential target audiences and contact information can lead
to stronger coordination, can reduce duplication of efforts and potential costs.
Successful communication is highly dependent on timing and venue. By
developing a calendar of events, there will be a visible tirnetable of when and
where the Oceans Sector can gain greater exposure for the Oceam Act and its
programs. Table 11 is an example of a calendar of eventq and is not inclusive yet
gives the reader an idea of what it could potentially look like and the information
it should include. This type of table, once compiled, could be put into poster

format of what is happening in the North and the information could be shared
with other govemment agencies, schools, colleges, universities, and Inuit groups.

Z Establishing a Speaker's Bureau,

As summarized in Table 9, there

are a number of structured communication channels and sources in the North. As
indicated, television and radio are strong communication c h a ~ e l sand the key
northern communication bodies, as described in Chapter 5, do the majority of
programming. The information located in this table will be useful in establishing a
Speaker's Bureau, which can be considered a fomm for communicating DFO
initiatives. Establishing a Speaker's Bureau would involve developing a network

of scientists and DFO representatives to appear on programs and talk about their
areas of expertise. It would also involve networking with northern communication
bodies to identiw their programs and programming requuements, and scheduling
speakers for the identified programs.
The television programs highlighted in Table 9 could provide a strong
forum for the Oceans Sector to communicate the key messages of the O c e m Act
and its programs. Northern communication bodies are more than willing to c o n r
stories that affect their communities, which could at the same time help raise
awareness surrounding DFO science and work that is being done in the
communities (Debbie Gordon-Ruben,pers.comm, March 26, 1999). The structure

of these prograrns tend to be live, phone-in shows covering cuvent flairs.
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Oceans Act initiatives and scientific midies fit well into their program
specifications. They inevitably affect the community and are therefore of interest
to the northern communication bodies.
Finding good candidates for the speaker's bureau is important. Ideai
candidates should be approachable, fnendly, excited about their work, excited to
share their fhdings with others, informative and knowledgeable, well trained in
public speaking and dealing with the media, and supportive of the Oceuns Act. By
establishing a successful Speaker's Bureau, the Oceans Sector wiil utilize the
media advantageously and for "good news stories". The Speaker's Bureau could
be organized and operated out of Winnipeg. A communications/marketing officer

could work with the major northern communication bodies, making arrangements
and scheduling scientists' speaking a d o r interview appearances.
8. Developing an Ehcational Rogrum Inventory.

As the environment

and its conservation are becoming more and more of a concem to the general
public, the number of environmental conservation and education initiatives are
growing rapidly. It would be very usefui for the Oceans Sector to compile an
inventory of educational program initiatives that are currently taking place which
have an oceans or marine conservation component and mandate. The purpose for
developing a programs inventory is to coordinate efforts and to "piggybacK'
initiatives. By identiQing programs that already exist and then developing
partnerships to work with these programs costs can be reduced, risk can be
reduced and there is ofien less controversy associated with the initiative.
Furthemore, the Oceans Sector will have an opportunity to increase its presence
in communities. Funding is always an issue that determines the future of potential
projects. By working together with other agencies and already established
projects, the Oceans Sector has an opportunity to contribute fùnds when it can,
and receive good publicity associated with the project while at the same time
contributing both time and ideas to a great program.
Table 12 is an example of an educational program inventory. Although
this table is by no means comprehensive, the reader can better grasp what are the

Table 12: Example ofEducationa1 ïnventory for Ocmas Refateâ Programs
(Source: Clceans Co=nation Propun Marketing Workiag G m p , p a m n n , M m h 5,
1999; Cudine S p a d i n & ~ c o n n r .April29.1999; A i d m Appkjobn,par#ninr, Mar&
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existing oceans conservation initiatives. There are a number of educational
programs that have been developed by colleges such as the Aurora College and
the Arctic College, universities, Inuit youth organizationq NGOs, other
govemment agencies, other DFO regions, etc. Further research should be
dedicated to compiling a conclusive inventory of what these programs are and the
contact person for the program.
9. Establishing Pwtnetships iviih Northern Educutio~~al
System
"Shrdents Iearn more eflectiwiy wilhin un environment-barod context thm within a
traditiona2 eakcationd /ramework.-Shdes have fiund that shrdents in programs that used
as a conrext for [eaming pefomed better in mathematics, social studies,
fhe envi-science and langr~ugearts thon did their p e r s in tradironul progrmns. "(Grant, 1998)

Working with the northem educational system should be a priority for the

Oceans Sector. As indicated in Chapter 5, the percentage of youth in the NWT
and Nunavut is very high, making this sector of the population important for
communication initiatives. There fias been a considerable amount of effort
dedicated to developing oceans related cumculurn and activity guides for teachers
to use in the classroom. Ocems I I and Oceans in the CIc~ssroomare two
initiatives that have been undenaken by the DFO in the Maritimes Region and
Pacific Region respectively. These programs seek to provide activities and oceans
education curriculum to teachers. Oceans I I is a "new grade 11 science credit
course that has been designed to provide schools with the opportunity to utilite
the expertise of local fish harvesters, scientists, entrepreneurs, representatives
from industry and community leaders" (Govemment of Canada, 1999). O c e m in
the CIassrwm is tailored for younger students in grades 3 to 6 (Tonya Wilts,

pers.comm.. March, 5, 1999).

Although the curriculum and activity guides have been developed with
panicular regional environmental characteristics and education levels in mind, the
format of both of these programs is strong and could be (with help fiom northem
communicaton, nonhern teachers, and scientists) used in northem schools once
adapted. With the majority of Arctic communities located on the coastline, the
ocean is obviously a big part of their everyday lives. Educaton understand the

importance of and believe there is a distinct place for oceans education in their
curriculum (Lome Levy, pers. comm., March 23, 1999). However, recniiting
teachers who are excited to teach about oceans will be very important. Many
argue that "curricula and information alone are not the key to changing attitudes.
The literature is quite clear: values and attitudes are leamed best when they are
presented as persona1 views by a respected or liked teacher. What eounts is not
curricula, but the teachet' (Lien, 1992).
Northern schools, like any other school, have science fairs, career days
and other organized events. These events could provide the Oceans Sector with an
oppominity to raise oceans awareness and promote oceans conservation. For
exarnple, the Oceans Sector could create an incentive for students to do their
science projects on the importance of the Arctic Ocean, the functions of the
ocean, and why a healthy ocean is so important. The Oceans Sector could for
example make an arrangement with a scientist or regional person to volunteer to
judge the projects and the winner could be awarded with a prize (e.g. a trip to
Churchill to celebrate Oceans Day on June 8' or a ride in a Canadian Coast Guard
helicopter). Working with northem schools that are on-line poses another
opportunity for the Oceans Sector to raise oceans awareness and promote oceans
consenration. This idea has already been discussed in the recommendation for
developing an Oceans web page.
Direct contact has been touted by many northem communicators as the
most effective form of communication. However, this fonn of communication is
not always possible due to the high costs of traveling in the North and limited
budgets of govemment prograrns. Selecting Oceans Youth Arnbassadors, one for
the Western Arctic and one for the Eastern Arctic, could provide a direct link to
the youth within Arctic coastal communities. The Youth Arnbassadors coufd be
recmited to speak io schools within their region to discuss the importance of
oceans and their conservation, cover conferences where oceans are on the agenda
and report back to their schools, local newspapers, television shows and radio
programs. This would also be an ideal oppomuiity for partnering with northern

Land Claim Bodies and/or Inuit Associations that believe strongly in developing
their youth, devoting tirne, energy and money to this cause.
10. Developing a Portable Ehcutional "TooIKit'>.
Developing a portable

educational toolbox can provide the Oceans Sector or educators with interactive
tools to engage people in leaming about oceans and their conservation. The
toolbox could be entitled "The Sund box" or "The Tremre chest" and made
portable for easy transport and use. It would be usefbl to send a toolbox to the
Central and Arctic Regional offices in both Lnuvik, NT and Iqaluit, Nunavut, as
well as, have a couple of toolboxes at the Central and Arctic Region Head Office

in Winnipeg. Many of the scientists in the Regional office do classroom

presentations on a volunteer basis when teachers contact the office. This type of
communication tool would be usefiil for their school visits. The toolbox could
consist of a variety of tools suitable for various grade levels. If the toolbox is
successful a separate one may be needed for elementary and secondary education
levels. The toolbox could consist of:
Activity guides such as Oceans in the Clussroom 's "One Oceun" and " m a t

Does Cleun Red& Mean? " providing guided activities to do with the students;

Demonstration materials for in class, e.g. oil spill demonstration,

Ocem

in a

Bortle, the Web of LijZ (Arctic food chain), s a e d animals such as the food
chain fisfi;
Videos produced on importance of oceans to start class discussions;

Puppet show materials;
CoIoring books, posters, bookmarks, Oceans Web Page information;

Scientist Picture Books with photographs of scientists' work and Arctic

inammals with actual artifacts fiom research, e.g. beluga teeth, nanvhal huk,
pieces of balene from bowhead whaks, etc.

These are only a few ideas and it would be usehl to do more research on oceans
related education matenal that is available. A number of NGOs develop materials
tailored to oceans education. Green Teacher, Chem EcoIogy, and the Journal of
Emtironmentul Education are just a few of the key magazines which focus on

environmental education providing step-by-step activity guides for environmental
educators to use in the classroom.

"Locallyacceptablefonns of d m a are one of the best wqys of getling ynv messages #:ross
midience. Peoplr like to be entertmned and ifthey can be inad mare of the issues
and rnotivated at the same rime aff the better. " (Clark, 1996)
COy o w

The concept of "Edutainment" is to rnake learning entertaining and fun.
Communicating the key messages of the Oceans Act to certain stakeholder groups
will require a different and exciting approach, moving away fiom traditional
styles of teaching into more interactive styles for leaniing. The term
"Edutainment" is a combination of education and entertainment. It is
environmental education that uses skits, role-playing, theatre and drama to
communicate environmental messages and presents information in an entertaining
way. There are a number of environmental education groups that communicate

their environmental messages in this way. Green Kids (see their web page at
htt~://www.~reenkids.com)
and The Living by Water Project are two Canadian

exarnples of these kind of education groups (GreenKids, 1999; Caroline Sparling,

pers.contm., April 29, 1999). Intemationally theatre, drarna, and Song have been
used to communicate messages since time immemorial. For example, a
conference sponsored by the Conservation Development Forum, entitled Form
'97 New Linkges in Conservuîion and Developrnent, used a number of theatre

and dance presentations throughout the conference to address the issues of
conservation and development (Conservation Development Forum, 1997).
Although there are a number of environmental education groups that
follow this educational pattern, it would be beneficiaf to work with Inuit groups in
the North that have an interest in communicating the oceans conservation
message in their traditional methods of communication. The culture and traditions
found in the Arctic are that of an oral history where story telling, Song and dance
are comrnon. This type of communication tool is a logical fit and would most
likely ensure successful communication of the oceans conservation message.

Further research should be done in this ana to u n c m r whether or not there are
such groups in the North or if there is interest and potential for developing one.

Monitoring whether or not communication initiatives have been successful
is just as important as communicating itself, for there really is no point to
communicating if it is not working (Clark, 1996). The DFO's ultimate goal of
communicating the Ocems Act and its programs is to modo@ stakeholder
behavior in order to facilitate a positive change in behaviors. However, there are
certain criteria for success that must be met before the end result, a positive
change in behavior, can occur (Laszlo Pinter, perscomm., July 12, 1999). Fust,
the message must obviously be communicated. Second, the message must be

received. Third, the message must be understood and fourth, the message must
result in a modified change in behavior. Each of these criteria becomes
progressively harder to achieve successfiilly.
Aithough necessary, monitoring whether or not your message has made an
impact on an individual's behavior is often very dificult. "The benefits of
education programs are often only realized long afkerthe prognun is implemented.
Resource managers are therefore reluctant to assign adequate funding for
education programs since it is dinicult to measure the benefits of such programs"
(Alder, 1996). Stiles and Usher (1 998) suggest that "a combination of assessrnent
methods is the most effective way of getting a reading on your performance and
the results of your communicationy'. Listed below are a number of methods
suggested by communicators that can help assess the effèctiveness of
communication. An important aspect to undetstand with relation to monitoring
communication is that deriving success measurements d l be a lengthy process.
Some of the recommended communication tools have stronger monitoring
potential than others. For example, using the Inteniet and webpages allows for
strong monitoring. Functions a n be built in during the design process that will
allow the Oceans Sector to monitor how ofkm people are visiting their site and for
how long. With direct communication (e.g. community hall presentations,

classroom presentations and plays) pre and post-tests or before and dter
questionnaires (verbal or written) are useful monitoring tools. By using before and
after questionnaires, the communicator cm determine the audiences' level of
understanding surrounding the topic before information was presented and their
level of understanding after the information was presented. Stiles and Usher
(1998) suggest that a presenter can also develop paiticipant reaction forms, or
have audiences wnte down two or three of the most important messages they are
able to recall. If long-term information retention is desired further questionnaires
could be sent out 4 6 months later. The communicator can then compare results
from immediately following the presentation and several months following the
presentation (Stiles and Usher, 1998).
Another option for the Oceans Sector is to do a baseline survey to monitor
the effectiveness of their communication efforts. In fact, this is exactly what the
Great Bamer Reef Marine Park Authorhies (GBRMPA) did (Afder, 1996). In the
period between 1985 and 1991, the GBRMPA was involved in a number of
education programs to inform their audience of the park's existence, values,
issues, and management. Communication tools used by GBRMPA ranged fiom
displays at local shows, to classroom talks, to radio advertising. To determine
whether or not these efforts were working, they designed a baseline survey to
measure levels of awareness of the park, and attitudes towards various aspects of
management in the area. Follow-up surveys were then done afier a period of time
to measure changes in awareness and attitudes. What the GBRMPA found was
that "funds spent on education contnbuted to achieving the management
objectives of this study" which were to increase awareness, change attitudes and
behaviors, increase support for management, and increase participation in park
planning (Alder, 1996).
There are similar efforts taking place in the Nonh. The DIAM) is working
with consultants to develop a focus group model that will test communication
products within nonhern commu nities (Zoe Raemer, pers. comm., March 29,
1999). The focus group model will involve the creation of groups within northem
communities that are comprised of local community members. This group will

then provide feedback on how effective they feel DIAND'S communication and
marketing efforts have been in reaching them as a target audience. The purpose of
the focus group mode1 is to create dialogue circles, either through direct contact or
virtually, and determine what is working and what is not in tenns of advertising
materials. A dialogue circle is simply a forum to facilitate verbal communication
where the focus groups can share their findings. A combination of both badine
surveys and focus groups could be one way to determine whether or not Oceans
Act communication initiatives are succeeding in raising awareness and changing

behaviors towards oceans, their protection, conservation and management.
Furthermore, focus groups could be a usefiil feedback mechanism to test whether
or not the designed communication strategy and the recommended

communication tools would be successful in cornmunicating the Ocerms Act and
its programs to the coastal communities of the Canadian Arctic.
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Communications, DTANI)
Biologist, DFO Area
Office Western Arctic
Scientist, DFO Area O f k e
Eastern Arctic
Administrative Assistant,
Kitikrneot Board of
Education

Wayne Hanna

October 20, 1998 Winnipeg

Lois Harwood

March 26, 1999

Inuvik

Margaret Keast

March 22, 1999

Iqaluit

Kiti kmeot
Board of
Education

September 16,

Winnipeg

Kivalliq
Divisional
Education
Council
Judith Knapp

September 16,
1998

Winnipeg

Administrative Assistant,
Kivalliq Divisional
Education Council

March 29, 1999

Yellowknife

Director, Yellowknife
Education District #1
Director of
Communications, DFO
Central and Arctic Region
Assistant Director, Baffin
Divisional Educational
Council
Senior Ad Executive,
Nortext Multimedia/
Nunatsiaa News
Coordinator, OceansAct
Implementation, Oceans
Sector, DFO Central and
Arctic Region
Marketing, Nunatsiaq
News
Education Consultant,
BeaufortDelta Divisional
Educational Council
Director, Visual
MarketingKhikak
Communications

1998

Sharon
Leonhard

May 1998 - June 1 Winnipeg

Lome Levy

March 23, 1999

Iqaluit

March 23, 1999

Iqaluit

Jack Mathias

May 1998 - June 1 Winnipeg

Winnipeg

Bill McConkey
Effie Mcleod

Darlene
Mulligan
-

Nunavut
Tourism

March 25, 1999

Inuvik
Winnipeg

March 5, 1999

1 Ottawa

Regional

Conservation
Piogram

MatkaOng
Working

Group:
Pamela Tuepah
(Ottawa)
Ernest Ferguson
(Maritimes)
Laurie Gill more
(Maritimes)
Mark Jowett
(Ottawa)

han-O'
Brien
(Newfoundl and)
Marc Pakenham
(Pacific)
Slyvi Racine
(Laurentian)
Graham Van
Der Slagt
(Pacific)
Tonya Wilts
Pacifie)

Linda
O' Shaunassv
Laszlo Pinter

I

March 30, 1999

Yellowknife

May 1998 - July Winnipeg

. Prognunming, Television
I

1999

II

--

Zoe Raerner

Northern Canada
Project Officer,
International IIlStitute for
Sustainable Development

m

I

March 29, 1999

Yellowknife

Communications, DIAND
. Liaison
Officer, DFO Ana
I

Lynn Siegersma March 22, 1999

Iqaluit

Office Eastern Arctic
Communications Officer,
DFO Central and Arctic
Region
Project Officer, The Living
bv Water Proiect
Project Wild Coordinator,
Manitoba Chapter,
Canadian Wildlife
Federation
Consulht, Templan
Consultants

I L

Winnipeg
June 1999

.

m

Caroline

Apd 29, 1999

Winnipeg

II

1 Andy Swiderski 1 December 12,

1 Winnipeg

.

I

œ

Pamela Tuepah

January 1999 June 1999

Winnipeg

Bruce Valpy

March 29,1999

Yellowknife

Gary Weber

March 22,1999

Iqaluit

Program Marketing
Coordinator, DFO
Headquarters
Managing Editor, Northem
News Senrices
Ana Manager, DFO Area
Office, Eastern Arctic

APPENDIX A: OCEANS STAKEHOLDER DATABASE

GENERAL SECTOR ( A w d e ~ ~Institutionr/Scicirtt@c
h
Institutiuns/~~~d
Non-Gowrnmentd Organizatiolls)
CONTACT
Principal
Principal
Principal

Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal
RogramMsnrigef

Director
Assislant Director
Assistant Dircctor
Principal
Rincipal
Director
Executive Director

Principal
Rincipai
Principal
Rincipal

Arincipi

Principal
Dircctor

COMPANY
Allurul School
Alookie School
Angik Schwl
Arctic College Keewatin Campus
Arctic College - Kitiheot Campus
Arctic Collrge - Nunatta Campus
Arctic Institute of North America
Anloqjuaq School
Atagutlaaluk Elemeniary Schaol
Ataguttaaluk Hjgh School
Attagayulr School
Aurora Research htitute
Aurora Rescarch Institute
Baflin Divisional Education Council
huforl/Dclla Divisional Education Council
Beaufort-Delta Education Council
Chief Juliw School
Chief Paul Niditchie
Churchill Notthan Studies Centre
Churchill Narthcm Studies Centre
Clarke lnstitutc of Community Studies
Faculty of Environmental Studies
Fishcries and Marine institutc of Mernorial University
Inualthuyalc School
Inuksuit School
Inulisuit School
Inulrsuk School
Inuujaq School
Inuvik Rcscarch Centre
Joamic School
Keewatin Divisional Educetion Council

-

CITY
Nanisivik
Pangnirtung
Paulatuk
Rankin Inlet
Cambridge Bay
Jqaluit
Ca&W

Hall Bach
Igloolik
lgloolik
Pangnirtung
Inuvik
inuvik
Iqaluit
Inuvik
inuvik
Fort McPherson
Tsiigehtchic
Churchill
Churchill
Whitcho~se
North York
St. John's

Sachs Harbow
Broughton Island
Broughton Island
Iqaluit
Arctic Bay

=ROV.mRRITORY
Imwt
Iuilavut
Jorlhwest Tenitories
+hmwut
Iuniivut
Junavut
4lberta
'aunavut
Junavut
~unawt

Junavut
Vorthwest Territories
Jorihwest Territories
iJunavut

"Jorthwesî Territories

~orthwcstTaritories
Jorihwmt Taritories
bthwest Taritories
Manitoba
Manitoba
Yukon Taritories
hitario
'Jewfdland
'JorthwcsîTerritoies
'aunawt
'aunavut

PHONE
867-436-7350
867473-8803
867-580-320l

8 19-979-7200
867-928-8855
867-934-0996
867-934-8600
867473-8815
867-777-3298
867-777-3298
867-979-8200
867-'777-7 136
867-771-71 36
867-952-2 131
867-953-321 1
204475-2307

709-778-0305
867-6WN1
867-927-8938
867-927-8938
867-979-5281
867439-8043

Inuvik

Junavut
Jwrevut
JorthWCSf Turitories

Iqaluit

Junawt

863-9796206

Baker Lake

havut

867-793-2803
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Exccutive Director

Executive Director
Vicc Presidenî
Director
Execut ive Director
Marine Supervisor

Rcgional Coordinator
Presiàcnt

Canadian Polar Commissioii
Canadian Port and Harbour Association
Canadian Recreational Canoeing Association
CARC, Canadian Arctic Resources Conmittee
Ecology North
Economic and Technology Council, S&T Dewelopment
Endangerd Spaces Campaign
Grccnpcace Canada
Greenpeace Canada
Heritage Park Society
lcy Waters Limited
institutc for Sustainable Developnient (USD)
Manitoba Wildlife Federaiion
Nature Consuvancy of Canada
Norihem Environmental Network(N0RNET)
Susiriinable Fisheries Nctwork
Wildemess Society (CPAWS) - Yukon, Canadian Parks
World Wildlife Fund
WWF Endangered Spaces
Yukon Conservation Society

Oltawa

Etobicoke
Menickville
Ottawa
Yellowknife
Winnipeg
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Calgary
Whitehorse
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Toronto
Whitehorse
Toronto
Whitehorse
Toronto
Yellowknife
Whitehorse

Ontario
Ontario
oidio
Onwa
~otthwestTerritories

Ma*oba
onun0
Ontdi0
Ontario
Alberta
Yukon Territories
Manitoba
Manitoba
Ontario

Yukon Territories
Ontario
Yukon Tenitories
Ontano
Northwest Tenitories
Yukon Tenitories

6 13 943-8607
6 13-269-2910

Fcdurl
Fecturl
Fcdurl
Fdurl
Fedual
Fcdurl
Fcdual

RAE
ForC Simpson

Iqrluii
Ytllowhiift
Regina

Fcderal

Fdurl
Fcdual
Fedcrrl
Fdaal
Fcdcral
Fcdual
Fcdail
Fduil
Fdcrrl

Chiefof NWT Moniioring

Chiciof Northan Collsecvrtiori Diu,
Muugu N W Division
Direcior

F*l
Fodml
Fcdaal

Fodarl
Fodenl
Fsdarl
Fdal
Fedcril

Fadarl
Fodaai
Fsdarl
FadcriJ
Fsdenl
Fadarl

Fadanl
Fsdarl

specirl Rojedr Offica
AmSMuvga-GrutWrtr

Elscimnic Chrcr
Arcr O f f i Mumga
D k b r , OMS
DYcckr, Communicriions
TsdnicrlSeMcs
A/ Regionil DLsckN, Hwnui Rcr.

Fodail

ScieriEo

Fddail

k d i n r i o r Cawmtion anâ Rot.
Regiaul Director, Cout Guard

Fsdarl

-

Hamilion
Edmonïon
Ytll0~4inifc
Yzllowknik
Fdmontan

Producl Miintenuice
A I Dala Acquisition
Chief of R o m
Muuga, Environmuml Scicncl:

Duccior, Marine Progruns
Ducciac, F h o and Admin.
Regional Dirator, Infomiaiics
Managu, Policy ud Econamics
Arca Muugu

National IM Coordinntot

Fishtrits ud Occuis Canada
Fisherics and Occuis Cuuda
Fisheritsud O c u n s Cuuda
Fishcrics and Occuis Cinida
Fishcrics and Occurs Cuuda
Fishuics uuî Occuis Cuuda
Fishuics and OEcuuCuuda
Fisherics and OEcuu Cinida
Fisherics and Oceuis Caiuda
Fistuaies anâ Ocçrns Canada
Fishcrics and Occuw Cuudr
FishcncsdQccuu Canada
Fishtncs and Oceuis Cuirdi
Firhaicsand Oceuw C m d a
Fishaies ind Qcuns Cuudr
Fishuics and Octuu C a d i
Fishtnes ud Occins C u u d i
Fishaies ud Occam C u u d r
Fifhcricsud Occuis Cuuda
Fishuicsanâ Occuis Canada
Fishaiesud O c u n s C u u d i
Fishaiesud a c o W C u u d i
FishaiuandOcGuuCanadr
Fishah rnd Oceuu Cuuda
Fihicsud OCCUNCiiuda
Fishetiesud Occuu Cuuda
Fishuitt ud Oceuw Canada
Fishuics ud ocuns Cuvdr
FishaiwandOcewCanada
Fishaies and OccuuCuuda-OçcuuDmtorrtt
Fishaies anâ OccuidCuudirnCout ûuud
ForeignM Ü r a ud IntaniW Tndo
ONwT-Re#nu~yWiidlifc ud Ecawciiic Dcvclopnait
GNWT-Raowccs, Wildlifo ud Ecoaanic Dovclopnait

Burlingion
Burlington

Burlingîon
Winnipeg
Sunia
Wi~ipeg
üurlington
Winnipeg
Iqaluil
Whiizhcwsc
Thc P ~ s
omwr

Calgary
F m Frwir
Huy R i w
Si. Crihcriim
R d i n lnltt
St. John's
Amhcrsbxg

Kawwr
Pury Sound
Selkirk
Thunder Bay
Kanwi

Cunbridgc Bay
huvüc
Si. Andrews
Siuh Sic. MWk
Mcrdow Lake

omw
Cap Santé
Ottawa

HtilthCuriidr

Iqrluit
Ycllowknifa
Winnipeg

HulthCuud.

Edmolltari

Dueciar Inttrnriionrl Business
Regionil Eiiccutivc Dircctor

lndusby Cuudr
Indusiry Canada Piririe and N W Rcgianrl Ofice
Instiîutc o f Ocun Sciences
Intunationrl Ckvclopmeni Ktscrrch Centre
Justice Cuuda Prairie and NWT Rcgians
Mrcktnzic Valley Environnitntil Impact Revitw
Minisby o f Natural H m r c z s NrIural lieritige Section
Minisûy of Tnnsparirtioci Muinc Opaations Division
Minisby of Tmsportrtiari M u i w Operations Division
National W g y b r d
Nriionrl Rcscuch Council Canada
Nationil Resewch Council Cuuda
Nationil R e m c h Council, IRAP
Nalional Tmportriioci A g m y O f Canada
Naîunl R t s c ~ ~ c Cuiidr
es
Nihtril Sciences dEngineering Rcscrrch Council
NWP Ofiw-Cuudiui Coasî Guud-DFO
Puks Cuuda
Pulis Cuuda
Polu Continaii.1 Shclf Rojcct (PCSP)
P o l u Coritinciitrl Shelf Rojcci (PCSP)-Biso Cuiipl
Polu Conti~#~trl
S b l f Projecl (PCSP)-Buis Cunp2
Public Works & Govamirnt Savices
Royal Cudh Mounitd Police
Royal Cuudh Mountcd Police
Royal Cuudian Mountod Police
Sktisticr Cuvdr
Strtistics Cuudr-Muina Tmnsport Uni1
T C - P n i r i c & N h Rcgiari, Dkof Communicrtions

-

-

-

-

-

Minislrr's Officc
Dirtctw Gçnual of Re-rch

Grints

Nordiem Puks & Sites Advisor

Tmport Cuudii
T-Cuvdr-MINiaS.ftty
Tnnsport CMdr Mi & Northan Region
Trampart Cuudr Pniric a d N
m Rcgian
Truupait C d Rairie ud Northem Rcgion

-

NorthanRcgion
T r u u ~ o r t C M d imiriad
Truispcuî Cuudi Qutbcc Region Luueritiui Rcgion

-

Ednionton
Edmonton
Sidney
Oniwa
Ednioiiton
Ycll0w);nife
kitrborough
Yellowknife
Fm Simpson
Calgaiy
St. John's
Ottawa
Saskatoon
Onrwa
OIlrw(i
Ottawa

I3lmonton
Ytllowknife
Yellowknife
Oniwa
Rcsolutc &y
Tuktoyrktuk
Edmonlon
Widpcg
Ycllowknib
Winnipcg
omwa
Ottrwr

Winnipeg
Smia

WW~
Winniptg
Winnipcg

Wipcg
Onrwa

Qu-

-

Tzrril0ri.l

TerRbwiml
Tarikwisl
Tariiorirl
Thtorirl
Provincial
Rovincirl
Provincial
Proviri~iil
Provincial
hovincial
Rovincht
Provincial
RovWicirt
hovinciil
Rovinciil
Provincial
Provincial
RonnCial
Prothciil
hovincial

RPvinCirl
novinCid
Rovinci

Rovincirl
noWicirli
novinci

novtrul

Natural Rcsrwirccs Cuuda Narthun Rcgian
Nomiwesi Temitories Arctic P d s & Tourism
NWT Chunber o f M i n a
NWT Fishamms Federiilion
Wildlife Muuganmt Advisory Council (NW)
Alberti Envircmmcntrl Protection
Alb#tr k p t o f Fortstry, L a d s and Wildlift
Alberta Depl. of ~vuonmentrlProtection
Albuîa bviromcnt, S i u d u d s dé Appovils Division
A l M a Environmental Protection, Fish Md Wildlife Seni.
Alberta Enviroiunailal Protection, Fish and Wildlife Serv.
Dcparüncnt of Enugy, M i m ud Narthtm Affrirs
Depi.of Highways, Transport, ud Muine Operations
i k p u t m m t of Naturrl Rcsourcts
Dcpuîmeni o f Naniril Htsourccs
Depuanent o f Nahiral Rcwwirccs
Ikpt.of bit Environment ud Rcrourct Mmagcmcnt
F i l ud Scrfood Auocidion o f Ontuio
Fi& ud Wildlife Services
Facsüy/Luds & Wildlife Minisûy o f Enf~cc~nent
Muiitobr Highwiys Md T ~ p o r t i t i o n
Muiiiobi Environment, Enviraunenirl Quiliiy Bruich
Manitoh N i h i r d Rcsourcts
Muiiiobr Naturd Rcsourccs
Miniiobr Naniml Reswrccl
Misby c h t u i o P a
Niluai Resoums S d c q Envirotunenta1h t e c t i o i i
Nordnan A f f r h
Ontario MSnisûy o f Naturd Rcsmrccs
Rovincs ofontario
Quebec Ministèm Dm T ~ 0 p t l . s

-

-

ikputy Mir~istzrFisti & Wildlife
Dirator
Assiskiil Dzpuiy Minista
Direclor, Fisimies Manageintnt Div.
ikputy Miiiisttr

Director o f P&s dù Nahiml Arcas

ûcputy Ministcr
Assistant kputy Minista
Director, P d s anâ Faciliiics

-

-

-

Raicwablc R
Srfcty & Hcildi Minisûy Of (MB),Environmat
Sulc Envirormcnl Resauc~Mgmt
Sulutchcwan Agriculium dFood
suk.tchcwui Dtpt. o f Highmys

-

-

Ycllowhifc
Y zllow);nifc
Y~llowknife

Hay Riw
Ottawa
Edmonton

Edmonbn
E d m h
Edmonton
Saskatchcw

Edmonbn
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipcg
Winnipeg
Regina
Misisuüga
Edmonton
Edmotiion
Winnipeg
WMpcg

Nordiwest Taitorics
NW&WCS!Temitories
Northwcst Tarilories
Northwesl Taritories
0ntui0
Albtrti
Albtrtr

Manitoh
ludiobi
Saskatchewan
Ontario

Albatr
Alkrtr

Maniioh
Mdkb
MMibbi

Winnipcg
Winnipcg

Mulih&

MMiiob.

Wimipcg

Ontuio
Alkrtr
Manitoh

Moosoriac

Ontuio

Tmto
Qu-

Ontuio

Yellowknife
Winnipeg
Regina

613-730-0382

Albertr
Albertr
SiukalEhcwan
A lbcrtr
Mmitah
M4tobr
Maniiobr

Winnipeg

Cochnm
Edmonton

867-873-5007

867-873-5281

Qa
NaoiwaLt Talibrior
Mulirn

Regina

Sul;rtcbewan
Smhtchcwui

Rinw Albat

Sircr.trhemn

705-33&=7
4111613-1221

Rovincirl
Provinciil

Ravincial
Rovincial
Rovincial

Rovincial
Municipal
Municipal
Municipl
Municipal
Municipal

Mayor
Mayor

Municipl
Municipl
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municiprl

Municipl
Municipal
Municipl
Municipal

Myor

Municiprl

Maya

Siskrtdiewan k p l . of liwys.
SaskatchewinEiivimnmcnt& Resowcc Muugunait
Saskatchewan Environmat& R-rco
Muugement
Siskatchtwan EnvironmcntlRtsou~Muugancnt
Service Dc La Rcgulunentrtion El Des Programmes
Wildlife Bruich
City of h n d o n
Coppminc Inui~
Coniinunity
lnuvik [nuit Cmmunity
Local Gavunmait District of Churchill, Giteway Norih
Municipality of &oughion lslud
Municiplity of Cape Dwsct
Municipdity of Clyde R i v a
Municipility of If al1 Bcrch
Municipality of lgloolik
Municipility of R d i n Inlci
Municipaliryof Slnikilunq
Pori of Churchill
RomdionCommittaq T b P y Par( of Churchill
Rural Municiprliiyo f Sou* Crptss
Sachs H u t m r Inuil C<wnmunity
Town of Churchill

Inronge
Regina
Regina
Rcgùu

O u h
Regina

Bruidon
Coppcmiinc
lnuvik
Churchill
&oughlon lslud
cap Dorset
Clyde River
Hill Beach
lgloolik
Rankin lnlct
Sanikiluaq

Churchill

Thc P u
Glcnboro
SlJu H h r
Churchill

Petroleum
Petroleum
Pelroleum
Petroleuin Muimger of Eiiviraiuiieiit iuid Saf'ty
Petroleum
Peirolewn
Peiroleuii~ Dircçtor Eiiviroiunent, tlealth nnd Safcty
Munugcr t-lealth, Sufety and Environiiirnt
Petrolcuin
Petroltwn
Petroleuni
Petroleum
Petroleum Presidriit
Petroleum Evironment
Petroleum Doinestic Construction Foreman
Petroleum Operaiions Adniinistrator
Peîroleurn Coordinator, Environmental A#airs
Petroleum Manager, Envir~mentHealth and Safety
Peîroleum Marine Manager
Petroleum Senior Director of Health and Safety
Petroleum
Petrolcum
Pelrolewn
Pttrolcum
Pctroleurn Manager, Environment Health and Safety
Pctroleum
Pafolcum Manager of Engineering
Pclrolcum Sefety and Environment Coordinator
Director, HeallIi, Safety and Environment
Pctroltum
Pciroltum
PctrolCUIn EnvironmcntalAdvisor
Pctrolewn Chairman, CEPA Environmental Comm.
Petlolcwn Environmcnta1Services and Regulation
Petroltlll~~ Enviroriment

Tourism
Tourism

Calgary
3anadiaii Energy Pipeline Association
Calgary
h a d i a n Heavy Oil ASSaCiati~ii
Calgary
3aiiadinn Marine Drilling Ltd.
Calgary
3lievroii Canada Resources
Montreal
':iiercheni
Montreal
Iiierchern
JiiIC Cuniida Resources Limited
C&w
: Iusky Oil Operations Ltd.
Calgary
Toroiilo
Iinperiul Oil Products Divisioii
Calgury
Iiiq~riirlOil Resources Limiteû
Houston
iiieniational Association of Drilliiig Contractors
Calgary
nuvialuit Petrolewn Corporalioii
Viurpliy Oil Company Ltd.
CalfwY
Calgary
3celoi Energy
Calgary
hinarctic Oils Ltd,
PanCanadian Petroleum Liinited
ca~~ary
Calgary
?aramount Resources
Monfreal
Petro-Canada
Calgary
Petro-Caneda
Calgary
Petro-Canada Resources
Calgary
Petroleum Communication Foundaliori
Calgary
Petrolewn Service Association of Canada
Peiroleum Society Cdn.htitute of Mining&Petro. Calgary
Phillips Petroleum Resources Ltd.
WPY
Pipe-Protech Corrosion Surveys inc.
NePurcell Energy Ltd.
WW
Ranger Oil Limited
CalCalgary
Shell Canada Limilcd
Shell Canada Ltd,
Anjou
Suncor Energy Inc.
CalTm= Mountain Pipeline Co.
Vancouva
Union Pacific Rcsources Group inc.
Fort Worth
Unocul Caneda Limited
CakW
Adventure Canada
Mississauge
Aiviq Hunters' and T r a p p Association
Cape Domt
O c e Staùehddn
~
Dd&c k h i RcHred MW 1999

-

Alberia
Alberta
Alberia

AlberZa
Quebec
Quebec
Alkm
Alberta
011I~1rio
Alberla
Texas
Alberta
Alberta
Alberta
Alberta
Alberta
Alberta
Qwk
Alberta
Alberta
Alberla
A l b
Alberta
Alberta

Ontario
Alberta
Alberta
Alberta

Queh
Alberta
British Columbia
Texas
Albata
Ontario
Nunaw t

Tourism
Tourism
Towisin
Towism
Tourisiii
Towism
Tdsm
Tourisrn
Tourism
Tourisn~
Towism
Touristn

Owner

Presideiit
Muiiugitig Director

Tourism
Tourism
Towism
ToUnsm
Tourim
Tourim
Tourism
Tourim

Manager

T4m
Tounsm
Tourism
Towism
Twrism
Tourism

Tourism
Tourism

-

Cross Marine inc.
Delta Enpericnce Tours

Tourism
Tounsm
Tounm
Tourim
Tourism

Tdm
Tuurism

Ajaguhq Outfitting
Alivaktuk Outfitting
Anderson's River Natures Best
A p p Tours
Arctic Chiilet Outfitting
Arctic Islands Lodge
Arctic Nature Tours
Arctic Odysseys
Arctic Tour Company
Arclic Tourisin
Arctic Vision
Arclic WalenivaysOJehunniRiver Advctiture)
Arviat Tundra Adventures
Banks Island Big Game Huiits
Bathurst Arctic Services
Beaufort Delta Tours
&aufort Outfitting & Guiding Services Ltd.
Beluga Tours
Black Feather Wil&mess Adventures
Blue Water Outfitting
Canaàa's Canoe Advcnlurcs
C d i a n Arctic Adventure Tours
Canadian Hovertom
Canadian River Expeditions
C a m Arclic Inc.
Central Arctic Tours & Outfitten
Ch'ii Adventures

Co-owner

Delta Tours & Outfitting
Divii Mountain Tours
Eagle Tours
Ecosummer Expeditions
Edwin Evo OutTitîing
Eetuk Outfitting and Equipmcnt Renia1

Clyde River
Pangnirlung
Tulrtoyaktuk
Coral 1-liirbour
inuvik
Cambridge Boy
lnuvik
Seattle

lnuvik
Ycllowknifc
Whitehorse
Whitehorse
Arviiit
Sachs Harbour
Yellowcinife
Inuvik
Tuktoyilktuk
lnuvik
Ottawa
Chesterfield Met
M~ckville
inuvik
Brooks
Whistler
Fort Smith
Cambridge Bay
Fort McPhcrson
Pointe Claire
lnuvik
Inuvik
lnuvik
lnuvik
Vancouver
Baker Lake
Iyaluit

Nunavut
Nunavut
Norchwest TerritMies
Nunavut
Northwest Territories
Nunavut
Nohwcst Thtories
Washington, USA
No~~hwest
Tenitories
Northwest Territories
Yukon Territories
Yukon Tenitories
Nunavut
Northwest Taritorics
Northwest Terrilories
Norùiwest TmilMiw
Northwest Taritories
Norihwest Temitones
Ontario

Nunavut
Onlario

Norihwest Temitories
Alberta

British Columbia
NorthTcrritarics
Nunavu!
Northwest Territorics
Que&
Northwcst Turitories
Northwicst Taritories

Northwst Tariiorics
NorthTaritories
British Columbia
Nunavut

Nunavut

Towism

Ferguson Lake M g e
Floyd Holdings Ltd.
Frontiers North
Gjon Haven Tours
High Arctic international Explorer Services Lid.
tiigh Arctic Lodge
Huit Huit Tows
Husky Lakes Cabin Rentals
lce Dancer Tours
IceBerg Outfilter
ldlout Loàge Outfitters
lgtoolik Outdoor Adventurers
lllisavik Camp Lid.
lnuit Sea Kayakhg Adventures
inuvik Marine Ouifitten
Jaco Qaqasiq ûutfitting
Kajjsanrsq Arctic Tours

Tourism
Ibunsm
Tourisni

Tousisni
Tousism

Tourisni
Tourisiii
Tdsm
Tourism
Tasm
Tourism
Tourism

Tourism
Tourism
Touriism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
TouRsm
Tdsm
Tourim
Tourism
Tourism
Tounsm
Tourism
Tounsm
Tourism
Tourism
T d m
Tourism

T&m
Tourini
Tounism

Manager

Narine Supcrvisor

Kasba M e Lodge

Kadail Island Whale Waiching Tours
Kqrootak Outfitting
Kivalliq Charter Boat Service
Kivalliq Tours
Koomiut C o q
Kungut Outfitting
Kuptana's Outfitttrs
Levi Palituq Outfitting
Livœ Kdlualik Outfitting
Lucys Bush Camp
Mackenzie Delta Mushing
Melignc Laicc Tours
Maligne Lake Tours
MamgarL Boat Tours
Marine Enpaditions

Mayukaiik
Midnight Express Tows

Rankiti hilet
Aklavik
Winnipeg
Gjoa Haven
Resoluk Bay
Penticton
Cape Dorscl
inuvik
Cambridge Bay
Broughion Island
Resolute Bay
Igloolik
inuvik
Iqaluii
Inuvik
Pangnirtung
Coral Harbour
Parksville
huvik
Broughton Island
Ranlrin hlet
Rankin inlet
Pclly Bay
Hall Beach
Sachs Harbow
Clyde River
Arctic Bay
Inuvik
huvik
Jasper
Jq
A~iat

Toronto
Kimminit
inuvik

Nunavul
Northwest Territories
Manitoba
Nunavut
Nunawt
British Columbia
Nunavut
Northwest Territories
Nunanit
Nunanit
Nunavut
Nunavut
Northwest Territories
Nunavut
Northwest Terrilories
Nunavut
Nunavut
British Columbia
Tcrrilorits
NorthNunanit
Nunavut
Nunanit
Nunavut
Nwwt
NoRhTerritories

Nunavut
Nunavut
Northwcst Tdlories
Nofiwesî Tenitories
Alberta
Alberta
Nunevut
ontano
Nunavut

Northws Tdtorics

Towism
Towisin
Tourism
Touism
Tourism
Tourism
Towisiil

Oww

Tourism

Tourism
Towisiii
Tourisni
Tourisin
Tourism
Tourisin
Tourism
Towism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
ToUnsm
Tourism
Tourism

Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Twrism
Tdsm
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism

Tourism
Tourism

Twrism

Regioiuil Tourisrn ikvelopiiieni Coor.

Minnewanka T o m ( 1997) Ltd.
Nauyaq Outfitting
Niglasuk Co. Ltà.
Northcott Tours & Consulliiig (Euslem Arctic)
Northem Airlink
Northwest Passage Expeditions Ltd.
Northwinds Arctic Adveiitures
Nunawt Tourisni
Nunavut Toursim
O Canada! Expeditioiis
Ookpik Tours & Adventtire
OU~-TO~US
Payleemonie Etunngat Outfitiers
Peter Tapatai Outfitting
Pikaluyak Outfitters
Pleasurc Island Restaurant
Purlaavik Outfitting
Qaimlik OulTitiing Ltd.
Qayak Nunavut
Qikiqtait Tour and Outlitting Company
Qimuk Adventure Tours
Quark Expeditions
Quark bpcditions
Quesr Naturc Tours
Qdciqiaq Nature Tours
Qullikkut Guides & Outfitters
Qutsiktwniut Outfitiing
R. T.Gniban Services
Rafler's Landhg
Rat River Tom
Red Mountain Adventures
Rendavow Lake Outpost Camp
Sachs Harbour
Saunatuk Fishing Lcxige
Sea N o f i Tours

Banff
Broughton Island
Arctic Bay
lqaluit
huvik
Maple Ridge
Iqaluit
Iqaluit
Iqaluit
Wakefield
Tukioynktuk
Baker Lake
Pangnirtuiig
Baker Lake
Broughton lslund
Dawson City
Iqaluit
lqaluit
Kimminit
Sanikiluaq
lqaluit
Carien
Darien
Toronto

huvik
Clyde River
Grise Fiord
Tuktoyaktuk
Edmonton
Fort McPhcrson
Aklavik
Tuktoyaktuk
Sachs Harbour
Tuktoyaktuk
Churchill

Aiberta

Nunavut
Nunawt
Nunawt
Norîhwest Temitories
British Columbia
Nunanit
Nwiavut
Nunavut
Quebec

867-927-8427
867-439-9949

867-979-6261
867-777-2800
604463-2035
867-979-0551
800491-7910
867-979-655 1
8 19422-3700
Nodiwesi Territories 867-977-2 170
Nunawt
867-793-25 1 1
Nunanit
867473-8933
Nunavut
867-793-2618
Nunavut
867-927-8313
Alberta
403-993-5482
Nunavut
867-979-3344
Nunavut
867-9796280
Nunanit
867-939-2307
Nunanit
867-266-8623
Nwia~t
867-979-1600
CT, USA
203-350-9033
2034564499
Ontario
4 16-221-3000
Northwe~iTarilaries 867oT77-2614
Nunanit
867-9244268
Nunavut
867-980-9063
Nor(hw~stT h r o r i ~847-977-2230
~
Alberta
Northwcst Tmitarics 867-952-2363
Northwcst Tenitories 867-978-2747
NorthTaribnc~ 867-977-2406
Northwst Turitarics 86769O13451
~orthwcst~ a r i t o r i c ~
847-9n-mas
Manitoba
20447531 95
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Tourism

Sea to Sky Expeditions

Towism
Towism
Tousism
Tourism
Tourisin
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism

Siku Outfitting
Silo Loûge
Sioans' Boat Tours
Sitidgi Lake Fishing Lodgc
Sunrise County Canoe Expeditions lnc.
Tagak Outfitting
Taku Oulfitting
TCS Expeditions
The Mad Trappers Tours Company
The Norihwest Passage
Toonoonik Sahaoiiik Co-op
Toonoonik Sahoonik Outfitters
Tuktoyakruk River Tours
Tumi Tours
Ukalik Outfitting
Ukamaktit Touring and Guiding
Ullivik Outfitting & Guiding
Wanapitei Wildemess Center
Waterton Shoreline Cmises
Watcrton Shoreline Inter-Nation Cmisc Co. Ltd,
Western Arctic Adventures & Equipment
Whitcwolf Adventure ExpeditionsMahanni River
Whitney & Smith Expeûitions
Zoo Cruises
Canadian Intenietional Trade Association
A d v d Enginc Technalogy Ltd,
AnglctEastem Ship Managemail Ltd.
Angl*Eastern Ship Management Lu.
C.A. Crosbie Shipping Ltd.
C.A. Crosbic Shipping Ltd.
Canada Ports Corporstion, Churchill Ports
Canadian Icc Service
Canadian Ice M
c
e

Owner

Toudsm
Tourism
Tourism

Marketirig Director

Tounsm
Tourism
Tourism
Tourism
Tounsm

Tounsm
Tdurism
TouRsm
Tounsm
Twnsm

Marine Supcrvisor

Tounm
Tourism
Tounsm
Tndc
Tfatwp~rl

T
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Tiansport

Tnurspori

TIMsPMt
Tmsport

optrations Manager

Tianspoïi
Truisport

IceForuaster

Runkiii lnlet
Delta
Cape Dorset
Wiiuiipeg
biuvik
Inuvik

Nunawt
British Columbia

Nunavut
Manitoba
Northvvest T h t o r i e s
Northwest Tenitories

ME
Pond lnlet
lgloolik
Seattle
Aklavik
Wilrneiic
Pond inlet
Pond lnlet
Tuktoyaktuk
Rankin inlet
Iglaolik
Arviat
Arctic Bay
Peterborough
Wataton Lake
Waterton

lnuvik
Port Coquitlam
Banff
Syvan M e
Toronto
Nepcsn
Pointe Claire
Pointe Claire
Maniml
Montra1
Churchill
Ottawa
Ottawa

Nunavut

Nunavut
Washington
Norîhwest Tenitories
Illinois
Nunavut
Nunavut
Northwest Temtorics
Nunavut
Nunanit
Nunavut
Nunanit
O n ~ o
Albata
Albcrts
N d w a Taritories
British Columbia
Alberta
Alban

untario
Ontano

Qutbcc
Q=t=

Quck
Qucac
Manitobr
Ontario
aIeiri0

Transport
Transpor(
Transport
Ttansport

Transpori
Transport

Transport
Wer
Other
m
e
r

Oiher
Oiher
Other
Othcr
mer
Oiher
m
e
r
Olhcr

0 t h

Othu
Otha
Ma
Oihcr

Harbour Master
Harbour Master

Transport Nanuk Inc.
Transport Nunuk
Transporiritioii Development Centre (TDC)
Trillium Ship Drokers
Waterways Enterprises Ltd,
Port of Churchill
Port of Churchill
AKAC Inc.
Arctic Consultaiils Inc.
Arctic Operations Iiileniationirl Inc.
Breakwater Resources Ltd.
Bureau Veritas
C. J. Marine & Associates Ltd.
C.R.Reville Marine Consultants Ltd.
CoPor Inc.
D.C. Maritime Technologies
D.C. Maritime Technologies
D.F.Dickins Associate Ltd,
D.F.Dickins Associated Ltd.
Dei Norskc Veritas
Det Norske Verilas

DNV
Dutertc Manufactwing bc.

mer

ENFOTEC

Oiher

Fédération Des Coopératives Du
Floct Technology La,
ûumanischer Lloyd
Hayes Stuart Inc.
intcmationsl Outsource Scrvices Ltd.
K.R.. Cn>asdalc & Associates
Kent Line Ltd.
KRK Consulting Inc.

Othcr

atha
Othcr
O(hcr

Oiher
i[)(hcr

Oihcr
Other
O(hcr

outer

Larnano
M.N.1,
Mariport Group Ltd.

Montreal
Moiitreal
Moiiireal
Montreal
Wiiuii peg
Winnipeg
Churchill
Calgary
Anjou
Parksvillc
Toronto
Montra1
Campbell River
Calgary
Ottawa
Norih Vancouver
Vancouver
i~ Hoya
Salt Spring island
North Vancouver
Pointe-Claire
Mississauga
Dinsmore
Ottawa
Baie d'Urfé

Kanata
Montreal
Montreal
Calgary
CalJwY
Saint John
Calgary
Toronto
Athcns
Cambridge

Quebec
Q w k
Qwh
Qwk
Manitoba
Manitoba
Manitoba
Alberta
Quebec

British Columbia
Ontario
Q=h
British Columbia
Alberta
Ontario
British Columbia
British Columbia
California
British Columbia
British Columbia
QW
Ontario
S8skaIchcwan
onlario

Que&
Ontario

Queh
Qucac
Alberta

Alberta

New Bnuiswiclç
Albata

Ontario
Ontario

Ontario

